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ABSTRACT
Trajectory Generation and Optimization for an Experimental
Investigation of Flapping Flight
Michael S. Wilcox
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Though still in relative infancy, the field of flapping flight has potential to have a farreaching impact on human life. Nature presents a myriad of examples of successful uses of this
locomotion. Human efforts in flapping flight have seen substantial improvement in recent times.
Wing kinematics are a key aspect of this study. This study summarizes previous wing trajectory
generators and presents a new trajectory generation method built upon previous methods. This
includes a novel means of commanding unequal half-stroke durations subject to robotic
trajectory continuity requirements. Additionally, previous optimization methods are improved
upon. Experimental optimization is performed using the new trajectory generation method and a
more traditional means. Methods for quantifying and compensating for sensor time-dependence
are also discussed.
Results show that the Polar Fourier Series trajectory generator advanced rapidly through
the optimization process, especially during the initial phase of experimentation. The Modified
Berman and Wang trajectory generator moved through the design space more slowly due to the
increased number of kinematic parameters. When optimizing lift only, the trajectory generators
produced similar results and kinematic forms. The findings suggest that the objective statement
should be modified to reward efficiency while maintaining a certain amount of lift. It is expected
that the difference between the capabilities of the two trajectory generators will become more
apparent under such conditions.

Keywords: trajectory generation, Box-Behnken design of experiment, objective function, wing
kinematics, flapping flight, time history, micro-aerial vehicles, MAVs, flapping mechanism,
response surface optimization
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of human history, man has looked on natural fliers such as birds and
insects with an envious eye. Humans have sought various means to imitate the locomotion of
these free-flying organisms whose inherent abilities seemingly allow them to break free of
earth’s gravity. At best, these efforts came with limited success until the early 20th century. In the
subsequent century following the development of the first gliders and powered airplanes, the
field of man-made flight has seen unprecedented advancements.
In contrast, however, to the flight of winged creatures, human-designed flight is
characterized by large structures, fixed wings, large Reynolds numbers, and the generation of
significant noise. Despite these differences, the capabilities afforded by the development of flight
technology have served to change the way humans travel, trade, recreate, and engage in warfare.
Indeed, though flight has benefited mankind in remarkable ways, the majority of the
advancements seen over the first hundred years of flight are the result of efforts aimed at meeting
military needs. These include surveillance, transportation, and the destruction of military targets.
High-Reynolds number flight vehicles have been able to meet these needs well. However, a
change in the nature of threats and war tactics over the past few decades has resulted in a new
family of military needs.
Now, in addition to large, high-speed flight vehicles capable of transporting heavy
payloads, requirements have expanded to include small, quiet, highly agile, efficient vehicles –
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primarily for the purpose of reconnaissance in confined spaces (McMichael and Francis 1997).
Missions for micro-air vehicles (MAVs) could include battlefield reconnaissance, espionage, and
exploration of buildings or caves prior to entrance by humans. Flapping MAVs (FMAVs) have
the potential to accomplish these tasks with a lower probability of detection than rotary or fixedwing flight vehicles.
Such technologies have tremendous potential to benefit mankind in civil applications as
well. Uses could include exploration of hazardous environments. For example, in rescue efforts it
would be helpful to identify the location and condition of individuals before sending rescue
personnel into hazardous situations. Additionally, search and rescue efforts could be accelerated
by large quantities of autonomous flapping mechanisms which could explore an area quickly and
efficiently (Cooney, M. 2009).
The development of MAVs has raised political, ethical, and privacy issues as well.
Whether with regard to the technical or philosophical aspects of man-made flapping flight, it can
be said that the development of this capability has caused a buzz of excitement.
Among the activities associated with the technological development of flapping flight,
biologists have been motivated to make observational studies of various natural fliers (Willmott
and Ellington 1997), (Tobalske, et al. 1999), (Warrick, et al. 2005), (George and Thomson 2010).
These data are then available for other scientists to use in the design of numerical, analytical, and
mechanical experiments. The findings of these research efforts are then made available to others
who improve upon the earlier work. The eventual goal of this gradual increase in understanding
is the construction of small-scale prototypes followed by full-scale production of successful
designs.

2

1.1 Background and Motivation
1.1.1

Technological Advancements
Although robotic flapping flight is still in early stages of development, technological

advances have greatly improved the capability of researchers to explore the physics of this
motion. For example, the development of digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV, or simply
PIV) is an invaluable tool used to visualize vortices and vortex dynamics (Maybury and
Lehmann 2004), (Massey, et al. 2009). Additionally, high-speed stereoscopic imaging has
enabled researchers to understand wing and body motions generated by birds and insects as well
as the flow structures generated around flapping wings (George and Thomson 2010), (Poelma, et
al. 2006), (Galinski and Zbikowski 2005). Advancements in computer technology have also
made possible the mathematically intensive operations required for computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). This has facilitated the use of CFD to model bird and insect flight, predict flow
structures, and study the instantaneous force and power requirements of arbitrary geometries and
kinematics (Sun and Lan 2004), (Ramamurti and Sandberg 2002), (Kim and Kim 2011). Finally,
advancements in manufacturing techniques have enabled fabrication of progressively smaller and
more capable experimental apparatuses for flapping flight research. George et. al. (2012)
provides an extensive list of such mechanisms. Acting together, these and other capabilities are
contributing to an unprecedented improvement in human understanding regarding the physics of
flapping flight.

1.1.2

Aerodynamics of Flapping Flight
Early human understanding of flight was developed for high Reynolds number (Re)

applications. While large birds enter this flight regime to a degree, the majority of natural fliers
employ low Re flight characteristics. With the advent of the technologies described in Section
3

1.1.1 above, a greater understanding of the fluid dynamic mechanisms employed by small natural
fliers is in development.
Among the discoveries made is the observation that natural fliers rely on unsteady
aerodynamic mechanisms to stay aloft. These include delayed stall of the leading edge vortex
(LEV) which consists of a sustained, low-pressure region along the forward edge of the wing
(Ellington 1999). Additionally, the clap-and-fling wing motion generates enhanced forces at the
top and/or bottom of the wing stroke (Shyy, et al. 2009). Rapid pitch rotation serves to accelerate
the generation of the LEV at the beginning of each half-stroke (Dickinson, et al. 1999).
Successful man-made flapping MAVs will be optimized to take advantage of aerodynamic
mechanisms such as these.
Among the design variables which determine how well these devices perform are the
shape and size of the wing, the anisotropic compliance of the wing, the flapping frequency, and
the motion taken by the wing through the fluid.

1.1.3

Motivation
This work focuses on the mathematical means of representing the time history of the

wing position. Kinematics are a key feature in the scientific field of flapping flight because welldesigned trajectories can serve to capitalize upon one or more of the aerodynamic mechanisms
described above (Ellington 1984).
Methods of representing flapping wing trajectories are diverse. Prior to commencing any
study into flapping flight, scientists must select or develop an appropriate mathematical tool to
describe the wing orientation as a function of time. An improved understanding of the options
available would improve research efficiency in this area by allowing scientists to devote more of
their time to exploring other aspects of low Reynolds number flight.
4

1.2 Scope and Contributions
1.2.1

Kinematics
This thesis will present a summary of the mathematical functions used to represent the

kinematics of flapping flight. Additionally a new trajectory generator is developed and compared
with a simple Polar Fourier Series through hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) optimization. The new
trajectory generator features the shape functions of Berman and Wang (Berman 2007), unified by
this work to allow continuous shape variation from a square wave to a triangle wave with the
specification of a shape parameter. This work then uses this malleable curve in an infinite series
for which each frequency has the capability of taking on an infinite number of shapes.
In addition to unifying the functions of Berman and Wang, this work presents a novel
means of modifying the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio of a flapping cycle. This Modified Berman
and Wang (MBW) trajectory generator is then compared with the Polar Fourier Series (PFS)
trajectory generator through an optimization experiment.

1.2.2

Optimization
The purpose of using optimization in this research is to determine, using a hardware-in-

the-loop (HIL) approach, the kinematic input values for each trajectory generator that result in
wing flapping patterns which generate the maximum amount of lift. The optimization was
conducted using a flapping robot created by the flapping flight research group (FFRG) at
Brigham Young University (George 2011), (George, et al. 2012).
The methods used improve upon those presented by George (2011). An objective
function is presented which accounts for the direction of the mean force and compares it with a
desired direction. Forces having a significant deviation from the desired direction are assigned a
penalty proportional to the square of their misalignment. Additionally, this work presents an
5

improved approach for determining step sizes. This method examines the available design space
and assigns step sizes for each variable calculated to avoid exceeding the mechanical limits of
the robotic system while simultaneously utilizing as much of the desired step size as possible. It
also determines which parameters do not produce significant changes in flapping wing
trajectories and drops them from the kinematic model automatically. This results in reduced
run-time during optimization.
The results of two optimization tests are examined in the context of the two trajectory
generators. Limitations of the force transducer are examined in the context of the results and
recommendations are made to overcome those limitations. Additionally, recommendations for
future work are presented. The scope of this work does not include a study the fluid aspects of
the optimization results.

1.3 Thesis Overview
The thesis will proceed with a discussion of kinematic representation methods available
before the commencement of this work (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 will discuss the methods used to
perform the experiment, including: the mathematical structure of the two trajectory generators
(Section 3.2); a description of the coordinate systems used, the relationships between them, and
applications of those relationships (Section 3.3); details of the optimization methods (Section
3.4); and a description of the hardware (Section 3.5). Chapter 4 will discuss the strengths and
limitations of the force transducer currently in use (Sections 4.2 and 4.3), the results of the
optimization performed using each of the trajectory generators (Section 4.4), and the results of a
follow-on experiment performed after optimization (Section 4.5). Finally, Chapter 5 will discuss
conclusions and recommendations for future work. Appendix A and B contain the MATLAB
code used to perform trajectory generation and post-processing of the force results respectively.
6

2

SURVEY OF KINEMATIC REPRESENTATION METHODS

2.1 Introduction
Section 1.1.2 above briefly discusses the current theories used to understand the
phenomenon of flapping flight. In order to be successful, flying creatures tune their periodic
wing motion to capitalize upon these unsteady phenomena. Any successful FMAV must do the
same. This work is concerned with optimizing the wing motion of a dynamically scaled robotic
flapping mechanism. This is accomplished by developing trajectory generators capable of
producing motion suited to derive significant benefit from the unsteady mechanisms described
above.
This chapter provides a review of the literature addressing the mathematical means of
representing flapping wing motion. Many of the works are the result of observational studies
performed on natural fliers. Others are based on mechanical experimentation or numerical
simulation. Additionally, a few papers exist in which the description of motion is inspired by the
mechanical characteristics of an experimental device.

2.2 Kinematic Descriptions
Throughout the literature, a vast number of means are used to represent the arguments of
functions and the constants preceding them. For the sake of simplicity, these are assigned more
generic forms in this work.

7

Methods used to represent amplitudes and functional arguments in the literature are
diverse. In some cases, the terms include physical measurements or velocities. At other times,
constants or independent variables are nondimensionalized. In other cases, the preferences of the
authors determine the form of the parameters used. In this survey, general terms are used which
apply to all the cases studies. Constants, such as amplitudes or phase shifts are represented by a
single parameter, such as 𝑎𝑛 . Functional arguments which are typically a combination of time,

velocity, and/or various system parameters are simplified here to the variable 𝑥. A more

traditional representation for the time input will be used in Chapter 3 where the trajectory
generators used in used in the experiments are presented. The function 𝑓(𝑥) represents the output

as a function of time.

2.2.1

Standard Sinusoid
The simplest and most common means of representing the kinematics of flapping flight is

simple, sinusoidal harmonic motion:
2-1

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 sin(𝑥 − 𝑏1 )

The most frequent examples of the use of Equation 2-1 are descriptions of sweeping and pitching
motion (Z. J. Wang 2000), (Shyy, et al. 2009), (Culbreth, et al. 2011). While most authors define
sweep along vertical or horizontal planes, inclined stroke planes also employ this basic pattern
(Gopalakrishnan and Tafti 2010). Equation 2-1 can also be used to specify the vertical motion of
an entire foil or of a single cross-section of a foil undergoing flapping or heaving motion (Tuncer
and Kaya 2005), (Dong, et al. 2006), (Kaya, et al. 2009), (Choi, et al. 2011).
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2.2.2

Polar Fourier Series
Equation 2-1 is a simplified form of the polar Fourier series, the complete form of which

is given by
∞

2-2

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + � 𝑎𝑛 sin[𝑥 − 𝑏𝑛 ].
𝑛=1

The constants 𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑛 are the Fourier coefficients for the amplitude and phase shifts

respectively. The polar Fourier series in Equation 2-2 is equivalent to the Cartesian Fourier series
given by
∞

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + �[𝑎𝑛 cos(𝑥) + 𝑏𝑛 sin(𝑥)].
𝑛=1

2-3

Both forms are used in the literature to describe wing motion in all degrees of freedom for
biological and experimental systems (Wakeling and Ellington 1997), (Soueid, et al. 2009),
(George and Thomson 2010), (Liu, et al. 1998), (Liu and Aono 2009).
In addition to sinusoidal functions, non-sinusoidal periodic functions have been
developed to represent the motion of a flapping wing. Several of these will be discussed below.

2.2.3

Piecewise Linear with Sinusoidal Transitions
One common example of a non-sinusoidal periodic function is a piecewise-defined

periodic curve defined by a pair of straight line segments joined at the ends by sinusoids. Figure
2-1 provides several examples.
Applications for this method include hover and pitch trajectories. The functions can
represent either position or velocity curves. In hover, Figure 2-1a can represent the wing sweep
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position while Figure 2-1b could give the velocity. For pitch, Figure 2-1b represents the wing
position while Figure 2-1c represents the velocity profile.

Figure 2-1: Piecewise-Defined, Non-Sinusoidal Periodic Curve Examples – Red Curves are
Sinusoids
As a mathematical example of this method, the trace in Figure 2-1b is defined using
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎1 sin �𝜋 �
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎1

𝑓𝑜𝑟

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
��
𝛥𝑥𝑡

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎1 sin �𝜋 �

𝑥𝑖 +

𝑓𝑜𝑟

𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑥𝑖 +

Δ𝑥𝑡
Δ𝑥𝑡
≤ 𝑥 < 𝑥𝑖+1 −
2
2

𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥
��
𝛥𝑥𝑡

𝑓𝑜𝑟

𝑥𝑖+1 −
10

Δ𝑥𝑡
2

Δ𝑥𝑡
≤ 𝑥 < 𝑥𝑖+1 .
2

2-4

Here, 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖+1 represent the starting point and midpoint of the periodic function while the
parameter Δ𝑥𝑡 represents the duration of the sinusoidal segment. Equation 2-4 forms the first

half-cycle while the second half of the periodic function is defined by mirroring about the
horizontal axis and shifting the result to the right.
It is clear that this piecewise-function is continuous. Furthermore, by differentiating
Equation 2-4, it can be shown that the first derivative is also everywhere continuous. Proceeding
in a similar manner, it becomes evident that the third derivative will be discontinuous, but
everywhere finite. Thus, when used to generate the velocity profile for sweep, the trajectory will
be continuous in position, velocity, and acceleration and finite in jerk. These properties are
important for robotic applications where mechanical and electrical considerations come into
play. Examples abound for which this method is used for trajectory generation (Hamamoto, et al.
2010), (Bai, et al. 2007), (Dong, et al. 2007), (Sun and Tang 2002), (Maybury and Lehmann
2004), (Miller and Peskin 2005), (Wang and Sun 2005), (Sun and Du 2003).

2.2.4

Piecewise Linear
One of the most well-known non-sinusoidal, periodic trajectory generation methods was

created by Dickinson et al. (Dickinson, et al. 1999). Here, periodic functions for the sweep
(Figure 2-2a) and feathering (Figure 2-2c) angles were defined using piecewise continuous linear
functions with sharp junctions (see dashed lines). To satisfy hardware requirements for
continuity and jerk, the signals were smoothed using a “zero-phase-delay low-pass two-pole
Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency equal to 10 times the stroke frequency” (Sane and
Dickinson 2001). The angle describing the deviation of the wing from the stroke plane (Figure
2-2b) was generated using standard sinusoids. The first or second fundamental frequency of a
polar Fourier series was used.
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The sweep angle (Figure 2-2a) was defined by a triangle wave. It allows the wing to
translate at a nearly constant angular velocity for the majority of each stroke with high
acceleration at stroke reversal. The feathering or pitch angle is described by a trapezoidal
function (Figure 2-2c). The flat segments of the curve (dashed line in Figure 2-2c) represent the
constant angle of attack used during wing translation. The stroke reversals were generated by a
sloped line. Figure 2-2 was created for illustrative purposes using methods other than those used
in (Sane and Dickinson 2001).

Figure 2-2: Approximation of Dickenson’s Flapping Trajectories
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2.2.5

Piecewise-defined Sinusoids
The two previous examples employed linear segments in the definition of the piecewise-

defined functions over each half-cycle. Lehmann and Pick (2007) developed another trajectory
generation method using piecewise-defined sinusoids. Each half-cycle is defined by:
2-5

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎1 𝑛 sin(𝑏1 𝑥)

The parameter 𝑎1 is the sinusoidal amplitude, the variable 𝑛 takes on the values 1 or -1, and 𝑏1 is

either 1 or 2. By varying 𝑛 and 𝑏1 , four curve shapes are possible for each half stroke. This

yields sixteen combinations for the full trajectory plus one for the null case in which 𝑎1 is set to

zero.

The two portions of the trajectory are concatenated to form a single cycle of the full
periodic function. Due to the fact that many of the trajectory velocity profiles are discontinuous
at stroke reversals, the function is filtered for the benefit of experimental equipment to provide a
smooth profile. The resulting trajectories were used to define the deviation of the wing from the
horizontal stroke plane.

2.2.6

Angle of Attack Profile
Another method of generating non-sinusoidal trajectories for flapping flight was

developed for a heaving foil in a tow tank. Though the present research effort did not identify
any cases where these methods were applied to trajectory generation for rotating/pitching wings,
the methods they used may have applicability in the development of FMAVs.
Development of the trajectory begins by acknowledging that the angle of attack (AoA) is
typically thought of as a function of four factors: the wing sweep, deviation from the stroke
plane, pitch, and the flow characteristics. Hover and Licht determined this relationship
analytically which enabled them to solve the equation for one of the trajectory profiles (Hover,
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Haugsdal and Triantafyllou 2004), (Licht, et al. 2010). They selected the vertical velocity as the
dependent variable which enabled them to define the AoA profile explicitly. Subsequently, the
vertical position of the foil is determined as a function of time by integrating the calculated
velocity curve and assigning an appropriate initial condition.
Application of this method in flapping flight research would not only provide an
alternative method of trajectory generation, but it would also allow direct control of the angle of
attack profile. This is a capability which could have great use in furthering human understanding
of the physics of flapping flight. One challenge with this method is that in order for it to be
effective, the flow characteristics involved must be well understood.

2.2.7

NURBS-based Redefinition of the Sinusoid
Yet another concept for deriving non-sinusoidal periodic functions is presented by Kaya

and Tuncer (2007). The authors make the observation that sinusoidal functions can be defined as
the projection of a rotating unit vector onto the vertical or horizontal axis. As shown in Figure
2-3, the tip of the solid unit vector at position 𝑥 locates a point on the circle. The heavy dashed
arrow show the component of this vector projected onto each axis. When the vertical and
horizontal components are plotted as a function of the position 𝑥 (light dashed arrows) the sine
and cosine curves result.

Kaya et al. observed that by relaxing shape of the unit vector/circle, the shape of the
projection curve changes. Kaya and Tuncer relaxed the constraint on the shape by developing a
flexible NURBS for the path traversed by the tip of the rotating vector (Kaya and Tuncer 2007).
The shape of the NURBS is controlled by varying the horizontal position 𝑃1 of two control

points. Additionally, the point about which the vector rotates is allowed to displace vertically by
a distance 𝑃0 (see Figure 2-4).
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Examples of paths generated by projecting the vector tip onto the vertical axis are
presented in Figure 2-5. Figure 2-5a shows the effect of increasing the input variables 𝑃0 while
holding all other inputs at nominal values. Figure 2-5b shows similar results for 𝑃1 . Note that the
variation the shapes can vary from square, to sinusoidal, to triangular, to peaked.

Figure 2-3: Generation of Sinusoidal Functions using a Rotating Unit Vector
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Figure 2-4: Relaxation of Vector Path and Origin using NURBS

Figure 2-5: Examples of Non-sinusoidal Curves Generated Using Methods of Kaya (2007).
For a), P1 is Constant at 1 while for b), P0 = 0
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Comparing Figure 2-5b with Figure 2-2 from Section 2.2.4 above shows that varying 𝑃1

alone creates trajectories similar to those prepared by Dickenson and his research team (Sane and
Dickinson 2001). Square, sinusoidal, and triangle waves are all commonly observed shape forms
in nature. Therefore, variations in 𝑃1 provide useful trajectory generation capabilities, more so

than variations in 𝑃0 . Increasing 𝑃0 has the effect of prolonging the time spent at the bottom of
the stroke.

This NURBS method has the appealing feature that many waveform shapes can be
generated. Unfortunately, this method is also computationally intensive. Implementation requires
a call to a numerical solver for each point on the curve.
For present applications (see Chapter 3), trajectory generation employs 500 data points
per second. Though only the first period of a flapping cycle must be defined, given a frequency
of 0.222 Hz (see Section 3.4.2.3 below), over two thousand data points would be required for a
single degree of freedom. With three degrees of freedom, initial tests indicated that defining the
wave forms for one wing trajectory could require up to a minute. With thousands of trajectories
to be executed over the course of a few days, this becomes an unfeasible burden. The time
requirements are more significant still for numerical optimization in which thousands of flapping
trajectories must be generated in rapid succession (see B.8 in Appendix B).

2.2.8

Scaled Sinusoids
Berman and Wang introduced an elegant means of capturing much of the capability of

Kaya’s method without the high computational cost (Berman 2007). They created a family of
non-sinusoidal periodic functions based on scaled sinusoids. In their work, they focus on the case
of an insect in hovering flight (horizontal stroke plane). They define the sweep (𝜙), pitch (𝜃),
and deviation (𝜂) using
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sin−1 [𝐾 sin(𝑥)]
𝜙(𝑥) = 𝜙𝑚
,
sin−1 𝐾
and

2-6
2-7

𝜃(𝑥) = 𝜃0 + 𝜃𝑚 cos(𝑁𝑥 + 𝛷𝜃 ),

𝜂(𝑥) = 𝜂0 + 𝜂𝑚

respectively.

tanh�𝐶𝜂 sin�𝑥 + 𝛷𝜂 ��
tanh 𝐶𝜂

2-8

For the sweep angle (Equation 2-6), 𝜙𝑚 is the amplitude and 𝐾 is a shape parameter

defined over the range [0, 1). When 𝐾 → 0 the function becomes sinusoidal and can be replaced
by 𝜙(𝑡) = 𝜙𝑚 sin(𝑥) (Liang and Dong 2009). When 𝐾 → 1, 𝜙(𝑡) approaches a triangle wave

shape. Equation 2-7 defines the deviation angle of the wing with respect to the stroke plane. It

maintains a sinusoidal form in all cases. The parameter 𝑁 takes on a value of either 1 or 2 and

defines the number of oscillations made in the vertical direction during each flapping cycle. The

pitch angle of the wing (Equation 2-8) employs a form similar to Equation 2-6 but uses the
hyperbolic tangent to scale the shape from that of a standard sinusoid (𝐶𝑛 → 0) to that of a
smoothed step function (𝐶𝑛 → ∞).

Equations 2-6 through 2-8 form the basis for the novel trajectory generator created in the

present study. Details of the modifications, manipulations, and generalizations made to these
equations will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 below.

2.2.9

Mechanical Systems
In addition to the mathematical structures discussed above, non-sinusoidal periodic

functions can be generated using models of mechanical devices. For example, many flapping
flight apparatuses are developed using four-bar or five-bar mechanisms for which the
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mathematical descriptions are well understood (Han, et al. 2010), (Maglasang, et al. 2008),
(Conn, et al. 2007). Though these mechanism are useful for flapping flight from an
experimentation standpoint, the constraints placed upon the mathematical models by the physical
system are not conducive to the optimization process.
For one such mechanism, however, the wing feathering velocity was approximated as
𝜋
𝑑
�𝑓(𝑥)� = 𝑎1 sin(𝑥) 𝑒 �sin�2𝑥− 2 �−1�
𝑑𝑥

2-9

by curve fit methods rather than the motion being modeled (Prosser, et al. 2011). This velocity
profile is plotted together with the pitch angle curve calculated through integration in Figure 2-6.
This idea of finding curve fits of system behavior may provide future insights into additional
useful means of representing wing trajectories. Though this particular equation does not provide
much flexibility of its form, it provides an intriguing example of using exponential functions to
scale sinusoids.

2.2.10 Additional Mathematical Models
In addition to examining the work performed by other research labs, the present study
also investigated means of developing novel techniques for trajectory generation. Many different
types of trajectory generators were created using basic and combined functions. For example,
profiles using piecewise-defined polynomials of powers 0 through 5 were generated using
between 1 and 10+ line segments. Additionally, many predefined mathematical curve types were
investigated, such as circles, ellipsoids, hyperbolas, splines, NURBS, T-splines, Lissajous
curves, and many others.
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While many fully operational methods were identified and tested numerically, no means
of generating curves useful for flapping flight research were identified which had greater
simplicity and/or greater capability than those discussed in Section 2.2.8 above.

Figure 2-6: Approximation of Mechanical System Pitch and Pitch Velocity, (Prosser, et al.
2011)
2.3 Conclusion
This chapter presented a survey of kinematic representations for flapping wing
trajectories. Chapter 3 will address how the lessons learned from the investigation documented
above were used to develop two flapping flight trajectory generators. Additionally, the setup of
an experiment aimed at quantifying the benefits available from these tools will be discussed.
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3

METHODS

3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 presented a number of kinematic representations employed by researchers in
the field of flapping flight. This chapter describes the two trajectory generators (Polar Fourier
Series and Modified Berman and Wang) used in this study. The methods for implementing the
trajectory generators in laboratory flapping wing studies will also be discussed, including the
HIL optimization methods employed. The tests were performed on a robotic flapping mechanism
created and operated by the FFRG.

3.2 Trajectory Generators
While previous trajectory generation methods provided a simple means of defining wing
motion, the capabilities of the FFRG flapping robot provide impetus for investigating more
robust mathematical functions.
This work improves the trajectory generator by generalizing the mathematics of wing
motion utilizing the mathematical basis discussed by Berman and Wang (2007), applying its use
to the FFRG mechanism, and introducing a novel method of modifying the downstroke-toupstroke ratio. This new trajectory generator is then tested side-by-side with a Polar Fourier
series of the same general form. Both of these are generated using function-based programming
to facilitate ease of use and to simplify the process of updating the code when needed. The theory
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behind each trajectory generator is discussed in the subsequent sections, beginning with the Polar
Fourier series.

3.2.1

Polar Fourier Series
The Polar Fourier Series is well known for its ability to represent virtually any periodic

function through the use of an infinite series of the form given in Equation 2-2. The structure
employed for the flapping mechanism is given by:
∞

𝜃𝑆 (𝑡 ′ ) = 𝐴0,𝑆 + � 𝐴𝑛,𝑆 sin�2𝜋𝑛𝑡 ′ − 𝜙𝑛,𝑆 �
𝑛=1
∞

𝜃𝑃

(𝑡 ′ )

= 𝐴0,𝑃 + � 𝐴𝑛,𝑃 cos�2𝜋𝑛𝑡 ′ − 𝜙𝑛,𝑃 �

𝜃𝐷

(𝑡 ′ )

= 𝐴0,𝐷 + � 𝐴𝑛,𝐷 cos�2𝜋𝑛𝑡 ′ − 𝜙𝑛,𝐷 �

3-1

𝑛=1
∞

𝑛=1

The sweep angle (𝜃𝑆 ) is defined using the sine variant while the other two degrees of freedom
use the cosine version. This enables biologically realistic wing motion for the case in which all

the phase delay parameters (𝜙) are zero. The parameter 𝑡 ′ is the nondimensionalized time given

by

𝑡 ′ = 𝑡/𝑇 = 𝑓𝑡

3-2

where 𝑇 is the flapping period, 𝑓 is the flapping frequency, and 𝑡 is the dimensional time of the

flapping cycle. Parameters 𝐴0,𝑚 represent constant amplitude offsets for sweep, pitch, and

deviation. 𝐴𝑛,𝑆 , 𝐴𝑛,𝑃 , and 𝐴𝑛,𝐷 represent sinusoidal amplitudes for the 𝑛th frequency term for

sweep, pitch and deviation respectively. Finally, as suggested above, 𝜙𝑛,𝑆 , 𝜙𝑛,𝑃 , and 𝜙𝑛,𝐷

designate the phase by which the standard sinusoidal behavior is delayed for each frequency and
degree of freedom. The phase delay associated with the fundamental frequency in sweep (𝜙1,𝑆 )
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was fixed at zero. The remaining phase delay parameters are allowed to vary as needed. The
MATLAB implementation of Equation 3-1 is available in Appendix A (see A.6, A.11, and
A.12).

3.2.2

Modified Berman and Wang Kinematics
The new kinematic method proposed in this work has two major features. The first is the

non-sinusoidal form of the periodic function. The mathematical structure is based on that
described by Berman and Wang (2007) for sweep and pitch. Contributions of this work are the
unification of these equations through coordinate transformations to enable continuous variation
of the shape from triangular to square with the variation of a single parameter. Additionally, this
trajectory generator structures the resulting wave form as an infinite series.
The second feature of the kinematic model is a novel method of modifying the
downstroke-to-upstroke ratio with a single parameter. This is done without sacrificing the
continuity of the function or its first three derivatives. This enables the robotic mechanism to
execute trajectories with unequal half-stroke durations.

3.2.2.1 Non-sinusoidal Periodic Functions
The equations developed by Berman and Wang to generate triangular and square wave
forms are given by
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sin−1 [𝐾 sin(𝜔𝑡)]
sin−1 𝐾
𝑓(𝑡) = �

0<𝐾<1

(Triangular)

tanh[𝐾 sin(𝜔𝑡)]
tanh 𝐾
𝑓(𝑡) = �

0<𝐾<∞

(Square)

sin(𝜔𝑡)

and

𝐾≅0

𝐾≅0

sin(𝜔𝑡)

3-3

(Sinusoidal)

3-4

(Sinusoidal)

respectively. These equations are now unified to allow a single input to define the shape. Define
a parameter 𝜅 over the interval (0, ∞) with the following relationship between 𝜅 and 𝐾:
1−𝜅
⎧
⎪
𝛫=
0
⎨
⎪
⎩𝜅 − 1

0 < 𝜅 < 1, (Triangular)
𝜅 ≅ 1,

3-5

(Sinusoidal)

1 < 𝜅 < ∞, (Square)

Now, create another variable 𝛼 defined over (−∞, ∞) with the following relationship to

the variable 𝜅:

3-6

𝜅 = 10𝛼/100

Equation 3-5 now becomes
1 − 10𝛼/100
⎧
⎪
𝛫=
0
⎨
⎪
⎩10𝛼/100 − 1

−∞ < 𝛼 < 0, (Triangular)
𝛼 ≅ 0,

0 < 𝛼 < ∞,

(Sinusoidal)

3-7

(Square).

The relationship between α and Κ is the mechanism which enables continuous variation

between the shapes developed by Berman and Wang. Plots for Equations 3-6 and 3-7 are given
in Figure 3-1 below. For values for α to the left of the origin, κ converges to zero while Κ
approaches 1. Also, as α → ∞, κ → ∞ and Κ → ∞.
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Figure 3-2 shows representative shapes of the periodic function. Only the first quarter
period is shown for clarity. The red curve corresponds to α = 0 which is a pure sinusoid. The
curves on either side are triangular (α < 0) or square (α > 0) in form.

The variable α is the parameter set by the user and modified by the optimization

algorithm to change the shape of the function. This scaling parameter is designed to produce
most of the available shapes for an input range of (−100, 100). The values for the shape input
are on the same order of magnitude as the degrees used to modify the periodic amplitude. This is

important from an optimization standpoint because numerical optimization routines are sensitive
to the relative step sizes between the variables used. A minor change to this method is discussed
in Section 5.2.2.2.

Figure 3-1: Coordinate Transformations
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Figure 3-2: First Quarter-cycle of a Periodic Function with Shape Variation, -∞ < α < ∞
3.2.2.2 Downstroke-to-Upstroke Ratio Variation
The second kinematic feature contributed by this study is a novel means of defining
continuous variation for the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio. The kinematic motion of insect and
bird wings is almost exclusively modeled with the upstroke and downstroke having identical
durations (𝑑/𝑢 = 1). Though this is an approximation which simplifies the mathematics of wing

motion, it may not be appropriate in all situations. Observation of insects in flight reveals that
natural fliers incorporate differing half-stroke durations. For example, in observing the flight
kinematics of the dragonfly Sympetrum sanguineum and the damselfly Calopteryx splendens,
Wakeling and Ellington (1997) recorded values for the 𝑑/𝑢 ratio ranging between 0.7 and 1.24.
In some cases, it was even observed that the forewing exhibited 𝑑/𝑢 ratios greater than 1 while

the hindwing was undergoing motion with prolonged upstrokes. Another study reported a 𝑑/𝑢
ratio as high as 1.74 for a hawkmoth (Willmott and Ellington 1997).
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Not many mathematical tools for modeling this wing behavior have been generated,
though many could be devised for flapping flight. As a theoretical example, one such method
could be devised by the use of multiple terms of a Fourier series. Unfortunately, the complexity
associated with the added terms would cause difficulty for experimental optimization, as well as
give difficulty tuning the 𝑑/𝑢 ratio. Licht et al. (2010) model the motion of a sea turtle’s
forearms using unequal stroke timing. In this context, they employ sinusoids with differing

flapping frequencies for the upstroke and downstroke. This simplicity is appealing for many
applications. However, for experimental applications, the discontinuity at the start and end of
each half stroke inherent to this method is unacceptable.
This section discusses a convenient mathematical means of enabling unequal half-stroke
durations that maintains the trajectory continuity traits required for robotic applications.
This discussion begins by recalling a property of the sine and cosine waves discussed in
Section 2.2.7 above, namely that sinusoidal functions may be thought of as the projection of a
rotating unit vector onto the vertical or horizontal axis of a number plane. Figure 3-3 is a
reproduction of Figure 2-3.
In flapping flight, whether using the sine or cosine, the downstroke corresponds to that
segment of the curve that is decreasing. Likewise, the upstroke is given by the portion that is on
the rise. Based on this observation, Figure 3-3 may be used to demonstrate that for the sine
function, the downstroke and upstroke take place when the unit vector lies in the left and right
halves of the unit circle respectively. For the cosine, the downstroke occupies the upper two
quadrants while the upstroke takes place below the horizontal axis. Defining the angular velocity
of the unit vector as 𝜔 = 2𝜋, the non-dimensional time 𝑡 ′ is given for the interval [0, 1). The

half-strokes for the sinusoidal functions are depicted graphically in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-3: Generation of Sinusoidal Functions using a Rotating Unit Vector

Figure 3-4: Cosine Half-strokes
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Figure 3-5: Sine Half-strokes
Up to this point, we have assumed that the vector rotates at a constant angular
speed

𝑑

𝑑𝑡

(𝜔𝑡 ′ ), consequently remaining within each half-stroke for equal durations of time. This

is described by the ratio 𝑡𝑑′ /𝑡𝑢′ = 1, or simply 𝑑/𝑢 = 1. Now, we generalize the rotation of the

unit vector by replacing 𝑡′ with a “pseudo-time” function 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ), also defined over the range
[0, 1). With this generalization, the angular velocity of the unit vector becomes
𝑑
𝑑
�𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ )� = 𝜔 � 𝜏(𝑡 ′ )�
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

3-8

Equation 3-8 suggests that the velocity of the unit vector is not necessarily constant,
though the total revolution time t ′ is unchanged. It follows that careful choice of the
function τ(t ′ ) will allow the unit vector to translate at different speeds through each region.
Thus, if τ(t ′ ) is used in the sinusoidal functions in place of the non-dimensional time as

sin(ωt ′ ) → sin�ωτ(t ′ )� and cos(ωt ′ ) → cos�ωτ(t ′ )� then the duration of any given half-stroke

can be expanded or contracted as desired without changing the total revolution time.
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In constructing the pseudo-time function, define 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) as the piecewise function given by

𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) = �

𝜏1 (𝑡 ′ ),
𝜏2 (𝑡 ′ ),

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡 ′ 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒
.
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡 ′ 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒

3-9

This function must start at zero, end at 1, and be everywhere continuous in between. Continuity
of the derivatives will be discussed below.
In preparing 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) for the cosine function, let 𝜏1 (𝑡 ′ ) and 𝜏2 (𝑡 ′ ) be the linear segments

shown in Figure 3-6. The first segment, the downstroke, occupies the interval 0 ≤ 𝑡𝑑 < 𝑡1′ .
Examining Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-4 together, it is evident that because 𝜏(𝑡1′ ) = 0.5, the

downstroke is complete at 𝑡1′ and the upstroke occupies the remainder of the time. Thus, arbitrary

values of the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio (𝑑/𝑢) can be generated by selecting the value of 𝑡1′ .

Alternatively, 𝑡1′ can be determined based on a desired value for the ratio 𝑑/𝑢. This is done by
observing from Figure 3-6 that the relationship
𝑡1′ = 𝑡𝑑′ =

𝑡𝑑′
𝑡𝑑′
𝑑
𝑑/𝑢
(𝑑/𝑢)
= ′
=
=
=
′
1 𝑡𝑑 + 𝑡𝑢 𝑑 + 𝑢 (𝑑 + 𝑢)/𝑢 (𝑑/𝑢) + 1
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can be obtained. Again, 𝑡𝑑′ and 𝑡𝑢′ are represented by 𝑑 and 𝑢 respectively.

With t1′ now defined, the process of defining the piecewise-linear segments in Figure 3-6

for Equation 3-9 is trivial. Once generated, the piecewise function τ(t ′ ) can be substituted into

the cosine in place of t′. The function will then exhibit the desired d/u ratio.

The development of Equation 3-9 for the sine function is similar. Since the downstroke

lies over the range 0.25 ≤ t ′ < 0.75, the function τ(t ′ ) will be of the form shown graphically in
Figure 3-7. Defining the midpoint of the downstroke at t ′ = 0.5, the downstroke duration and
starting and ending times of the downstroke become
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Figure 3-6: Piecewise Linear τ(t’) for the Cosine

𝑡𝑑′ =
𝑡1′

(𝑑/𝑢)
(𝑑/𝑢) + 1

𝑡𝑑′
= 0.5 −
2

𝑡2′ = 0.5 +
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𝑡𝑑′
2

Once these points are defined, the linear segments for Equation 3-9 can be determined and used
in the sine function.
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In the code, 𝑡𝑑′ is defined as

where

𝑡𝑑′ =

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 + 1
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𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 2𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 /100

𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 is defined over the range (-100, 100). This allows 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 to vary from 0.5 to 2.0. A
potentially more useful implementation strategy is discussed in the Section 5.2.2.1.

Up to this point, continuity of 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) has been maintained while differentiability has been

neglected. As discussed previously, robotic components require that trajectories maintain
continuity in position, velocity, and acceleration while also maintaining finite values of jerk.
Assuming that the wing trajectory can be defined using a sine function with the pseudo-time
profile 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ), the trajectory and its first three derivatives are defined by
𝜃(𝑡 ′ ) = 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛[𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙]

𝜃̇ (𝑡 ′ ) = 𝐴𝜔𝜏̇ (𝑡 ′ ) cos[𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙]

𝜃̈ (𝑡 ′ ) = −𝐴 ω2 𝜏̇ (𝑡 ′ )2 sin[𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙] + Aω𝜏̈ (𝑡)cos[𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙]
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𝜃⃛(𝑡 ′ ) = −𝐴 ω3 𝜏̇ (𝑡 ′ )3 cos[𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙] − 3𝐴𝜔2 𝜏̇ (𝑡 ′ )𝜏̈ (𝑡 ′ )sin[𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙]
+ 𝐴𝜔 𝜏⃛(𝑡 ′ )cos[𝜔𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙].

A similar set of equations could be developed using the cosine function.
The continuity of 𝜃(𝑡) and its derivatives will be dependent on the behavior of its

constituents. Particularly, if 𝜏(𝑡), 𝜏̇ (𝑡), 𝜏̈ (𝑡), and 𝜏⃛(𝑡) are all finite and continuous in time, the

functions 𝜃(𝑡), through 𝜃⃛(𝑡) will as well. With this in mind, the examples for 𝜏(𝑡) using

piecewise continuous functions lack continuity of these higher derivatives, though they are
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useful for demonstration. If 𝜏(𝑡) is to be used in place of 𝑡 ′ to enable the variation of the
downstroke-to-upstroke ratio, it must be defined such that its first two derivatives (at least) are
continuous and its third is finite.

Figure 3-7: Piecewise Linear τ(t’) for the Sine
To this end, quintic polynomials are used to define 𝜏1 (𝑡 ′ ) and 𝜏2 (𝑡 ′ ) from Equation 3-9.

For a downstroke defined over the range 0.25 ≤ 𝑡 ′ < 0.75, the position, velocity, and
acceleration at times 𝑡1′ and 𝑡2′ are
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𝑝2 = 0.75
𝑣1 = 1

𝑎1 = 0
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𝑝2 = 0.75
𝑣2 = 1

𝑎2 = 0.

The quintic polynomial is then defined for 𝜏1 (𝑡 ′ ) using the methods discussed by Lloyd and

Hayward (1993). The quintic polynomial for 𝜏2 (𝑡 ′ ) is generated similarly, though some

modification must be made to the upstroke range before and after the generation of 𝜏2 (𝑡 ′ ). The
code in A.2 demonstrates more specifically how these concepts were implemented.

Once generated, the function 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) can be used in sinusoidal functions to generate

unequal half-stroke durations to satisfy the constraints on 𝜃(𝑡 ′ ), 𝜃̇ (𝑡 ′ ), 𝜃̈ (𝑡 ′ ), and 𝜃⃛(𝑡 ′ ).

Additionally, because 𝜏⃛(𝑡 ′ ) is both finite and continuous, the use of quintic polynomials for 𝜏(𝑡 ′ )
in Equation 3-9 has the added result that 𝜃⃛(𝑡 ′ ) is not only finite, but it is also continuous.

The downstroke-to-upstroke ratio is generated for the fundamental frequency in sweep

but is used for all the periodic functions generated, regardless of frequency or degree of freedom.
In its essence, 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) is a time dilation function used to speed up or slow down the motion of the

unit vector rotating about the number plane in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-8 provides an example of a curve generated using several frequencies, each
employing the same time function 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ). The first three curves represent individual oscillatory

patterns and the fourth curve is the sum of the preceding ones. For this example, 𝑑/𝑢 has a value

of 1.74. The times 𝑡1′ and 𝑡2′ are designated by vertical lines. The time dilation function used to
generate these curves is shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-8: Demonstration of Downstroke-to-Upstroke Ratio.

Figure 3-9: Time Dilation Function τ(t’)
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3.2.2.3 Implementation of Modified Berman and Wang Kinematics
The implementation of the concepts from the previous two sections is given by:
𝜃𝑆

∞

(𝑡 ′ )

= 𝐴0,𝑆 + � 𝐴𝑛,𝑆 Θsin �𝑡 ′ , 𝜙𝑛,𝑆 , 𝐾𝑛,𝑆 �𝑛

(𝑡 ′ )

= 𝐴0,𝑃 + � 𝐴𝑛,𝑃 Θcos �𝑡 ′ , 𝜙𝑛,𝑃 , 𝐾𝑛,𝑃 �𝑛

𝜃𝑃

𝑛=1
∞
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𝑛=1
∞

𝜃𝐷 (𝑡 ′ ) = 𝐴0,𝐷 + � 𝐴𝑛,𝐷 Θcos �𝑡 ′ , 𝜙𝑛,𝐷 , 𝐾𝑛,𝐷 �𝑛
𝑛=1

Here, Θsin �𝑡 ′ , 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 , 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 �𝑛 and Θcos �𝑡 ′ , 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 , 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 �𝑛 are given by Equations 3-17 and 3-18. The

relationship between 𝛼𝑛,𝑚 and 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 is given by Equations 3-5 through 3-7 above. Additionally,
the function 𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) is defined in Section 3.2.2.2, 𝑡 ′ is given by Equation 3-2, and the subscript 𝑚
designates either sweep (𝑆), pitch (𝑃), or deviation from the stroke plane (𝐷).

Θsin �𝑡 ′ , 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 , 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 �𝑛 =

sin−1 �𝐾𝑛,𝑚 sin�2𝜋𝑛𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 ��
sin−1 𝐾𝑛,𝑚

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪

sin�2𝜋𝑛𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 �

⎨
⎪
⎪ tanh�𝐾𝑛,𝑚 sin�2𝜋𝑛𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 ��
⎪
tanh 𝐾𝑛,𝑚
⎩

sin−1 �𝐾𝑛,𝑚 cos�2𝜋𝑛𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 ��
⎧
sin−1 𝐾𝑛,𝑚
⎪
⎪
⎪
′
Θcos �𝑡 , 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 , 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 �𝑛 =
cos�2𝜋𝑛𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 �
⎨
⎪
⎪ tanh�𝐾𝑛,𝑚 cos�2𝜋𝑛𝜏(𝑡 ′ ) − 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 ��
⎪
tanh 𝐾𝑛,𝑚
⎩

𝛼𝑚,𝑛 < 0
𝛼𝑚,𝑛 ≅ 0
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𝛼𝑚,𝑛 > 0
𝛼𝑚,𝑛 < 0
𝛼𝑚,𝑛 ≅ 0

𝛼𝑚,𝑛 > 0
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Recall that 𝛼𝑚,𝑛 < 0, 𝛼𝑚,𝑛 ≅ 0 , and 𝛼𝑚,𝑛 > 0 correspond to triangle, sinusoidal, and square

wave forms respectively.
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This method of generating wave forms carries significant advantages over the Polar
Fourier Series. Though the PFS can represent virtually any periodic function, its capabilities are
dependent on its use of many parameters. Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 demonstrate how well
both of these methods approximate the triangle wave and square wave respectively. Figure 3-10a
and Figure 3-11a illustrate wave forms generated by a single term of the MBW trajectory
generator. Each of the wave forms shown requires only three parameters: the amplitude, 𝐴𝑛,𝑚 ;

the phase shift, 𝜙𝑛,𝑚 ; and the shape parameter, 𝛼𝑛,𝑚 . On the other hand, Figure 3-10b and Figure

3-11b show that the PFS approximation of the wave forms requires multiple terms, each of

which is defined by an amplitude and a phase shift. This leads to the conclusion that for these
frequently encountered approximations of flapping flight trajectories, the PFS trajectory
generator requires more input parameters than does the MBW formulation.
The MATLAB implementation of Equation 3-16 is available in the Appendix (see A.2,
A.6, A.8, A.9, and A.10).

3.2.3

Input Parameters for Optimization
The kinematic descriptions both for the Polar Fourier series (Equation 3-1) and for

modified Berman and Wang (Equation 3-16) are based on the concept of the infinite series. For
flapping flight research, it is convenient when only a small number of oscillatory terms are
included. For the research at hand, the first two periodic terms for each degree of freedom are
used as the basis for the trajectory generators. A summary of the inputs used for each trajectory
generator is given in the following section.
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Figure 3-10: MBW and PFS Approximations of a Triangle Wave and the Associated
Number of Parameters Required

Figure 3-11: MBW and PFS Approximations of a Square Wave and the Associated
Number of Parameters Required
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3.2.3.1 Polar Fourier Series
The inputs chosen for the polar Fourier series from Equation 3-1 are given in Table 3-1.
A total of 11 parameters define the motion of the wing in three dimensions. These consist of the
stroke plane angle, constant angle offsets and sinusoidal amplitudes, and phase delay parameters
for select terms. The constant angle offset for sweep was set to and held constant at zero. No
phase delay was required for the first frequency in sweep (𝜙1,𝑆 ) because the phase delays for all
other parameters are defined relative to that motion. Additionally, the phase delay for the first

frequency in deviation (𝜙1,𝐷 ) was set to zero because variation of the parameters Ψ, 𝐴1,𝑆 , and
𝐴1,𝐷 can produce the same kinematic results.

Table 3-1: Input Parameters for Polar Fourier Kinematics
Input Parameters
Stroke Plane Angle
Sweep:
Amplitude of First Frequency
Pitch:
Constant Pitch Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Phase Delay of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency
Deviation:
Constant Pitch Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency
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Symbol
Ψ
𝐴1,𝑆

𝐴0,𝑃
𝐴1,𝑃
𝜙1,𝑃
𝐴2,𝑃
𝜙2,𝑃

𝐴0,𝐷
𝐴1,𝐷
𝐴2,𝐷
𝜙2,𝐷

3.2.3.2 Modified Berman and Wang
The parameters used to define wing motion using the Modified Berman and Wang
method are shown in Table 3-2. The parameters are taken from Equation 3-16. These include the
same parameters found in Table 3-1 with the addition of the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio input
parameter (𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ) and a shape parameter 𝛼𝑚,𝑛 for each oscillatory term. This kinematic model

employs 17 input parameters.

Table 3-2: Input Parameters for Modified Berman and Wang Kinematics
Input Parameters
Stroke Plane Angle
Downstroke-to-Upstroke Ratio
Sweep:
Amplitude of First Frequency
Shape of First Frequency
Pitch:
Constant Pitch Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Phase Delay of First Frequency
Shape of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency
Shape of Second Frequency
Deviation:
Constant Pitch Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Shape of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency
Shape of Second Frequency
3.3 Kinematic, Robotic, and Force Considerations

Symbol
Ψ
𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
𝐴1,𝑆
𝛼1,𝑆

𝐴0,𝑃
𝐴1,𝑃
𝜙1,𝑃
𝛼1,𝑃
𝐴2,𝑃
𝜙2,𝑃
𝛼2,𝑃

𝐴0,𝐷
𝐴1,𝐷
𝛼1,𝐷
𝐴2,𝐷
𝜙2,𝐷
𝛼2,𝐷

Two coordinate systems are now presented; the Inertial Frame and the Wing Frame (see
Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13). Two methods of representing the orientation of the Wing Frame
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will be discussed, both of which are required for this research. One of these methods is based on
a biological approach while the other is geared toward robotic considerations. After this, the
discussion will be directed toward how these relationship schemes are used to determine
unknown joint angles from known biological parameters. The relationships between the joint
angles and motor angles will also be defined. This section will conclude with a discussion of
how all this is used to determine values for lift and thrust based on measured force data.

3.3.1

Inertial Frame
The Inertial Frame is a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system with the 𝑋⃗ direction

�⃗ direction
oriented “forward”, opposite the flow. The 𝑍⃗ direction points toward the floor and the 𝑌

points from the right side of the mechanism to the left (see Figure 3-13). The positive 𝑍⃗ direction

is defined as “up”.

The purpose for selecting this coordinate system is to allow the option of investigating
the clap-and-fling aerodynamic mechanism. The wing tips are capable of coming into contact
with each other in front of, behind, and below the differential gears as viewed by an observer.
In forward flight, a creature would be oriented with its body aligned primarily in the +𝑋⃗

direction and its back facing the ground. With the “up” direction being positioned below the
gears, the wing tips are capable of coming into contact during the dorsal stroke reversal in
forward flight.
For hover, the creature primarily generates forces in the +𝑍⃗ direction while facing the

+𝑋⃗ direction. From the perspective of an observer, it would look as though the creature were
flying upside down, causing an upward motion of the water.
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Figure 3-12: Coordinate Systems Used – Inertial Frame and Wing Frame Aligned

Figure 3-13: Coordinate Systems Used: Inertial Frame and Wing Frame Misaligned
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Positive values for lift and thrust are defined in the Inertial Frame, in the +𝑍⃗ and +𝑋⃗

�⃗ direction are typically neglected, as they are canceled by
directions respectively. Forces in the 𝑌
an equal and opposite force from the other wing when the left- and right-wing trajectories are
identical.

3.3.2

Wing Frame
The Wing Frame is the right-handed coordinate system fixed to the wing as shown in

�⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 is
Figure 3-13. The 𝑋⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 direction lies in the wing plane normal to the leading edge. 𝑌
given by the vector from the wing tip to the wing root, along the axis of wing rotation. 𝑍⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 is

defined by the right-hand-rule.

This frame is used to define the orientation of the wing. It is also important to note that
the sensor is placed such that regardless of the position of the wing, only forces in the 𝑍⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔

direction (normal to the wing surface) are measured. When the wing is at its resting position, the
Wing Frame is aligned with the Inertial Frame. This aids in the process of describing the
orientation of the wing.

3.3.3

Wing Pose: Biological Considerations
The first means of defining the orientation of the Wing Frame with respect to the Inertial

Frame utilizes a biological approach. As discussed above, the default wing position is such that
Inertial and Wing frames are aligned. Positive deviations from this pose are carried out through
four sequential rotations.
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Descriptions of wing kinematics typically relate the main wing motion relative to a stroke
plane. Consequently, the stroke plane is oriented by rotating the wing about its body-fixed
�⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 axis by the angle Ψ as given by
–𝑌
cos(Ψ) 0
0
1
�𝑅𝐾,1 � = �
−sin(Ψ) 0

sin(Ψ)
0 �.
cos(Ψ)
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Next, the sweep angle of the wing, 𝜃𝑠 , is commanded by revolving the wing about the body-fixed
−𝑋⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 axis by the angle 𝜃𝑠 according to
1
�𝑅𝐾,2 � = �0
0

0
cos(𝜃𝑠 )
sin(𝜃𝑠 )

0
− sin(𝜃𝑠 )�,
cos(𝜃𝑠 )
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the deviation angle of the wing from the stroke plane is defined with a rotation about the bodyfixed +𝑍⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 axis by 𝜃𝑑 as in

cos(𝜃𝑑 ) sin(𝜃𝑑 ) 0
�𝑅𝐾,3 � = �− sin(𝜃𝑑 ) cos(𝜃𝑑 ) 0�,
0
0
1
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�⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 axis by the angle
and the wing pitch angle is defined by a rotation about the body-fixed −𝑌
𝜃𝑝

cos�𝜃𝑝 �
�𝑅𝐾,4 � = �
0
− sin�𝜃𝑝 �

0 sin�𝜃𝑝 �
1
0 �.
0 cos�𝜃𝑝 �
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The complete relationship between the Inertial Frame and the Wing Frame based on biological
kinematic parameters is thus
3-23

[𝑅𝐾 ] = �𝑅𝐾,4 ��𝑅𝐾,3 ��𝑅𝐾,2 ��𝑅𝐾,1 �.

Based on Equation 3-23, a known vector in the Inertial Frame {𝑉}𝐼𝐹 will be represented in the
Wing Frame by
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{𝑉}𝑊𝐹 = [𝑅𝐾 ]{𝑉}𝐼𝐹
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{𝑉}𝐼𝐹 = [𝑅𝐾 ]𝑇 {𝑉}𝑊𝐹
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and a known vector in the Wing Frame {𝑉}𝑊𝐹 is
in the Inertial Frame.

As stated in Section 3.3.1, “up” is defined in the +𝑍⃗ direction (toward the floor) and thus

a creature in forward flight will be upside down from the perspective of an observer. With this in
mind, the above method of defining the instantaneous position of the wing has the following
results:
1) A stroke plane angle of Ψ = 0 corresponds to forward flight with the creature’s head
directed in the +𝑋⃗ direction.

2) Rotation of the stroke plane by Ψ = 90 degrees corresponds to hovering flight with
the creature’s head directed in the +𝑍⃗ direction.

3) Rotation of the wing by +𝜃𝑝 produces supination.

4) Rotation of the wing by +𝜃𝑠 causes the wing to move dorsally.

5) Rotation of the wing by +𝜃𝑑 causes the wing to move toward the creature’s head.

3.3.4

Wing Pose: Robotic Considerations
Robotic joint angles (shown in Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15) are the second method used

to define the position of the wing with respect to the Inertial Frame. Each side of the mechanism
each has three rotational degrees of freedom. The right is defined by the angles 𝜃1 through 𝜃3

while the left uses 𝜃4 through 𝜃6 . If the Inertial and Wing Frames are initially co-oriented (wing
default position), positive displacements for angles 𝜃1 and 𝜃4 will move the wing tips in the +𝑍⃗

direction. Positive 𝜃2 and 𝜃5 rotations result in a revolution of the wing about its spanwise axis
45

such that the leading edges of the wings are displaced upwards (+𝑍⃗) in the Inertial Frame while
the aft edges are moved downward (−𝑍⃗) from the wing default position. Positive rotation of 𝜃3

and 𝜃6 (with all other angles at the default position) causes the wing tips to translate initially

forward in the Inertial Frame (+𝑋⃗). For this research effort, only symmetric flapping patterns are
considered; therefore, the right wing angles are used to define the left.

It is worth noting that the orientations of 𝜃3 and 𝜃6 are independent of the values of the

other angles. The directions of rotation for 𝜃1 and 𝜃4 are dependent only on 𝜃3 and 𝜃6

respectively. The orientations of 𝜃2 and 𝜃5 are dependent on each of the other corresponding

angles. For this reason, the order in which the rotations take place is critical. Figure 3-15 shows
an example of rotational vectors misaligned from the default orientation.
Proceeding as in Section 3.3.3 for the right side of the mechanism, the wing orientation is
defined by first rotating about the body-fixed +𝑍⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 axis by the angle 𝜃3 as in
cos(𝜃3 ) sin(𝜃3 ) 0
�𝑅𝐽,1 � = �− sin(𝜃3 ) cos(𝜃3 ) 0�
0
0
1
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This is followed by a rotation about the body-fixed – 𝑋⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 axis by 𝜃1 where the rotation is given

by

1
0
0
cos(𝜃
�𝑅𝐽,2 � = �
1)
0 sin(𝜃1 )

0
− sin(𝜃1 )�,
cos(𝜃1 )
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�⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 axis by 𝜃2
The rotation sequence is completed by rotating the wing about the body-fixed −𝑌
�𝑅𝐽,3 � = �

cos(𝜃2 ) 0
0
1
− sin(𝜃2 ) 0

sin(𝜃2 )
0 �.
cos(𝜃2 )
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Figure 3-14: Joint Angle Frame, Default Position

Figure 3-15: Joint Angle Frame, Displaced Joint Angles
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The total rotation matrix [𝑅𝐽 ], which serves as the relationship between the Inertial Frame

and the Wing Frame based on robotic joint angles is then
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�𝑅𝐽 � = �𝑅𝐽,3 ��𝑅𝐽,2 ��𝑅𝐽,1 �.

Using this relationship, vectors known in one frame can be determined in the other as described
in Section 3.3.3, Equations 3-24 and 3-25.

3.3.5

Determination of Joint Angles
The flapping trajectories are defined by specifying Ψ and the time histories for 𝜃𝑠 , 𝜃𝑑 ,

and 𝜃𝑝 . From these known kinematic profiles, the time histories of the joint angles must be

determined before motor angles can be calculated and the trajectory executed. Recall that
Equation 3-23 defines the wing pose using the known parameters while Equation 3-29 uses the

three unknown joint angles to define the same orientation. After matrix multiplication, Equations
3-23 and 3-29 result in 3𝑥3 matrices with large, complex entries consisting of trigonometric
functions. By equating these two rotation matrices, nine relationships are available from which
the values of 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , and 𝜃3 can be determined analytically:
𝑅𝐽 1,1

�𝑅𝐽 2,1
𝑅𝐽 3,1

𝑅𝐽 1,2

𝑅𝐽 2,2

𝑅𝐽 3,2

𝑅𝐽 1,3

𝑅𝐾 1,1
𝑅𝐽 2,3 � = �𝑅𝐾 2,1
𝑅𝐾 3,1
𝑅𝐽 3,3

𝑅𝐾 1,2
𝑅𝐾 2,2
𝑅𝐾 3,2

𝑅𝐾 1,3
𝑅𝐾 2,3 �
𝑅𝐾 3,3
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Equating [𝑅𝐽 ]2,3 with [𝑅𝐾 ]2,3 establishes 𝜃1 directly in terms of known biological

parameters:

[𝑅𝐽 ]2,3 = − sin(𝜃1 ) = [𝑅𝐾 ]2,3
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𝜃1 = sin−1 �−[𝑅𝐾 ]2,3 �.
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The value of 𝜃1 is determined directly by
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The arcsine function is numerically unstable near ±90𝑜 . Mechanical restrictions

constrain the value of 𝜃1 to the approximate range [−60𝑜 , 40𝑜 ], well within the stable limits.
Thus, there is no need to identify a term from which cos(𝜃1 ) can be determined.

The mechanical restrictions on 𝜃2 and 𝜃3 are larger than those placed on 𝜃1 , having the

result that the 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 function is required in conjunction with sine and cosine functions of 𝜃2 and

𝜃3 to determine accurate joint angles. Using the known value of 𝜃1 , values for 𝜃2 and 𝜃3 are

found using the following relationships:
sin(𝜃2 ) =
cos(𝜃2 ) =

[𝑅𝐾 ]1,3
,
cos(𝜃1 )

[𝑅𝐾 ]3,3
,
cos(𝜃1 )

sin(𝜃3 ) = −
cos(𝜃3 ) =

and
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[𝑅𝐾 ]2,1
,
cos(𝜃1 )
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[𝑅𝐾 ]2,2
,
cos(𝜃1 )
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𝜃2 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(sin(𝜃2 ) , cos(𝜃2 )),
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𝜃3 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(sin(𝜃3 ) , cos(𝜃3 )).
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Once defined, the joint angles are used to determine encoder angles as outlined in Section

3.3.6. The above equations (including the analytical representations for [𝑅𝐾 ]𝑖,𝑗 ) are provided in

Appendix C (see C.1).
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3.3.6

Encoder Angles
Positive angular displacements for the motors (𝐸1 through 𝐸6 ) are all defined in the

Inertial Frame −𝑍⃗ direction (towards the ceiling) as shown in Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17. The
angles 𝐸1 , 𝐸2 , 𝐸4 , and 𝐸5 are defined relative to 𝐸3 and 𝐸6 . This is because the motors driving

the smaller shafts rotate with the larger shafts. It is useful to observe that positive displacements
for each of these angles will have the following initial results:
+𝐸1 : Raises the forward edge of the right wing toward the ceiling (−𝑍⃗)
+𝐸2 : Raises the aft edge of the right wing toward the ceiling (−𝑍⃗)

+𝐸3 : Sends the tip of the right wing backward (−𝑋⃗)

+𝐸4 : Raises the forward edge of the left wing toward the ceiling (−𝑍⃗)
+𝐸5 : Raises the aft edge of the left wing toward the ceiling (−𝑍⃗)
+𝐸6 : Sends the tip of the left wing forward (+𝑋⃗)

With the joint angles known, the encoder angles are defined by
𝐸1 = −𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝜃1 − 𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝜃2

𝐸2 = −𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝜃1 + 𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝜃2

𝐸3 = −𝜃3
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𝐸4 = 𝐸1

𝐸5 = 𝐸2

𝐸6 = −𝐸3

where the gear ratio is 𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 =

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑆𝑝𝑢𝑟 𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

angles in terms of the encoder angles are

= 20. The inverse kinematics are and the joint
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𝜃1 = −
𝜃2 = −

𝐸1 + 𝐸2
2𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝐸1 − 𝐸2
2𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟
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𝜃3 = −𝐸3

𝜃4 = 𝜃1

𝜃5 = 𝜃2

𝜃6 = −𝜃3 .

Figure 3-16: Mechanism Right Wing
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Figure 3-17: Mechanism Left Wing
Equations 3-39 and 3-40 complete the relationships required to generate the trajectories
based on the specified biological parameters discussed in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.7

Force Considerations
As the wing moves along its trajectory, fluid forces are measured by a transducer similar

to that described by Isaac et al. (2006). When the wing is installed with the set screws oriented as
shown in Figure 3-16, a force exerted in the +𝑍⃗𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 direction will yield a positive output

voltage. This voltage is then multiplied by a calibration constant to map the reading into pounds
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force. The result is recorded in a text file at each time step with the corresponding encoder
angles.
Besides the forces resulting from the fluid-structure interactions, the gravitational force is
present in the system. Without compensating for this effect, the weight of the wing is a very
significant source of error. To complicate the issue further, the instantaneous value of the
gravitational force is dependent upon instantaneous joint angle values, because the sensor is
directional.
The effect of gravity is removed from the results in the post-processing phase by relating
the constant weight of the wing in the Inertial Frame (𝑊) to the Wing Frame according to
𝐹𝑊𝑋
�𝐹𝑊 𝑌 �
𝐹𝑊 𝑍

𝑊𝐹

0
= �𝑅𝐽 � � 0 �
𝑊 𝐼𝐹
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Recall that �𝑅𝐽 � is defined by Equation 3-29 and is based on the measured instantaneous joint

angles determined as given by Equation 3-40. Since the strain gage only reads results in the

𝑍⃗𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑔 direction, 𝐹𝑊𝑋 and 𝐹𝑊 𝑌 are neglected.

The calculated effect of the wing weight, FW Z , is subtracted from the measured force

value at each time step. The force is then filtered after which the bias is removed from the signal
(George 2011).
At this point, the corrected, filtered force measurement (𝐹𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) represents a vector in the

Wing Frame. It is transformed into the Inertial Frame according to
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0
𝐹𝑋
𝑇
�𝐹𝑌 � = �𝑅𝐽 � � 0 �
𝐹𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑊𝐹
𝐹𝑍 𝐼𝐹
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(see Equation 3-25). “Lift” is then given by 𝐹𝑍 and “Thrust” is 𝐹𝑋 .
3.3.8

Summary
This section discussed the equations used to generate trajectories given desired values for

the biological parameters Ψ, 𝜃𝑠 , 𝜃𝑝 , and 𝜃𝑑 . Previous FFRG efforts had no such relationships,
but rather defined the joint angles directly based on sinusoidal amplitudes (George 2011); the

legacy method was simple to implement, but did not provide an obvious link between the wing
trajectories and biology. The methods presented in this section provide that link by allowing the
researcher to define the wing motion based on the desired sweep, pitch, and deviation angles in
addition to the stroke plane angle. The required joint and motor angles can then be calculated
along with the force response. The following section deals with methods of defining those
profiles.

3.4 Optimization Method
3.4.1

Theory
Each of the trajectory generators was tested using hardware-in-the-loop optimization with

the propose of maximizing the force produced in the vertical direction. More specifically, the
objective statement for the testing is
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑡
Subject to
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𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃3 .
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where the mechanical constraints are defined in Equation 3-48. The optimization process was
intended to provide insight into the strengths of each trajectory generator.
The Box-Behnken/Response Surface Methodology optimization method employed by
George (2011) was utilized for this research effort with modifications outlined in this section.
These changes included the structure of the objective function (Section 3.4.1.2), the means of
determining step sizes (Section 3.4.1.3), the dropping of non-significant parameters from the
kinematic models (Section 3.4.1.4), and the termination criteria for the optimization process
(Section 3.4.1.5).
A single optimization run/test consists of the segments depicted graphically in Figure
3-18. Segment A consists of the portion of the Box-Behnken design of experiments (DOE) in
which several of the variables deviate from the center point by their respective step sizes.
Segment B consists of those designs defined by the center point alone. Segment C consists of ten
random points, generated within the bounds defined by the step sizes. Segment D consists of the
designs found by the gradient-based optimization algorithm (George 2011).

Figure 3-18: Segments of a Single Optimization Iteration
3.4.1.1 Terminology
The following terms and their meanings are used in this section:
Flapping Cycle: A single segment of wing flapping, beginning and ending at rest
Kinematic Parameters: The inputs required to define a flapping cycle, as defined in Table
3-1 and Table 3-2
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Center Point: The value of a kinematic parameter at the center of the Box-Behnken
design
Step Size: The allowable deviation from the center point
Box-Behnken Iteration/Run: Segments A – D in Figure 3-18
Kinematic Variable: A kinematic parameter with a non-zero step size
Optimization Iteration: A single segment of the optimization process, consisting of one
Box-Behnken DOE (centered about the optimum from the previous optimization iteration)
followed by numerical optimization using a response surface generated with the results of the
DOE

3.4.1.2 Objective Function
An objective function (also called the fitness function) is used to determine the fitness or
“quality” of a set of kinematic parameters. In this research effort, quality refers to the magnitude
of the aerodynamic force acting along the desired direction. Given values for lift (𝑓𝑙 ) and thrust

(𝑓𝑡 ), the fitness (𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑡 ) of the resultant force is computed in the following manner. The magnitude
of the force is

‖𝑓‖ = �𝑓𝑙2 + 𝑓𝑡2

and the direction is

𝑓

𝜃𝑓 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 � 𝑙�
𝑓𝑡

(with the quadrant-specific 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 function employed). Now, given some desired force direction
𝜃𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠 (where 𝜃𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 0 is for thrust and 𝜃𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑠 =
along the desired direction is

𝜋
2
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is for lift), the component of the force vector

𝑓∥ = ||𝑓|| cos�𝜃𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠 − 𝜃𝑓 �
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𝑓⊥ = ‖𝑓‖ �sin�𝜃𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠 − 𝜃𝑓 ��
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and the magnitude of the component acting perpendicular to the desired direction is

Now defining a penalty factor
𝜃𝑓 − 𝜃𝑓
𝐹 = � 𝑑𝑒𝑠
�
𝜋/12

2
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the fitness function is given by
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𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑡 = −(𝑓∥ − 𝑓⊥ 𝐹)

Equation 3-47 is designed to reward the force acting parallel to the desired direction

while penalizing the force perpendicular to it. The penalty factor is intended to have minimal
impact upon slightly misaligned force vectors with the effect increasing exponentially as the
angular difference 𝜃𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠 − 𝜃𝑓 increases past ±

𝜋

12

radians (±15 degrees). The negative sign

outside the parentheses allows the optimization to proceed downhill.

3.4.1.3 Automatic Step Size Reduction
The motion of the wing is limited in all three degrees of freedom by the mechanical
characteristics of the mechanism design. Though future modifications may alter the limit values,
at the time of the writing of this thesis the bounds on each degree of freedom are as follows:
−40° ≤ 𝜃1 ≤ 60°
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−180° ≤ 𝜃2 ≤ 180°
−100° ≤ 𝜃3 ≤ 100°
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The values for the kinematic parameters defined in Table 3-1 or Table 3-2 determine the
time histories of the joint angles. These values, however, are defined by the BoxBehnken/Response Surface Methodology. The reader is referred to George (2011) for further
details. Given that the inputs are defined Table 3-1 or Table 3-2, the outputs are the joint angles
which must satisfy the inequalities given in Equation 3-48.
The flapping wing trajectory generators used for this work are multiple-input, multipleoutput (MIMO) functions. Not only is the wing motion in each degree of freedom a function of
multiple inputs, but each input produces an effect on multiple outputs. Furthermore, the effect
each input parameter has on 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , and 𝜃3 is dependent on the values of the other inputs. This

has the undesirable effect, when using Box-Behnken methodology, that varying input parameters
by the step sizes defined by the Box-Behnken design may cause the joint angle trajectories to
exceed allowable limits. This has produced difficulties for the FFRG in the past.
One strategy for dealing with this characteristic of the trajectory generator is to start the
optimization process with all parameters having a large step size. For subsequent optimization
runs, each step size is reduced by a predetermined percent. This is the method used previously by
Gorge (2011). While this strategy provides a simple means of exploring the design space, it also
has undesirable consequences. For example, it does not account for the fact that each kinematic
input parameter may have a different impact on the fitness function. Additionally, it may cause
early termination of the optimization process, either by shrinking all the step sizes to the point of
non-effectiveness before the outputs reach their bounds, or by allowing a dominant parameter to
send the outputs beyond allowable bounds before more subtle system tuning can be performed
by less dominant parameters. In either case, this approach may result in less-than-optimal results
being found.
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The solution employed in this research to address these problems is to allow each step
size to vary independently of all others according to predefined rules. These rules are designed to
reduce step sizes only when it is determined to be necessary. Once a parameter has made all of
the contributions it can, its step size is set to zero and it is no longer allowed to vary. This allows
both for rapid downhill decent far from the optimum and refined exploration of the design space
in the later portion of the process.
Implementation of this approach begins by assuming that the response of the trajectory
generator to a change in any given parameter is independent of the changes to the other
parameters. Next, assume linear relationships, 𝛫𝑖 , between the input parameter of interest and the

three outputs 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , and 𝜃3 . One set of such relationships is defined for the range [𝐶𝑖 , 𝐶𝑖 + 𝑆𝑆𝑖 ]

and the other is defined for [𝐶𝑖 – 𝑆𝑆𝑖 , 𝐶𝑖 ], where 𝐶𝑖 indicates the center point value for the

parameter and 𝑆𝑆𝑖 represents the initial step size defined by the user. Using these relationships,
the theoretical step size that would be required to cause each of the outputs to reach their

limit, 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 , is determined. Next, 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 is divided by the number of parameters which also

affect the output parameters. Finally, this result is compared with the step size specified by the

user. The lesser of these is then taken as the step size, 𝑠𝑠𝑖 , to be used for the Box-Behnken
design. This process is used for each input parameter individually to determine 𝑠𝑠𝑖 .

Note that this procedure assumes that the variation of other parameters does not affect the

linear relationship. While this assumption is not true, it allows for the vast majority of
trajectories to be valid. In practice, out of thousands of trajectories executed using this method of
step size determination, there were only six cases in which a trajectory could not be executed due
to this assumption. In these cases, the trajectory simply was skipped – a safeguard put in place by
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George due to the fact that before these methods were developed, trajectories routinely exceed
the mechanical limits (George 2011).
The MATLAB code used to determine the step sizes is given in the Appendix (see A.4).
The step sizes are determined at the beginning of an optimization run, prior to execution of the
first flapping trajectory. The results are then archived and referenced during generation of
subsequent trajectories within the same optimization run.

3.4.1.4 Exclusion of Insignificant Parameters
Because of the step size reduction method outlined above, the step sizes for the most
dominant parameters are expected to approach zero at some time during the optimization
process. Consequently, the effect of these parameters will become insignificant at some point.
For the purposes of this research, this threshold was set in relation to the mechanical position
uncertainty, defined as the backlash in the gears. After a parameter has crossed this threshold, it
becomes advantageous to remove it from the Box-Behnken design. This is done by setting the
step size equal to zero. It should be noted that this approach assumes that once a parameter is
removed from the model, the subsequent changes to the Box-Behnken DOE and the step sizes of
the remaining parameters do not cause the eliminated parameter to again become a viable
parameter.
The minimum change in a trajectory due to the allowed step size is given by
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

1 �Δ𝜃12 + Δ𝜃22 + Δ𝜃32
4
2
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where Δ𝜃𝑚 is the peak-to-peak mechanical uncertainty in measured for each joint angle. The

reduction factor 1/4 was introduced to prevent a majority of the more sensitive variables (such

as phase shifts and shape parameters) from being removed from the optimization routine
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prematurely. The mechanical uncertainty (Δ𝜃) in each degree of freedom is measured prior to the
start of the optimization process and then recorded in the LabVIEW controller.

3.4.1.5 Termination Criteria
Each Box-Behnken/Response Surface Methodology run is conducted in its entirety based
on the initial condition (see Section 3.4.2.3) or upon the previously determined optimum,
whichever is most current. The process of exploring the design space near a center point, finding
a new optimum, and then setting the new optimum as the center point for the next run continues
until the improvement in response over the previous optimum falls below 5 percent.
An alternate criterion is based on the requirement that the Box-Behnken DOE must have
at least three input parameters in the model in order to produce a set of trajectories. If so many of
the step sizes have been reduced to zero that this requirement cannot be satisfied, the
optimization process will terminate with a message to the user. It is not expected that this
criterion will be used, but it is included for completeness.

3.4.2

Implementation
Trajectory generation, optimization, and post-processing are completed using parallel

processes. Both of these are defined using function-based programming in MATLAB. One of the
processes uses an instance of MATLAB opened by LabVIEW while the other is activated in
MATLAB directly. This section provides a high level overview of both of these processes. The
code for both processes is available in Appendix A and B.
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3.4.2.1 Implementation of Kinematics
Trajectory generation takes place in a custom LabVIEW .VI modified from one used by
George (2011). Inputs such as the kinematic center points and step sizes, mechanical limitations,
and the uncertainty in wing position (see Section 3.4.2.3) are defined in the user interface and
passed to MatlabScriptCode.m (A.7). This function performs the following operations:
1) Specifies which of the two trajectory generators is to be used,
2) Reduces the step sizes if needed,
3) Activates the optimization routine and trajectory generator.
This last operation takes place in Kinematics.m (see A.6). Each user of the .VI has the
option of programming custom behavior into this function based on the input of an integer 𝑖

received from the .VI. This integer designates the flapping cycle currently being executed. The
author of this work used 𝑖 values ranging from 0 to 9998 to implement the BoxBehnken/Response Surface Methodology. The special case 𝑖 = 9999 is used to specify

kinematic inputs for a single flapping cycle directly, i.e. with no modification from a BoxBehnken design or other source.

At the start of each optimization iteration, the initial trajectory for the optimization
process (discussed in “Initial Condition” below) is repeated and the results are saved for
reference. With the optimization process proceeding over the course of a number of days, this
tactic allows for quantification of any time-dependent changes to the system output. The integer
𝑖 = 0 is used to produce this behavior.

When 𝑖 = 1, the number of parameters with non-zero step sizes is determined. From this,

the number of flapping cycles required for the Box-Behnken design is determined as
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑏𝑏), where 𝑏𝑏 is the Box-Behnken design matrix. Integer values from 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑖 =
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𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑏𝑏) are then used to execute the Box-Behnken design portion of the optimization

iteration. Following the first 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑏𝑏) flapping cycles, ten initial conditions and ten optima

are also executed in connection with the numerical optimization process.

Kinematics.m gives four outputs each time it is called. The first of these is a matrix with
six columns and one row for each time step in the trajectory. Each of these columns commands
one of the motor trajectories. The second output is a flag which signals to the .VI whether the
trajectory has exceeded the joint angle limits. If this is the case, the .VI will not execute the
illegal flapping cycle and instead will move on to the next flapping pattern. The other two
outputs are used to determine appropriate step sizes. Their descriptions are given in the function
header of Kinematics.m (see A.6).

3.4.2.2 MATLAB Implementation of the Post-Processing and Optimization Algorithms
The script Main_PostProcessing.m (B.15) is used to automate the tasks of postprocessing and optimization. It serves to define parameters, call functions, and record
information. The first of the post-processing functions called is bb_analysis.m (B.1). It was
modified from the work of George (2011) and runs in tandem with LabVIEW, post-processing
information as soon as it becomes available. This primary purpose of this function is calculation
of the average force components in the inertial frame. This process includes results filtering and
bias removal.
After the first 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑏𝑏) flapping cycles (Segments A-B in Figure 3-18), the function

GenerateInitialConditions.m (B.14) generates ten random points within the permissible design
space for use as starting points for the numerical optimization process (Segment C). Before the
optimization begins, however, the initial conditions are sent to LabVIEW and executed on the
hardware. Testing random points can allow the algorithm to escape local optima. The results of
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these runs are calculated in bb_analysis_InitialConditions.m (B.2) and batched together with
those from the Box-Behnken design. They (the results from Segments A-C) are then used to
generate the response surfaces for lift and thrust using the regression techniques employed by
George (2011). Subsequently, numerical optimization is conducted on those response surfaces in
opt_main.m (B.16) with the initial conditions discussed above (Segment C). The ten optimal sets
of input parameters (Segment D) are also then sent to the hardware and the results are collected
using bb_analysis_Optima.m (B.3).
Following completion of the numerically determined optimal trajectories (Segment D),
all the results (Segments A-D) are examined, including the results for the Box-Behnken design,
using Equation 3-47. The result having the minimum fitness is then selected as the center point
for the next optimization iteration and the percent improvement termination criterion is checked
(see Section 3.4.1.5).

3.4.2.3 Initial Condition
The initial trajectory was selected based on biological data presented by Tobalske et al.
(2007) and Liang (2010). These references present observational and numerical studies of rufous
hummingbirds (Selasphorus rufus). Wing dimensions, stroke amplitude, and flapping frequency
were selected to match the Reynolds and Strouhal numbers reported. The pitch offset, amplitude,
phase delay, and the stroke plane angle were determined directly from observational results
(Tobalske, et al. 2007). The data presented was generated using the first eight terms of a Fourier
series for both sweep and pitch; however, the data is approximated very well by first order
sinusoids.
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The hummingbird wing has a length (shoulder to wingtip) of 0.047 meters and an average
chord length of 0.012 meters. The wing is flapped at a mean frequency of 41 Hz with peak-topeak amplitude of 107 degrees (1.87 radians).
Using the terminology of Liang et al. (2010), the average wingtip velocity is thus 7.20
meters per second and the wingtip excursion is given by 𝐴 = 0.047 𝑠𝑖𝑛(1.87/2 ) 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 =

0.038 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠. The Reynolds and Strouhal numbers are then found to be 5840 and 0.215
respectively.

Proceeding in similar fashion, the flapping mechanism has a wing length (root to tip) of
0.165 meters and an average chord length of 0.051 meters. The wing frequency is set to 0.222 Hz
with peak-to-peak amplitude of 100 degrees (1.75 radians). The average wingtip velocity is thus
0.128 meters per second and the wingtip excursion is 𝐴 = 0.165 𝑠𝑖𝑛(1.75/2 ) 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 =

0.126 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠. The Reynolds and Strouhal numbers are then 5810 and 0.219 respectively.

Tobalske (2007) also provides information which can be used to determine that the initial

stroke plane angle is 75o in the current coordinate system, meaning that the bulk wing motion is
tilted slightly forward. Additionally, the pitch is defined with an initial offset of 5o, base
frequency amplitude of 70o, and a phase delay of -16o.
This data was used to generate the starting point for both trajectory generators. While the
initial starting point was clearly defined, the initial step sizes needed to be chosen based on
previous experience using the flapping mechanism.
For the Polar Fourier Series, the initial Center Points and Step Sizes for each parameter
are defined in Table 3-3. As the optimization process proceeds, the center point is expected to
move through the design space while dominant step sizes are reduced in magnitude or dropped
from the model automatically as discussed in Section 3.4.1.3 above.
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The starting kinematics for Modified Berman and Wang are similar, only with additional
parameters added to provide for the additional capabilities of this tool. The center points and step
sizes are shown in Table 3-4.

3.5 Testing Equipment
3.5.1

Setup
The experiments were conducted on the robotic flapping flight mechanism manufactured

by the FFRG. The design of the mechanism together with a description of many of its strengths
and limitations is documented in previous works (George 2011), (George, et al. 2012). The
mechanism is capable of uncoupled motion in three degrees of freedom per wing. During the
time available for the tests associated with this research, the left side of the mechanism was nonfunctional so the right was used alone.
The wing used was a flat rectangular plate having dimensions (length by width) of 5.5
inches (14.0 cm) by 2 inches (5.1 cm). The flapping frequency was 0.222 Hz. Six periods were
used for each flapping cycle. The transducer used to measure the forces was manufactured by the
FFRG and is similar in design concept to the sensor discussed by Isaac et al. (Isaac, et al. 2006).
The transducer added 1 inch (2.54 cm) to the wing length.
The testing proceeded in a water tunnel having dimensions (length, width, depth) of 2
meters by 1 meter by 0.5 meters. The flow is conditioned at the either end of the tank to
minimize the effects of the inlet and outlet ducts. The fluid flow rate is approximately 0.023
meters per second, just enough to remove wake effects between flapping periods.
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Table 3-3: Initial Input Values for Polar Fourier Kinematics
Input Parameters
Stroke Plane Angle
Sweep:
Amplitude of First Frequency
Pitch:
Constant Pitch Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Phase Delay of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency
Deviation:
Constant Deviation Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency

Symbols Center
Points
Ψ
750
𝐴1,𝑆

𝐴0,𝑃
𝐴1,𝑃
𝜙1,𝑃
𝐴2,𝑃
𝜙2,𝑃

𝐴0,𝐷
𝐴1,𝐷
𝐴2,𝐷
𝜙2,𝐷

500

50
700
−160
00
00
00
00
00
00

Step
Sizes
150
150
100
100
150
100
150
100
150
150
150

Table 3-4: Initial Input Values for Modified Berman and Wang Kinematics
Input Parameters
Stroke Plane Angle
Downstroke-to-Upstroke Ratio
Sweep:
Amplitude of First Frequency
Shape of First Frequency
Pitch:
Constant Pitch Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Phase Delay of First Frequency
Shape of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency
Shape of Second Frequency
Deviation:
Constant Deviation Offset
Amplitude of First Frequency
Shape of First Frequency
Amplitude of Second Frequency
Phase Delay of Second Frequency
Shape of Second Frequency
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Symbols Center Step
Points Sizes
Ψ
750
150
𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
0%
20%
𝐴1,𝑆
𝛼1,𝑆

𝐴0,𝑃
𝐴1,𝑃
𝜙1,𝑃
𝛼1,𝑃
𝐴2,𝑃
𝜙2,𝑃
𝛼2,𝑃

𝐴0,𝐷
𝐴1,𝐷
𝛼1,𝐷
𝐴2,𝐷
𝜙2,𝐷
𝛼2,𝐷

500
0%

150
20%

00
00
0%
00
00
0%

100
150
20%
150
150
20%

50
700
−160
0%
00
00
0%

100
100
150
30%
100
150
30%

4

RESULTS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the sensor validation experiments, consisting of pretesting sensor calibration and time-dependence measurements taken throughout the process.
Additionally, the results of optimization runs that were performed to analyze the capabilities of
the trajectory generators based on the Polar Fourier Series (PFS) and the Modified Berman and
Wang (MBW) curves are presented. Six optimization runs were performed for PFS and five for
MBW. This chapter concludes with a discussion of a follow-on experiment that was performed
after completion of the optimization runs for each trajectory generator.

4.2 Sensor Calibration and Validation
A sensor calibration was performed to map the output voltage from the sensor electronics
to pounds force prior to the results being recorded in a text file. A series of weights were placed
on the wing and the linear relationship between weight and voltage output was determined. The
calibration constant was found to be 8011 lbf/Volt.
Once the calibration constant was determined, an estimate of the error in sensor readings
was measured. This was done by placing masses on the wing at the 25% chord length halfway
between the tip and the base of the wing (the 25% chord length corresponded with the rotational
axis of the wing). The weights tested were 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 grams. These masses
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have actual weight values of 0, 0.002, 0.004, 0.011, 0.022, 0.110, 0.220 lbf. Each of these masses
was placed on the wing – four times with the wing in the default position, and four times with the
wing rotated upside down. This process had the dual benefit of quantifying the error of the
sensor and verifying that post-processing successfully removes the weight of the wing.
The numerical results are given in Table 4-1 and a graphical representation of the data is
shown in Figure 4-1.

Table 4-1: Calibration Verification Results
Mass Actual Weight
Wing
(grams)
(lbf)
Orientation
Default
0
0
Inverted
Default
1
0.002
Inverted
Default
2
0.004
Inverted
Default
5
0.011
Inverted
Default
10
0.022
Inverted
Default
0.044
20
Inverted
Default
50
0.110
Inverted
Default
100
0.220
Inverted

Average Standard Average Values
Average
Standard Deviations
Values Deviations (Both Sides) Percent Error (Both Sides, lbf)
-0.0003
0.0005
0.0008
0.0013
∞
0.0019
0.0002
0.0018
0.0002
0.0030
37.2
0.0013
0.0042
0.0002
0.0035
0.0003
0.0047
6.0
0.0013
0.0059
0.0002
0.0096
0.0002
0.0013
0.0108
-2.0
0.0120
0.0003
0.0205
0.0001
0.0213
-3.2
0.0010
0.0222
0.0003
0.0408
0.0006
-4.0
0.0424
0.0018
0.0439
0.0009
0.1029
0.0004
0.1040
-5.7
0.0012
0.1050
0.0006
0.2066
0.0008
0.2075
0.0013
-5.9
0.2085
0.0008

The sensor was designed to measure force normal to the wing surface, independent of the
location of the resultant force. The dependence of the output on the location of application of the
load was also investigated briefly. Using the 10 gram mass, the weight was placed at the inner
edge, the center, and at the tip for both the default and inverted positions. The standard deviation
of these six data points was 0.0016 lbf. This is a reasonable variation given the sensor results
presented in Table 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Calibration Verification Results
After the above results were obtained, and before the majority of the testing was
performed, the sensor underwent a repair procedure due to the failure of one of the wires. Prior
to continuing testing, the calibration was verified again using the 100 gram weight on both sides
of the wing. The results are shown in Figure 4-2. For the default wing position, the measured
weight was 0.2125 lbf and the error was -3.6%. The inverted wing measured the weight as
0.2114 lbf, an error of -4.1%. This indicated that the calibration constant did not need to be
adjusted. It was assumed that the repeatability and position independence characteristics of the
sensor were not changed.
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Figure 4-2: Calibration Verification, Post Repair
4.3 Time-Dependence of Results
4.3.1

Introduction
The experimental results were found to be time-dependent. Though this is undesirable, it

was not entirely unexpected. Preliminary experimentation led to the belief that this would be the
case. Therefore, steps were taken to try to learn as much as possible during this experiment about
the characteristics of this phenomenon (see Section 3.4.2.1). Additionally, a strategy was
developed to remove this negative effect from the final results.

4.3.2

Results
Figure 4-3 shows the progression of the force components for the Initial Conditions (also

called benchmark kinematics) tested throughout the optimization process. These benchmarks are
labeled 1 through 15 in the order they were tested. The first data point was collected on Saturday,
May 18th, 2013 at 6:29 PM, following which the first test for the MBW trajectory generator was
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performed. The sensor was calibrated just prior to testing the benchmark. The remaining data
points were taken more than a week later, beginning on Monday, May 27th at 4:54 AM. After
this, the testing continued without any significant breaks until two days later at about the same
time. Between benchmark tests, the standard optimization process was performed. The second
segment of testing was also preceded by a calibration check, as sensor repair had been performed
as discussed in Section 4.2 above.

Figure 4-3: Average Force Components for Initial (1) and Repeat (2 – 15) Testing of Initial
Kinematics
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Of special note is the fact that the forces shown in Figure 4-3 have small magnitudes.
This raises the question, “How much of what is being observed in Figure 4-3 is a symptom of the
instantaneous noise?” In answering this question, observe that the Box-Behnken DOE for any
optimization run concludes with multiple repetitions of the center point. For the first iteration,
the center point is coincidentally also the benchmark trajectory. For MBW, there were 12 center
points for the first iteration while there were 10 for the PFS test. Thus, there are two blocks of
additional data for this flapping pattern, the results of which are shown in Figure 4-4 below. The
standard deviations for these data sets are given in Table 4-2.

Figure 4-4: Comparison of Time Spaced and Time Clustered Initial Condition Results
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Table 4-2: Standard Deviations for Benchmark Kinematics Results
Standard Deviation
Lift
Thrust
Benchmark Testing Results
2.15E-03 4.17E-03
MBW Center Points, Iteration 1 8.86E-05 4.82E-04
PFS Center Points, Iteration 1 1.32E-04 9.14E-04
Data Set

These results show that the variation for both lift and thrust is markedly reduced when the
time between tests is reduced. This is particularly true for lift, where the variability is
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than that of the thrust.
These data lead to the conclusion that the large variation in benchmark testing results
cannot be attributed to the instantaneous noise. Rather, some other longer-term influence is
causing the results to drift, even though the wing motion is the same. This inference is further
supported by the fact that the center points for MBW and PFS do not lie on top of each other.
Though they do not use the benchmark kinematics, other optimization runs also included
consecutive identical flapping cycles. Observation of the results of these runs further supports the
finding that the sensor is precise over short spans of time. Figure 4-5 below shows the
benchmark results plotted again, this time with the center points of all the iterations for both
trajectory generator tests. It is evident, even without preparing a table similar to Table 4-2, that
the results are more closely clustered for each of the center point sets tested than for those results
which were obtained over several days. This provides additional strong evidence for the assertion
that the change in benchmark force readings is due to some time-dependent phenomenon.
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Figure 4-5: Lift and Thrust Components, Benchmark Results Compared with Center
Points for All Iterations, Both Trajectory Generators
Now let us return to the observation that the spread in lift data is consistently small
compared with that of thrust. It is the author’s opinion that this phenomenon is linked to the
presence of a relatively large and unpredictable error in 𝜃3 (see Figure 3-14). This theory could
be verified or disproved by using stereoscopic imaging to compare the actual position of the

wing as a function of time with that measured by the encoders for several flapping cycles.
Whatever the reason for the spread in thrust data, it is unfortunate in the context of the fitness
function which includes a penalty factor highly sensitive to the orientation of the mean force
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vector. This relatively large variability is transmitted to (and perhaps multiplied within) the
objective function and recorded in the fitness result. For the current case of hover, this will be a
much more significant problem than if the greater variability existed in the lift component.
The effect of the change in water temperature was also considered. Measurements were
taken before the start of each optimization run during the testing process. With the water in
constant motion through the water tunnel and other components of the system, the temperature
measurements of the water were expected to increase with time due to friction. The total change
in temperature, however, was found to be only 2.5 degrees Celsius over the testing period. It
should also be reported that the temperature changes were monotonic. This combined with the
small temperature change leads to the assumption that thermal effects are not causing the
variability observed and discussed above.

4.3.3

Conclusions
These results show that performing optimization operations that span days or weeks does

not work well for this system unless corrective measures can be taken. Furthermore, the low
standard deviation for identical trajectories performed in rapid succession (particularly for lift)
shows that results collected over a fairly short period of time are reliable. Therefore, in moving
forward, unless the source of the system variation can be found and corrected, steps should be
taken to minimize the duration of optimization runs to ensure the most meaningful results are
obtained.
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4.4 Optimization Results
4.4.1

Introduction
Due to the dime-dependent nature of the sensor, corrective measures were needed to

account for the variability of the system. Without any remedial actions, the set of optima
obtained through the process would not relate to each other. The actions taken consisted of, 1)
assuming that the system response does not change over the period of time required to perform a
single optimization run, 2) relating the progress (in percent decent) of any given optimization
iteration with respect to the Box-Behnken DOE center points, and 3) re-running all optimal
trajectories upon completion of the entire optimization process.
Regarding the first of these, it is false that the system response does not change during
the duration of any single optimization run. However, given that most of the required durations
were five or less hours, this assumption held true well enough to allow the BoxBehnken/Response Surface Methodology to work for the majority of cases.
The second mitigating action consists of measuring the progress of the overall
optimization process not from the previous measurement of the optimum, but from the BoxBehnken DOE center. If the measurement from the previous optimum were used, the
“Termination Criteria” would consider not only the current downhill progress, but also the
change in the system response. This would likely lead either to premature termination of the
optimization process, or to unnecessary extension of it. It is fortunate that the Box-Behnken DOE
places the center points of the design at the completion of the run (see Segment C, Figure 3-18),
since the subsequent Response Surface Methodology is theoretically when the optima are to be
found (Segment D). When this is the case, the close proximity of the Box-Behnken center points
provides an accurate measurement of the previous optimum in terms of the current system state.
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The final mitigating step to ensure that changes to the system response do not affect the
results is simply executing all the optima in rapid succession at the completion of the
optimization process. While the second mitigating step allows for time-independent
measurement of progress over the past iteration, this step allows the analyst to determine the total
downhill progression.
The first of the steps above is an enabling assumption. The second facilitates accurate
termination of the optimization process. The third provides a holistic view of the progress.
Together they provide a foundation for understanding the results that follow in the context of a
time-dependent system.

4.4.2

Polar Fourier Series – Optimization Results
The lift and thrust for all the data points tested during the PFS optimization process are

shown in Figure 4-6 below. The results for Iterations 1 through 6 are color coded for ease in
viewing the results. Points falling on the dashed lines represent forces that are offset from the
desired search direction by 15 degrees. Those near the solid line are aligned much more closely
with the search direction.
As discussed in Section 3.4.1.2, the more a mean force vector deviates from the search
direction, the greater the penalty assigned to the fitness. Figure 4-7 through Figure 4-12 show the
fitness results for each optimization run.
The optima from these iterations are plotted in Figure 4-13 together with the starting
point of the optimization. Figure 4-14 shows the fitness of these points, including the percent
decrease of the fitness as compared with the previous point. Later discussion will address how
these results compare with those of the other trajectory generator.
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Figure 4-6: Optimization Results, Polar Fourier Series

Figure 4-7: Fitness Results for Iteration 1, Polar Fourier Series
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Figure 4-8: Fitness Results for Iteration 2, Polar Fourier Series

Figure 4-9: Fitness Results for Iteration 3, Polar Fourier Series
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Figure 4-10: Fitness Results for Iteration 4, Polar Fourier Series

Figure 4-11: Fitness Results for Iteration 5, Polar Fourier Series
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Figure 4-12: Fitness Results for Iteration 6, Polar Fourier Series

Figure 4-13: Initial Condition with the Optima for All Iterations, Polar Fourier Series
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Figure 4-14: Fitness vs. Time and Percent Decrease, Polar Fourier Series
The changing nature of the system response becomes especially apparent when Figure
4-6 and Figure 4-14 are combined. In Figure 4-15, the results from the original experiments
differ greatly from the optimal trajectories retested after the optimization was complete. If the
system response were time-independent, the results for both initial and post-facto testing would
overlap.
Additional understanding can be gained by examining the kinematic input parameters
selected by the optimization algorithm. Table 4-3 presents the center points used for performing
each of the iterations. The parameters shown correspond with those of Table 3-3 in Chapter 3
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above. In addition to the iteration center points, the input parameters which define the overall
optimum are shown.

Figure 4-15: Time-Dependence of Results – Optimization Run Results with Optima
Retested After Test Completion, PFS
It must be acknowledged that the phase shift 𝛷2,𝐷 shown for Iteration 5 was inadvertently

entered into LabVIEW incorrectly. Rather than the value of 30 determined at the conclusion of
Iteration 4, the default value of zero was left in the cell. It is unknown to what extent this may
have affected the optimum. This inconsistency was discovered well after the optimization
process was completed.
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Table 4-3: Center Points of Box-Behnken DOE Shown With Overall Optimum, Polar
Fourier Series
Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4
Iteration 5
Iteration 6
Optimum

75
73.99
73.99
73.99
73.99
74.55
74.78

50
65
73.56
79.83
84.47
87.87
88.83

5
5.80
5.80
5.80
5.80
2.22
0.85

70
60.76
60.76
60.76
60.76
56.24
55.25

-16
0
-19.95 0.50
-19.95 0.50
-19.95 0.50
-19.95 0.50
-12.56 5.96
-12.12 10.44

0
0
0
0
0
0
9.70

0
2.96
2.96
2.96
2.96
6.30
6.69

0
-1.50
-9.48
-5.66
-1.28
-1.98
-1.41

0
-9.32
-17.74
-21.74
-26.46
-30.13
-30.77

0
0
15
15
0
5.43
7.71

The center points provide information regarding where each optimization run begins
while the step sizes define how the parameters are allowed to explore the design space. Table 4-4
shows the step sizes specified by the user at the start of the test cycle as well as how the
algorithm shrank those step sizes when necessary to avoid exceeding joint angle limits.

Table 4-4: User-Defined and Algorithm-Defined Step Sizes, Polar Fourier Series
User-Defined 15
Iteration 1
10.17
Iteration 2
9.60
Iteration 3
6.34
Iteration 4
4.87
Iteration 5
3.70
Iteration 6
1.61

15
15
8.56
6.27
4.64
3.40
1.97

10
9.84
9.45
9.50
9.21
9.12
8.41

10
9.85
9.51
9.70
9.44
9.44
8.47

15
15
15
15
15
15
15

10
10
10
10
10
10
9.51

15
0
0
0
0
0
15

10
9.67
7.40
3.72
4.34
3.55
1.61

15
15
7.98
3.82
4.38
3.63
2.95

15
9.67
8.42
4.00
4.72
3.67
1.61

15
0
15
15
15
15
12.39

These values are color coded to present a more intuitive understanding of how the step
sizes changed as the process progressed. Some noteworthy observations include that the values
of 𝐴1,𝑆 systematically decrease with each iteration. Other parameters maintain the same or nearly

the same value throughout the process. In the case of the phase shift for the second pitch
harmonic, 𝛷2,𝑃 was deemed entirely superfluous until late in the optimization process. This
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makes sense when observing from Table 4-3 that the amplitude 𝐴2,𝑃 was small until late in the

test. Because having a non-zero step size for 𝛷2,𝑃 did not result in any benefit to the process, its

removal from the model served to shorten the testing process until the last iteration.

Table 4-5 is derived directly from Table 4-3. It represents the changes in the center point
as compared with the previous iteration. Again, the table is color coded to highlight those regions
where significant change is going on. The most significant changes are observed for the
amplitude of the sweep angle (𝐴1,𝑆 ) and the amplitude of the second deviation angle harmonic

(𝐴2,𝐷 ).

Table 4-5: Center Point Changes, Polar Fourier Series
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4
Iteration 5
Iteration 6
Optimum

4.4.3

-1.01
0
0
0
0.56
0.23

15
8.56
6.27
4.64
3.40
0.96

0.80
0
0
0
-3.58
-1.37

-9.24
0
0
0
-4.52
-0.99

-3.95
0
0
0
7.39
0.45

0.50
0
0
0
5.46
4.48

0
0
0
0
0
9.70

2.96
0
0
0
3.34
0.39

-1.50
-7.98
3.82
4.38
-0.70
0.57

-9.32
-8.42
-4.00
-4.72
-3.67
-0.64

0
15
0
-15
5.43
2.28

Modified Berman and Wang – Optimization Results
The results for MBW corresponding to those from PFS are presented below. Figure 4-16

presents the results of all the optimization runs. Trends similar to those observed in Figure 4-6
are evident here as well. The fitness results for each of the optimization runs are also presented
(see Figure 4-17 through Figure 4-21).
Notice that the first four of these figures show relatively level trends in the fitness. The
last, however, shows a gradually decreasing trend. A somewhat similar phenomenon is observed
for the Polar Fourier results.
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Figure 4-16: Optimization Results, Modified Berman and Wang

Figure 4-17: Fitness Results for Iteration 1, Modified Berman and Wang
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Figure 4-18: Fitness Results for Iteration 2, Modified Berman and Wang

Figure 4-19: Fitness Results for Iteration 3, Modified Berman and Wang
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Figure 4-20: Fitness Results for Iteration 4, Modified Berman and Wang

Figure 4-21: Fitness Results for Iteration 5, Modified Berman and Wang
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Figure 4-22 shows the lift and thrust results of the optima from the MBW test. The fitness
of these points is shown in Figure 4-23.
As with PFS, combining these figures reveals the time-dependent nature of the system
(see Figure 4-24).

Figure 4-22: Initial Condition with the Optima for All Iterations, Modified Berman and
Wang
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Figure 4-23: Fitness vs. Time and Percent Decrease, Modified Berman and Wang

Figure 4-24: Time-Dependence of Results – Optimization Run Results with Optima
Retested After Test Completion, PFS
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The kinematic parameters (center points, step sizes, and changes in center point values)
are shown below in Table 4-6 through Table 4-8 similar to the PFS results shown above. The
parameters correspond with those of Table 3-4 in Chapter 3 above.

Table 4-6: Center Points of Box-Behnken DOE Shown With Overall Optimum, Modified
Berman and Wang
Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4
Iteration 5
Optimum

75
75
74.29
74.29
74.29
75.08

0
20
12.27
12.27
12.27
11.15

50
62.57
71.89
85.53
91.95
92.14

0
0
8.19
8.19
8.19
7.54

5
5
3.60
3.60
3.60
2.61

70
62.61
53.45
53.45
53.45
54.58

-16
-16
-16.62
-16.62
-16.62
-14.90

0
-30
-16.61
-16.61
-16.61
-5.95

0
0
1.15
1.15
1.15
2.69

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
3.70
3.70
3.70
-0.43

0
0
-0.88
-0.88
-0.88
-1.26

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-6.74
0
0
-21.74
0
-31.20
-35.90 0.59

0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4-7: User-Defined and Algorithm-Defined Step Sizes, Modified Berman and Wang
User-Defined
Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4
Iteration 5

15
7.62
7.67
15
9.51
4.71

20
20
20
20
20
20

15
20
12.57 15
15
9.32
13.65 10.90
6.41 10.90
2.92 10.90

10
7.38
9.14
10
10
10

10
7.39
9.17
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15

30
30
30
30
30
30

10
8.46
10
10
10
10

15
0
0
0
0
0

30
0
0
0
0
0

10
7.25
6.73
10
9.46
4.70

15
13.94
13.20
15
9.95
5.31

20
0
0
0
0
0

15
7.25
6.74
15
9.46
4.70

15
0
0
15
15
15

20
0
0
0
0
0

0
-6.74
-15
-9.46
-4.70

0
0
0
0
0.59

0
0
0
0
0

Table 4-8: Center Point Changes, Modified Berman and Wang
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4
Iteration 5
Optimum

0
-0.71
0
0
0.79

20
12.57
0
-7.73 9.32 8.19
0
13.65
0
0
6.41
0
-1.11 0.20 -0.65

0
-1.40
0
0
-0.99

-7.39
-9.17
0
0
1.13

0
-30
-0.62 13.39
0
0
0
0
1.73 10.66

0
1.15
0
0
1.54

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
3.70
0
0
-4.12

0
-0.88
0
0
-0.38

0
0
0
0
0

As with PFS, it becomes evident here that certain parameters begin the optimization
routine with large step sizes which are reduced for later iterations. Again, the primary example of
this is the sweep amplitude (𝐴1,𝑆 ). These parameters tend to dominate the effect on the fitness
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function early on, but that influence is reduced as the wing motion approaches the limits of the
joint angles.
Other observations can be made from this data as well. For instance, there are variables
unique to the MBW trajectory generator which are not used at all during the test (𝛼2,𝑃 , 𝛼1,𝐷 ,

𝛼2,𝐷 ). Of the parameters unique to MBW, three moved through the design space. The first of

these, the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio modifier (𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ), was raised by 20%, the full value

allowed during the first iteration. In the second iteration it returned back toward its origin ending
at 12.27%. During the final iteration, it adjusted downward slightly to finish at 11.15%. This

means that for the initial portion of the optimization routine, benefit was derived by lengthening
the duration of the downstroke, while later in the process, benefit was had by equalizing the
durations of the two half strokes. The other active parameters were the shape of the sweep and
pitch fundamental frequencies (𝛼1,𝑆 and 𝛼1,𝑃 ).

Parameters not unique to MBW were also fairly inactive throughout the process. Table

4-8 shows that these included the pitch offset (𝐴0,𝑃 ), the phase shift of the first pitch harmonic

(𝜙1,𝑃 ), the second amplitude in pitch (𝐴2,𝑃 ), and the second phase shift in pitch (𝜙2,𝑃 ) among
others. Additionally, the stroke plane angle Ψ stayed fairly constant throughout the process.

From Table 4-8 it also becomes apparent that for Iterations 2 and 5, the Response Surface

Methodology results generated the optimum for the run, while for the other iterations, one of the
Box-Behnken DOE runs had the highest fitness results. This is evident because the modification
of all the variables is not possible for Box-Behnken DOEs.
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4.4.4

Combined Results
A plot of the lift and thrust for the optima obtained from both trajectory generators is

given in Figure 4-25 below. Fitness as a function of total testing time is given in Figure 4-26.
With the likelihood of human error and/or equipment failure increasing with time, there is
benefit to be had by reducing the time spend optimizing. The present research is an example,
where a mistake was made when an input parameter was skipped late in the optimization process
(see Table 4-3 and accompanying discussion).

Figure 4-25: Lift and Thrust for Optima from Both Trajectory Generators
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Figure 4-26: Fitness vs. Time Results Obtained for Optimization using Both Trajectory
Generators
Figure 4-26 illustrates that almost all the benefit of more than 17 hours of testing using
MBW was obtained during the first 10 hours using PFS. This leads to the theory that results can
be obtained more efficiently when PFS is used for the first few iterations, following which MBW
is used to complete exploration of the design space. Furthermore, given that similar parameters
in both models reduced nearly to zero, continuation using the mathematically more robust MBW
trajectory generator could be accomplished without those parameters. This would result in timesavings without a significant loss in the capability of the system to find an optimum.
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4.4.5

Trajectory Plots
The trajectories may be viewed from a biological or from a robotic perspective. The

biological trajectories given in Figure 4-27 below present the angles for wing sweep, pitch, and
deviation, defined relative to the inclined stroke plane (see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.2.3). Figure
4-28 shows the robotic joint angle trajectories (𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , and 𝜃3 ) defining the wing motion as

discussed in Section 3.3.4. The dashed lines in Figure 4-28 show the upper and lower mechanical
limits placed upon these joint angles by the geometry of the experimental apparatus.

Figure 4-27: Biological Wing Trajectories, Initial Condition and Optima for Both
Trajectory Generators
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Figure 4-28: Robotic Joint Angle Trajectories, Initial Condition and Optima for Both
Trajectory Generators
The figures above illustrate the similarity between the optima obtained using the two
trajectory generators tested (see Table 4-3 and Table 4-6). Of particular interest, Figure 4-28
shows that the optima have both approached the mechanical limits of 𝜃1 and 𝜃3 .

Though the input parameters were selected such that the trajectory generators were

capable of utilizing two frequencies for 𝜃𝑝 and for 𝜃𝑑 (see Table 3-1 and Table 3-2), Figure 4-27

shows that the optimization process predominantly utilized only one frequency term. This

indicates that for the current experiments, the process could have been simplified by selecting
those parameters which are most responsible for the trajectory forms shown. These results cannot
be extended to other optimization problems in which other terms, or a combination of terms, may
be required.
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4.5 Follow-on Experiment
4.5.1

Introduction
After completion of the experiments described above, a follow-on experiment was

performed to determine whether added benefit could be derived by continuing the downhill
descent from the PFS optimum using the MBW trajectory generator.

4.5.2

Results
The final result of this experiment is presented in Figure 4-29 below along with the other

optima discussed above. All the optima were tested in rapid succession to ensure timeindependence of the results. The result of this test is given by the unnumbered asterisk. Since it
was found using the PFS optimum, it is shown connected to the PFS data.
Only two values changed from the PFS optimum reported in Table 4-3: The phase delay
of the first frequency in pitch was changed by −15𝑜 to 𝜙1,𝑃 = −27.12 and the second amplitude

in deviation was reduced by −3.61𝑜 to 𝐴2,𝐷 = −34.38𝑜 . The results of these changes are plotted

in Figure 4-30 through Figure 4-35. These modifications changed the biological trajectories by
further increasing the amplitude of the deviation angle (see Figure 4-32) and by simultaneously
shifting and increasing the total amplitude in the pitch angle (see Figure 4-31). This is a case in
which a phase shift can increase the total amplitude of the trajectory by causing two pitch
amplitudes to interact. As evident from Figure 4-30, no change was made to the sweep angle.
The most significant change in the robotic joint angles occurs in 𝜃1 , where the increase in

deviation amplitude causes the upper mechanical limit almost to be reached (see Figure 4-33).

As shown in Figure 4-34, the angle 𝜃2 primarily undergoes a phase shift to the left (negative
phase delay). No change is observed in 𝜃3 (see Figure 4-35).
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Figure 4-29: Time-independent Results, PFS Optimum Used as Input for MBW.

Figure 4-30: Biological Wing Trajectories, Follow-on Sweep Trajectory Result with
Previous Results
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Figure 4-31: Biological Wing Trajectories, Follow-on Pitch Trajectory Result with Previous
Results

Figure 4-32: Biological Wing Trajectories, Follow-on Deviation Trajectory Result with
Previous Results
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Figure 4-33: Robotic Joint Angle Trajectories, Follow-on θ1 Trajectory Result with
Previous Results and Upper and Lower Mechanical Limits

Figure 4-34: Robotic Joint Angle Trajectories, Follow-on θ2 Trajectory Result with
Previous Results and Upper and Lower Mechanical Limits
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Figure 4-35: Robotic Joint Angle Trajectories, Follow-on θ3 Trajectory Result with
Previous Results and Upper and Lower Mechanical Limits
The final step in the optimization process took 6.5 hours to complete. The fitness of each
of the 452 flapping cycles was calculated and is presented in Figure 4-36. Figure 4-37 presents
the Lift vs. Thrust results. The black numbered results correspond to the Box-Behnken DOE
inputs while the red numbers indicate the flapping cycles with inputs specified during the
Response Surface Methodology portion. Additionally, the ten randomly selected inputs for the
numerical optimization process are shown spread out while the ten optima are shown clustered
tightly.
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Figure 4-36: Fitness of Final Optimization Run, PFS Optimum Used as Input for MBW.

Figure 4-37: Lift vs. Thrust of Final Optimization Run, PFS Optimum Used as Input for
MBW.
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The force generated by this new optimal trajectory is <0.0013, -0.0162, 0.0936>. As
discussed before, the y-component of this force is neglected as it would be balanced by an equal
and opposite component from the other wing. The fitness for this result is -0.0936, a 10.3 percent
decrease compared with the previous MBW optimum.

4.5.3

Conclusions
This exercise demonstrated a marked improvement over both the PFS and MBW optima.

Further optimization probably would have resulted in farther downhill progress; however, due to
the estimated requirement of 6.5 additional hours, further exploration of the design space was
halted. Furthermore, the optima being generated had the visual appearance of requiring large
amounts of motor torque and potentially high instantaneous stresses in the differential. The
potential consequences of this added wear and tear were not worth the expected benefit.
Despite the fact that the optimization process was successful at producing highly tuned
designs using response surfaces (see red cluster in Figure 4-37), a single Box-Behnken DOE set
of inputs (flapping cycle #301) resulted in a slightly better fitness. It is a strange coincidence that
this point specified the use of only two parameters, 𝜙1,𝑃 and 𝐴2,𝐷 . These are defined for both

trajectory generators. Thus the improvement of the system response cannot be attributed to the
use of MBW.

4.6 Discussion
The experimental method and results described above tended to reward aggressive
trajectories. The fitness function is focused solely on improving the magnitude of a force in a
desired direction without consideration for other important aspects of the problem. Among these
neglected aspects are included efficiency and system longevity. Natural fliers are adept at
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attaining an adequate level of performance while expending a minimal amount of effort.
Additionally, overuse of a body part may cause discomfort. For biological systems, pain and
fatigue are part of a feedback loop which encourages caution and the conservative expenditure of
energy.
The current system does not have the capability to optimize based on efficiency. Until
some means of measuring the motor effort is developed and subsequently incorporated into the
fitness function, any optimization will result in trajectories that are unrealistic for standard
flapping flight. While it is true that natural fliers may deviate from efficient trajectories at times
(for example, when trying to take off or escape danger), the vast majority of flight takes place
using efficient unsteady flight mechanisms.
The optimal trajectory from the experiment above does not resemble curves typically
used in flapping flight studies (see Figure 2-2 for an example). Figure 4-38 shows a time-lapse of
one flapping period of this trajectory. The motion appears to be tuned to “scoop and throw” as
much water as possible during each half-cycle using the sides of the wing, much like a paddle or
an oar. This bulk movement of water towards the ceiling produces large lift forces, but it comes
at the cost of efficiency.
Toward the end of the optimization, it was becoming obvious from sounds and other
signals that the motors were being strained in order to follow the trajectories commanded. This
was a significant factor in determining to terminate the optimization process, rather than
attempting to determine if Modified Berman and Wang could produce further progress downhill.
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Figure 4-38: Time Lapse of a Single Flapping Cycle, Optimal Trajectory. Pictures Viewed
as a Paragraph is Read, Left to Right, One Row at a Time.
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Figure 4-38 (Continued)
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5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the lessons learned from the results of this study. Topics include the
kinematics, optimization process, and force transducer results. Changes recommended for future
exploration of the design space are also given as well as a discussion of the contributions of this
work.

5.2 Kinematic Representations
5.2.1

Experimental Results
The parameters which drove the most change for the Polar Fourier Series were the sweep

amplitude 𝐴1,𝑆 , the second amplitude of deviation from the stroke plane 𝐴2,𝐷 , and the first pitch
amplitude 𝐴1,𝑃 . Less influential parameters were the stroke plane angle (Ψ), the pitch offset and
phase shifts (𝐴0,𝑃 , 𝜙1,𝑃 , 𝜙2,𝑃 ), and the deviation angle offset and first amplitude (𝐴0,𝐷 , 𝐴1,𝐷 ). The

sinusoidal form of this function appeared to provide a structure suitable for capturing the optimal
system response when that response was based solely on maximizing the force.

For the Modified Berman and Wang trajectory generator, the same three parameters were
significant from the start of the optimization process, along with the downstroke-to-upstroke
input parameter (𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ) and the shape parameter for the first frequency in pitch (𝛼1,𝑃 ). While

the three parameters common to the Polar Fourier Series diverged significantly from their initial
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values, the other two parameters deviated for a short time, then reverted back toward their
nominal values.
One theory for this observation is that trajectories requiring high levels of exertion are
best modeled by sinusoids while more efficient wave forms are benefitted by other shapes.
Indeed, natural fliers relying upon efficient flapping trajectories and employ the square and
triangle wave forms made available in the Modified Berman and Wang trajectory generator.

5.2.2

Post-testing Trajectory Generator Changes
No changes are recommended for the Polar Fourier Series, but two simple changes can

serve to improve the Modified Berman and Wang trajectory generator. These changes have
already been implemented and may be examined in the Appendix (A.6, A.8, A.9, and A.10).

5.2.2.1 Downstroke-to-Upstroke Ratio
The first of these simplifies how the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio is implemented.
During testing, the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio was defined by
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 2𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 /100 .

5-1

This is Equation 3-13, shown again here for convenience. The parameter 𝐷𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 was allowed to

vary over the range (−100, 100) which corresponded to 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 values over the range (0.5, 2).

The value for 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 was then used in Equation 3-12 to determine the non-dimensional duration
of the downstroke 𝑡𝑑′ .

The weakness of this method is that the input values are not intuitive. Though values for

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 can be found easily enough with a calculator, the user cannot have a feel for the fraction of
the flapping cycle just by looking at the value of the input parameter.
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The updated method of assigning a value to 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 is for the user to specify the percent of

the flapping cycle that is used on the downstroke 𝑑% . This value is changed in the code to a
decimal number as

and then to 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 as

𝑑=

𝑑%
100

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑑/𝑢 =

5-2

𝑑
1−𝑑

5-3

With this change, the user will be able clearly to discern that 𝑑% = 50 indicates that both the
upstroke and the downstroke are equal, or that 𝑑% = 60 indicates a prolonged downstroke.

These changes are shown in the Appendix in Kinematics.m (A.6). The old method is still in the
code, though it has been deactivated.
The parameter 𝑑% is defined over the range (0, 100). Any deviation outside this range

will result in an error message and MATLAB will fail to generate the requested trajectory. Thus,
if a user inadvertently sets 𝑑% = 0, LabVIEW will not execute the flapping cycle.
5.2.2.2 Shape Parameter Scaling
The other post-testing change made to the trajectory generator was with respect to the
scaling of the shape parameter.

Figure 3-2 demonstrates that the shape parameter can be used to generate triangle, square,
and sinusoidal waves, as well as an infinite number of curve shapes between. For the
optimization performed for this work, the shape parameters were allowed to vary from −60 to

60. Throughout the testing, all the shape parameters remained well within this range. The one

that varied the most took on a value of -30 after the first optimization run. As can be seen from
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Figure 5-1, the curve shape was being driven toward a triangle wave form by the optimization
algorithm.
Also evident from the figure is the fact that much more curve variation was attainable
from positive values for 𝛼 than for negative ones. The curves shown were generated using values

for 𝛼 of [−60, −55, −50, −40, −30, 0, 30, 40, 50, 55, 60]. The clustered curves corresponding to

𝛼 < 0 are not significantly different from that of the standard sinusoid. Thus, for input values
likely to be used by researchers or by optimization algorithms, the shape parameters were not
capable of generating curves having significant triangular characteristics.

Figure 5-1: The first quarter-cycle of the periodic function showing continuous shape
variation for α ranging between -60 and 60 for the Modified Berman and Wang Trajectory
Generator as Tested.
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To improve this behavior, a scaling scheme was developed to enhance the performance of
the triangular component of Modified Berman and Wang. This was accomplished by multiplying
𝛼 by 3 when negative. No change was made when 𝛼 > 0. The result is shown in Figure 5-2 for

the same values of 𝛼 shown above. This simple change allows much greater flexibility of the

curves which may be generated. A full period of the possible curves shown in Figure 5-2 is
shown in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-2: First Quarter-cycle of the Periodic Function Showing Continuous Shape
Variation for α between -60 and 60, Modified Berman and Wang. The values for α were
scaled by 3 when negative.
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Figure 5-3: First Full Cycle of Periodic Function Showing Continuous Shape Variation for
α between -60 and 60, Modified Berman and Wang, Negative Values for α Scaled by 3.
5.2.3

Future Work
Section 4.3.2 discussed the results of the sensor validation tests performed. It was found

that the sensor precision over short time durations was about an order of magnitude greater for
lift than for thrust. The discussion further theorizes that this could be due to angular uncertainty
caused by mechanical components. To determine whether or not this is true, a few test
trajectories should be run while filming the wing with high-speed stereoscopic imaging. The
encoder angles should then be used to calculate the predicted joint angles using Equation 3-40.
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The results can then be compared with the positions observed via the cameras. This exercise will
quantify the errors in force readings resulting from the mechanical uncertainty of the system.

5.3 Optimization
5.3.1

Experimental Results
The results for the two trajectory generators used indicate that downhill progression is

expedited by using the Polar Fourier Series. This is primarily due to the reduced number of
independent variables required for the model. Theory suggests that after initial optimization
using the Polar Fourier Series, continued exploration of the design space using the more general
Modified Berman and Wang trajectory generator could produce enhanced results. A follow-on
experiment testing this theory was inconclusive.
The step size reduction method was a success, particularly when determining unnecessary
parameters for the Modified Berman and Wang trajectory generator. During the standard
optimization test, up to five unnecessary parameters were removed, thus drastically reducing test
durations. For the follow-on test, the least number of parameters were removed from the model
when only two parameters were found to have a negligible impact on the wing trajectories. This
method was successful at identifying and removing wasteful testing, thus reducing valuable test
time and detrimental mechanical wear.
During optimization, both trajectory generators settled on kinematics which featured
large values for the sweep angle coupled with significant deviation from the stroke plane at the
beginning and ending of the half-strokes. Additionally, the pitch trajectories were tuned to cause
bulk displacement of the water. In this process, the wing behaved more like an oar than a wing,
with the angle of attack near 90o for significant durations of each cycle (see Figure 4-38).
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5.3.2

Future Work

5.3.2.1 Objective Function Changes
The results of the experiment show that optima found using the optimization statement
given by Equation 3-43 do not reflect reality (see Section 5.3.1). The output of the fitness
function used in this study was based solely upon the mean force vector generated by a flapping
cycle. This caused the optimization process to reward trajectories with large forces without
regard to the cost required to execute that trajectory. In contrast, living organisms of all types
tune their behaviors to produce adequate results with limited effort. In other words, efforts aimed
at mimicking biological systems must not neglect efficiency.
To improve results of future optimization efforts, a means of incorporating stroke
efficiency should be developed. Possible measures of efficiency could be based on the mean
motor torque or the moments measured by a force/moment transducer. With this capability, the
optimization problem could be revised as
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑇,
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜

5-4

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑡 ≤ 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠,

where 𝑇 represents some measure of the effort used, 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑡 is the current fitness function (Equation

3-47), and 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 corresponds to the fitness of the smallest mean force required to produce the
desired effect.
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5.3.2.2 Input Parameters Used during Optimization
During initial exploration of the design space, some parameters (particularly amplitudes)
showed greater potential for improving the system response than others. The effect of these
dominant parameters was reduced as the optimum was approached. With the understanding that
the sensor response is most valid over short durations, the optimization process is also benefitted
by reducing the number of independent variables used for each optimization run.
With this in mind, benefits in both run time and accuracy of system response may be
derived by incorporating a three-phased approach to optimization. Phase 1 would utilize only
parameters determined to have the most significant effect on the response. Phase 2 would allow
all parameters to interact with each other. Phase 3 would utilize all parameters other than the
dominant ones.
Under this paradigm, rapid initial downhill progression would take place during Phase 1.
This would be followed by slower progress and longer testing times as the interaction between
all parameters is explored in Phase 2. Finally, Phase 3 would produce gradual progress as the
region near the optimum is explored; however, the duration of each test would be reduced as
compared with Phase 2. Time reduction in testing during Phase 1 and Phase 3 would result in
improved response surface models and potentially more favorable results, since the sensor output
would be taken over a shorter duration of time.

5.3.2.3 Randomization of Box-Behnken DOE
Section 4.4.1 above discusses the assumption that the system response does not change
over the period of time required to perform a single optimization run. For longer runs (see Figure
4-12 and Figure 4-21) this is evidently not valid, thus reducing the validity of the response
surfaces generated. This effect may be mitigated by randomizing the Box-Behnken DOE prior to
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execution of the flapping trajectories. This would improve the mathematical models of the
system response, but would not provide for successive execution of the center point at the end of
the optimization run (see discussion in Section 4.3.2).

5.4 Force Transducer
5.4.1

Experimental Results
The force transducer was found to maintain an acceptable level of precision for results

taken over short durations of time. Over long time durations, however, the results were found to
drift in an unpredictable manner. This likely led to inaccuracies in the response surfaces
developed using experimental results, especially when the number of independent variables was
large.

5.4.2

Future Work
Steps should be taken to improve the performance and reliability of the sensor. Since the

source of the time-dependence is not currently known, the best solution may be to replace the
sensor altogether. This would allow for important modifications to be made to the design. The
most important of these would be the ability to measure all the forces and moments acting on the
wing at any instant in time. This would be beneficial for reasons to be discussed in Section 5.3.2.
A new design could include features which would ensure a greater confidence in the
system. For example, replacing sharp corners with fillets could reduce the risk of fatigue failure.
The present wing bracket design produces elevated stresses at the locations shown in Figure 5-4
leading to the risk of wing failure during use.
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Figure 5-4: Sharp Corners Induce Elevated Stresses on Wing Mount Bracket
Another action which could be improve the usefulness of the sensor has to do with the
dynamic effects of the wing. As described in Section 3.3.7 above, gravitational acceleration
causes a position-dependent effect on the results. The current method of post-processing
accounts for the weight of the wing effectively, but does not subtract any reading related to the
inertia of the wing. Dickenson et al. (1999) chose to remove this additional acceleration for their
experimental results. It is recommended that future FFRG efforts incorporate similar methods
and perform tests to determine whether accuracy is improved or decreased as a result.

5.5 General Limitations
Limitations and assumptions of this work are summarized in this section.
•

It is assumed that results are unchanged during a test cycle. This assumption was
brought into question for testing cycles of long duration.
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•

It is assumed that the optimization strategy treats all kinematic input parameters
equally. This assumption was neither verified nor invalidated.

•

The response surface methodology assumes that the hypersurfaces are generated
based on test data is an accurate representation of the system response over the
range defined by the step sizes.

•

A linear relationship is assumed between the change of a kinematic input
parameter and the induced change in the wing trajectory. This linear relationship
is used to reduce the step size of a parameter if reduction is required to prevent the
mechanical limits of the robotic system from being exceeded.

•

When the step size is reduced such that the resulting trajectories are not
significantly affected, the step size is reduced to zero (see Section 3.4.1.4 for
further explanation). Subsequently, the step sizes of the remaining parameters are
adjusted based on the Box-Behnken DOE defined by the new number of
parameters. Current methods assume that this does not affect the remaining
parameters in such a way as to allow the eliminated parameter from becoming a
parameter again.

•

The automated method of step size reduction assumes that the change in wing
motion resulting from the application of a step size for any given parameter is
independent of the values of the other input parameters.

•

When the above assumption fails to hold true, the mechanical limits of the robot
may or may not be exceeded. If they are exceeded, safeguards are in place to
prevent the illegal trajectory from being executed. This will result in the mean
force vector for the trajectory being set to zero. This mean force vector is used to
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generate the response surface used for numerical optimization; thus, excessive
numbers of skipped trajectories will degrade the validity of the response surface.
•

Equations 3-46 and 3-49 were selected somewhat arbitrarily.

5.6 Contributions
This research effort contributes to human understanding of flapping flight research by:
•

Presenting the results of an investigation exploring methods for representing the
kinematics of flapping flight

•

Unifying the non-sinusoidal shape functions of Berman and Wang (2007) to
create a piecewise-defined function capable of generating periodic wave forms
ranging continuously from triangle to sinusoid to square curve shapes based on
the value of a single input parameter

•

Defining an infinite series based upon the malleable function

•

Creating a practical means of changing the duration of the downstroke and
upstroke half-cycles without creating discontinuity in the position, velocity,
acceleration, or jerk profiles of the trajectory, thus enabling the use of this method
in robotic applications

•

Using the infinite series and the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio modification tool in
a trajectory generator describing the wing kinematics of flapping flight with
inputs that make sense from a biological perspective

•

Defining an objective function which rewards flapping patterns that generate
forces along a desired direction and penalizes them based on the square of their
misalignment from the desired direction
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•

Creating a means of modifying the step size of each input parameter based on the
available design space

•

Eliminating input variables automatically when the associated design space runs
out or when they do not provide any significant contribution to changing
kinematic wave forms

•

Presenting the results of a HIL optimization comparing the Modified Berman and
Wang trajectory generator with the Polar Fourier Series trajectory generator

•

Discussing how limitations of mechanical systems relate to the results obtained
from the optimization process

•

Recommending changes to the hardware and objective function aimed at closing
the gap between what nature rewards and what the experimental setup rewards

This research builds upon previous efforts in the mathematical description of flapping
wing trajectories and in the optimization of those trajectories, both key elements of mankind’s
work to mimic the locomotion of insects and birds. It also provides a clearer understanding of
what the next steps should be in the process of developing flapping wing MAVs. It does not
address what humans should do with the technology once it is developed, but is presented with
the hope that such capabilities will assist with good and productive goals.

XXX – Make sure this is on an even page.
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APPENDIX A.

TRAJECTORY GENERATION

The MATLAB files used to execute the kinematics are included in this Appendix. The
LabVIEW VI file (not included in this code) initiates the process of generating kinematics by
calling MatlabScriptCode.m (A.7) and providing the required inputs. The functions used are
presented in alphabetical order.
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A.1
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

AllowableParameterVariation.m

Input/Output Variable Description:
Center:
StepSizes:
P_Lim:
VarsAllow:

Kinematic Parameters defining the current center point of
the Box-Behnken DOE
Kinematic Parameters defining the step sizes of the
Box-Behnken DOE
See description of variable in 'DetermineNewStepSizes.m'
Acceptable step sizes. This will be either identical to
StepSizes, or, if some of the elements of StepSizes are too
large, they will be reduced to the allowable step size.

Michael Wilcox, 1/25/13

function VarsAllow = AllowableParameterVariation(Center, StepSizes, P_Lim)
global kinRep
% Set up special cases for variables when required. For Modified Berman and
% Wang, these consist of the downstroke/upstroke ratio as well as all the
% shape variables. These variables should not use more than half of the
% available space on any given optimization run. The vector
% "HalfDistanceOnly" contains the indeces of the varibles requiring special
% treatment.
if strcmp(kinRep, 'ModifiedBermanAndWang')
HalfDistanceOnly = [2 5 8 14 17 20 23 26 29];
elseif strcmp(kinRep, 'PolarFourierKinematics')
HalfDistanceOnly = [];
end
% For each element of the StepSizes vector
for thisVar = 1:length(StepSizes)
% Verify that the center point does not exceed the limits (should
% never be violated in theory)
if Center(thisVar) < P_Lim(2,thisVar)
msgbox 'Lower limit exceeded by center point. Process terminated.'
return;
end
if Center(thisVar) > P_Lim(1,thisVar)
msgbox 'Upper limit exceeded by center point. Process terminated.'
return;
end
% Take care of the special cases
if any(HalfDistanceOnly==thisVar)
N = 2;
else
N = 1;
end
% Check the upper value of the variable
ParamMax = Center(thisVar) + N*StepSizes(thisVar);
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% Determine the available space for the variable (Upper limit)
SpaceA_upper = P_Lim(1,thisVar) - ParamMax;
% If the minimum exceeds the limits, set the step size based on that
% limit
if SpaceA_upper < 0
% Set the step size such that it does not exceed the upper limit
StepSizes(thisVar) = (P_Lim(1,thisVar) - Center(thisVar))/N;
end
% Check the lower value of the variable
ParamMin = Center(thisVar) - N*StepSizes(thisVar);
% Determine the available space for the variable (Lower limit)
SpaceA_lower = ParamMin - P_Lim(2,thisVar);
% If the minimum exceeds the limits, set the step size based on that
% limit
if SpaceA_lower < 0
% Set the step size such that it does not exceed the lower limit
StepSizes(thisVar) = (Center(thisVar) - P_Lim(2,thisVar))/N;
end

end
VarsAllow = StepSizes;
end
%
%
%
%
%

Accuracy verified 1/25/2013 by Michael Wilcox.
A center point was provided along with step sizes and P_Lim values.
The center and step sizes were defined such that several of the variables
would fall just outside the acceptable region. For both the cases where
N = 1 and N = 2, the step sizes were reduced as expected.

A.2

ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Sine_quintic.m

function tau = ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Sine_quintic(ratio, t)
% This function is used to prepare a pseudo-time vector to use in the
% sine function for the purpose of generating trajectories having an
% arbitrary downstroke-to-upstroke ratio.
%
% Inputs:
%
ratio
The desired downstroke/upstroke ratio
%
t
Standard time vector ranging from [0, 1)
% Output:
%
tau
Vector to be used in place of t to produce desired
%
downstroke/upstroke flapping ratio
%
% Michael Wilcox, 3/14/2013
% Prepare the anonymous functions
% Find the time defining the desired ratio
t_down = ratio/(ratio + 1);
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% Determine the start and end of the downstroke with the two being
% centered about t = 0.5.
t_1_prime = 0.5 - t_down/2;
t_2_prime = t_1_prime + t_down;
% Define function for the downstroke
f_downstroke = @(x)(...
Quintic( 0.25,0.75, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, t_down,x-t_1_prime, 1));
%
Quintic( pi , pf , vi, vf, ai, af, ti, tf
,
t, UserDefined_t)
% Note: the use of "x-t_1_prime" enables the use of x = t_downstroke.
% Define function for the upstroke
f_upstroke = @(x)(...
Quintic(0.75, 1.25, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,1-t_down,x-t_2_prime, 1));
%
Quintic( pi , pf , vi, vf, ai, af, ti, tf
,
t, UserDefined_t)
% Note: the use of "x-t_2_prime" enables the use of x = t_upstroke.
% Calculate the output
% Declare and initialize output vector
tau = zeros(1,length(t));
% Downstroke
% Find all times smaller than the end of the downstroke
t_downstroke_index1 = (t < t_2_prime);
% Find all times greater than or equal to the start of the upstroke
t_downstroke_index2 = (t >= t_1_prime);
% Find all the times during the downstroke
t_downstroke_index = t_downstroke_index2 == t_downstroke_index1;
t_downstroke = t(t_downstroke_index);
% Define the time function (tau) for the downstroke
tau(t_downstroke_index) = f_downstroke(t_downstroke);
% Upstroke (a bit more complex)
% Find the times greater than or equal to the end of the downstroke
t_upstroke_top_index = (t >= t_2_prime);
% Find the times less than the start of the downstroke
t_upstroke_bot_index = (t < t_1_prime);
% Merge the two portions of the upstroke
t_upstroke = [t(t_upstroke_top_index) t(t_upstroke_bot_index)];
% Make the upstroke time vector sequential and greater than t_2_prime.
% Note: Half the upstroke will have values greater than 1. This is OK.
while any(t_upstroke < t_1_prime)
t_upstroke(t_upstroke < t_1_prime) = ...
t_upstroke(t_upstroke < t_1_prime) + 1;
end
% Define the time function (tau) for the upstroke
tau_upstroke = f_upstroke(t_upstroke);
% Split the two halves of the upstroke into their respective locations
% before and after the downstroke
tau(t_upstroke_bot_index) = ...
tau_upstroke(end+1-length(t(t_upstroke_bot_index)):end);
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tau(t_upstroke_top_index) = ...
tau_upstroke(1:length(t(t_upstroke_top_index)));
% Note: tau was calculated for the sine such that
% Downstroke: [0.25, 0.75),
% Upstroke [0.75, 1.25).
% The output should be on the interval [0 1)
while any(tau<0)
tau(tau<0) = tau(tau<0) + 1;
end
while any(tau>=1)
tau(tau>=1) = tau(tau>=1) - 1;
end
end
%
%
%
%
%

Code to test this function:
close;dt=0.0005;t=0:dt:1-dt;ratio=2;tau=DU_Ratio_Sine_quintic(ratio, t);
plot(t,tau,'k',t,sin(2*pi*tau),'b',t,sin(2*2*pi*tau),'g');clc;
Derivatives([tau tau+1 tau+2]-[t t+1 t+2],[t t+1 t+2],1,1);
Derivatives(sin(2*pi*[tau tau+1 tau+2]),[t t+1 t+2],1,1);

A.3
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Derivatives.m

This file is used to determine the derivatives of a function
using finite difference formulas obtained from "Numerical Methods for
Engineers", 5th Ed., Chapra, p. 634.
Note: The spacing between data points must be uniform.
Michael Wilcox
4/25/11
Inputs:
x:
t:
NumPeriods:
IncludePlot:

Vector for which the derivatives will be computed.
Time vector. Used to compute the spacing h
Number of periods user desires to have plotted
(optional input)
Boolean value indicating whether or not to plot the
derivatives (optional input)

function [D] = Derivatives(x, t, NumPeriods,IncludePlot)
% Dummy variable to hold original or previous x vector
x_orig = x;
% Define the spacing between data points
h = t(2)-t(1);
% If more than one period is desired, perform concatenation
if nargin>=3
count = 1;
x_temp = x;
t_temp = t;
while count < NumPeriods
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x_temp = [x_temp x];
t_temp = [t_temp t+t_temp(end)+h];
count = count+1;

end

end
x = x_temp;
t = t_temp;
x_orig = x;

% Add 3 data points to the start and end of x to enable use of the
centered
% finite-divided-difference formulas
x = [x(end-2:end) x x(1:3)];
% Set up vectors to simplify use of the formulas from Figure 23.3
xim3 = x(1:end-6); % Value of the function at x_i_minus_3
xim2 = x(2:end-5);
xim1 = x(3:end-4);
xi
= x(4:end-3);
xip1 = x(5:end-2);
xip2 = x(6:end-1);
xip3 = x(7:end-0);
% Compute the first derivative
d1x = (-xip2 + 8*xip1 - 8*xim1 + xim2)/(12*h);
% Compute the second derivative
d2x = (-xip2 + 16*xip1 - 30*xi + 16*xim1 - xim2)/(12*h^2);
% Compute the third derivative
d3x = (-xip3 + 8*xip2 - 13*xip1 + 13*xim1 - 8*xim2 + xim3)/(8*h^3);
D = [d1x; d2x; d3x];
if nargin==4
if IncludePlot==1
PlotDerivatives(D,t,x_orig)
end

end

end

A.4

DetermineNewStepSizes.m

function NewStepSizes = DetermineNewStepSizes(const, P_Lim, MechanicalSlop)
% Description of variables:
%
% const:
Vector of kinematic inputs.
% P_Lim:
Maximum acceptable values for the kinematic parameters which
%
cannot be exceeded by
%
Center +/- StepSizes.
%
It is a 2xm matrix (where m is the number of potential
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%
variables in the kinematic model, currently 30)
%
The first column consists of the upper bounds placed on the
%
variables while the second contains the lower bounds.
%
If a variable is not bounded, the limit should be set to be
%
large for example: +/- 1000000.
% MechanicalSlop:
A scalar representing the amount of slop in the motion
%
of the wing. This is measured by the analyst prior to
%
activation of the flapping mechanism.
% NewStepSizes: The set of step sizes for the next optimization run
%
% Michael Wilcox, 1/21/13
% Partition const into its parts
Center = const(1:30); % The center point of the Box-Behnken DOE
StepSizes = const(31:60); % The step sizes of the Box-Behnken DOE
Theta_Lim = const(61:66); % The mechanical angular limits of the wing
% Reduce step sizes that exceed limits placed on allowable parameter
% values (for example, D/U ratio should not exceed +/- 60% or so)
StepSizes_Allowable = AllowableParameterVariation(Center, StepSizes, P_Lim);
% Determine new step sizes based on remaining motion space available
% Set up a loop to handle removing step sizes that are so small that they
% are in the noise range.
ContinueLoop = 1;
while ContinueLoop
StepSizes = StepSizes_Allowable;
(2)
the

% Determine (1) how each step size changes the space required (Deltas),
% the available space in the box (Betas), (3) the relationship between

% StepSizes and the change in space required (Kappas). Discard extra
% output.
[Deltas, Betas, Kappas, disc1] = DetermineStepEffects(Center, StepSizes,
Theta_Lim);
% Get the number of Box-Behnken parameters which could potentially be
used
% together
NumVars = length(find(StepSizes));
if NumVars <= 2 % If there are not enough non-zero step sizes,
msgbox('Trajectories cannot be generated using less than 3 variables.
Optimization terminated.')
ContinueLoop = 0;
StepSizes = zeros(1,30);
else
DesignMatrix = abs(bbdesign(NumVars));
NumActiveSteps = sum(DesignMatrix(1,:));
% Shrink the step sizes if needed
for eachVar = 1:length(StepSizes) % Loop through the step sizes
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for eachDir = 1:length(Betas)
% If the change in space required is above the allowable in
% this particular direction
if Deltas(eachVar,eachDir)>Betas(eachDir)/NumActiveSteps
% and if the new step size would be less than the old one
if Kappas(eachVar,eachDir)*Betas(eachDir)/NumActiveSteps
< StepSizes(eachVar)
% then shrink the step size to the acceptable value.
StepSizes(eachVar) =
Kappas(eachVar,eachDir)*Betas(eachDir)/NumActiveSteps;
end
end
end
end
% Determine how much the trajectories change as a result of the new
% step sizes (Del_angle). Discard other outputs.
[disc1, disc2, disc3, Del_angle] = DetermineStepEffects(Center,
StepSizes, Theta_Lim);
% Determine which parameter (if any) is the farthest into the noise
% region
MaxAngleChanges = zeros(1,length(StepSizes));
MinOfMaxAngleChange = inf;
for eachVar = 1:length(StepSizes) % Loop through the step sizes
% Find the maximum Delta/MechanicalSlop ratio for the variable
MaxAngleChanges(eachVar) = max(Del_angle(eachVar,:));
% Determine the smallest of these that coresponds to a non-zero
% Step Size
if StepSizes(eachVar)~=0
if MaxAngleChanges(eachVar) < MinOfMaxAngleChange
MinOfMaxAngleChange = MaxAngleChanges(eachVar);
MinNF_Index = eachVar;
end
end
end

end

end

% If the minimum angle change is in the noise range, set the
% corresponding step size to zero and continue the loop
if MaxAngleChanges(MinNF_Index)< MechanicalSlop
StepSizes_Allowable(MinNF_Index) = 0;
else
ContinueLoop = 0;
end

NewStepSizes = StepSizes;
end
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A.5

DetermineStepEffects.m

function [Deltas, Betas, Kappas, Del_angle] = DetermineStepEffects(Center,
StepSizes, Theta_Lim)
global kinRep
% Start be determining the space occupied by the kinematics described
% by the center point only
kinInputs = zeros(1,66);
kinInputs(1:30) = Center;
kinInputs(61:66) = Theta_Lim;
f = 1/3; % The frequency is arbitrary, as it has no effect on the span
% of motion required. This is only true here. Other places require a
% variable frequency.
% Generate the kinematics. Discard unnecessary outputs.
[disc1, disc2, AngleLimits, angle] = Kinematics(f, 9999, kinInputs,...
1, 1500, 0);
angle_CenterPt = angle';
CenterSpaceReqmts = AngleLimits;
% Determine how much space is available in the box
Betas = Theta_Lim - CenterSpaceReqmts;
% Determine how the step sizes change the amount of space required
% Loop through each of the step sizes
% For each step size, test both the negative and the positive
% contributions
Deltas = zeros( length(StepSizes), 6 );
Kappas = zeros( length(StepSizes), 6 );
Del_angle = zeros( length(StepSizes), 6 );
for eachVar = 1:length(StepSizes)
% Reset center each time through the loop
kinInputs(1, 1:30) = Center;
% Compute the changes due to a negative step
% Subtract the step size of interest
kinInputs(1,eachVar) = Center(1,eachVar) - StepSizes(1,eachVar);
% Generate the kinematics. Discard unnecessary outputs.
[disc1, disc2, AngleLimits, angle] = Kinematics(f, 9999,...
kinInputs, 1, 1500, 0);
angle_NegStep = angle';
NegFinalSpace = AngleLimits;
NegDelta = NegFinalSpace - CenterSpaceReqmts;
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% Compute the max change in the trajectory resulting from the step
Del_angle(eachVar,1) = max(abs(angle_CenterPt(1,:)...
- angle_NegStep(1,:)));
Del_angle(eachVar,2) = max(abs(angle_CenterPt(2,:)...
- angle_NegStep(2,:)));
Del_angle(eachVar,3) = max(abs(angle_CenterPt(3,:)...
- angle_NegStep(3,:)));
% Compute the changes due to a positive step
% Add the step size of interest
kinInputs(1,eachVar) = Center(1,eachVar) + StepSizes(1,eachVar);
% Generate the kinematics. Discard unnecessary outputs.
[disc1, disc2, AngleLimits, angle] = Kinematics(f, 9999,...
kinInputs, 1, 1500, 0);
angle_PosStep = angle';
PosFinalSpace = AngleLimits;
PosDelta = PosFinalSpace - CenterSpaceReqmts;
% Compute the max change in the trajectory resulting from the step
Del_angle(eachVar,4) = max(abs(angle_CenterPt(1,:)...
- angle_PosStep(1,:)));
Del_angle(eachVar,5) = max(abs(angle_CenterPt(2,:)...
- angle_PosStep(2,:)));
Del_angle(eachVar,6) = max(abs(angle_CenterPt(3,:)...
- angle_PosStep(3,:)));
% Determine the most significant changes resulting from the step
% size
% 'eachDir' = each direction - Two for each axis, pos and neg.
% Lower values
for eachDir = [1 3 5]
Deltas(eachVar, eachDir) = min( NegDelta(1,eachDir),...
PosDelta (1,eachDir) );
end
% Upper values
for eachDir = [2 4 6]
Deltas(eachVar, eachDir) = max( NegDelta(1,eachDir),...
PosDelta (1,eachDir) );
end
for eachDir = 1:6
% Determine relationship between step size and the change in
% space required
if Deltas(eachVar, eachDir) == 0
% If the variable causes no change in the amount of space
% required by the kinematics, then kappa should be large.
Kappas(eachVar,eachDir) = 1e10;
else
Kappas(eachVar,eachDir) = StepSizes(1,eachVar)...
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end

end

/Deltas(eachVar, eachDir);

end
%
%
%
%
%

Kappas_Temp = zeros(1,length(StepSizes));
for eachVar = 1:length(StepSizes)
Kappas_Temp(eachVar) = min(abs(Kappas(eachVar,:)));
end
Kappas = Kappas_Temp
Deltas = abs(Deltas);
Betas = abs(Betas);
Kappas = abs(Kappas);

end

A.6
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Kinematics.m

This file is used to generate the kinematics for the mechanism
The purpose of the kinematics generated is specified by the input
parameter 'i'. Currently, they are generated for the following purposes:
Range of parameter i:
Optimization method:
i < 9999
Box-Behnken DOE
i = 9999
User-specified kinematics (center point only)
10000<=i<=11000
Luke Duffield's kinematic inputs
12001<=i<=13000
Wesley Fassmann's kinematic inputs
13001<=i< 14000
Troubleshooting. (Added 5/10/13 by M. Wilcox)
Added capability to command joint angles rather
than kinematic angles for this range of i.
Inputs:
f:

Input frequency. Used to define the time vectors required to
generate the trajectory curves. Defined in LabVIEW on the
"Configuration" tab.
i:
Current run - Defined in LabVIEW.
const:
This vector consists of the parameters passed from
LabVIEW defining the trajectory in all three DOFs, the step
sizes for those parameters, and the mechanical limits of the
mechanism. These are all defined on the "Constants" tab in the
VI used to control the mechanism. Controlled by the VI.
Indicated on the "Main" tab, in the "Iteration" cell.
n:
Number of flaps desired. Defined in LabVIEW on the
"Configuration" tab.
NumSetPts: Number of set points in one cycle
IncludePlot: When set to 1, this parameter will cause plots to be
displayed as file is run.
Outputs:
MotorSetpoints: Six trajectories. The first three control the instrumented
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

wing. The last three control the non-instrumented wing to
mirror the instrumented wing. These trajectories consist of the
periodic functions defined below as well as quintic polynomials
used to start and stop the trajectories with continuous
position, velocity, and acceleration, and limited jerk.
Note: This variable used to be caled EncSetpts. Changed on
9/6/2013 by Michael Wilcox to conform with more up-to-date
documentation.
flag:
Error indicator. A zero value indicates that the trajectory
will not exceed the physical limitations of the mechanism. A
positive value indicate violation.
AngleLimits: The maximum angular displacements of the wing in each DOF.
This parameter is calculated prior to checking to see if the
trajectory is valid. It is used in "DetermineStepEffects.m" to
quantify the effect that variation of any given parameter will
have on the angular space required to execute the trajectory.
angle:
This parameter contains the trajectories prior to concatenation
with the starting and ending polynomials. It is used in
"DetermineStepEffects.m" to quantify the change in the
trajectory resulting from variation of an input parameter.

%
%
%
%
%

Michael Wilcox, 09/20/2013
Changed the implementation of the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio. Now,
rather than specifying an arbitrary value for the input parameter, the
value specified is the percent of the stroke cycle used by the
downstroke.

Michael Wilcox, 02/18/2013
Changes made by Michael Wilcox on 4/20/2013: Variable x changed to theta
(joint angles), variable x1 changed to MotorSetpoints, and the calculations
for the joint angles is corrected.
Added capability to command joint angles rather than just joint angles.
This feature currently is only available when using i on the range
13001<=i< 14000. M. Wilcox, 5/10/13.

function [MotorSetpoints, flag, AngleLimits, angle] = Kinematics(f, i,
const,...
n, NumSetPts, IncludePlot)
% Identify the kinematics to be used
global kinRep
CommandJointAngles = 0; % NEVER change this line of code (MW, 5/10/13).
% This variable can be changed for specific values of i when checking the
% behavior of the mechanism, but this line of code sets the default and
% thus should never be changed.
% Define a few parameters
T = 1/f;
pi = 3.1415926535897932;
ts = 1/(f*NumSetPts);
t = 0:ts:n/f-ts;
t_curveGen = 0:ts*f:1-ts*f;
flag = 0;

%
%
%
%
%
%

Flapping period
Pi
Sample rate
Time vector used to plot the final trajectory
Time vector used to generate the trajectory
Prepare error flag

% To avoid problems generating the length of a Box-Behnken DOE, set a
% default value for NumVars
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NumVars = 3;
% Kinematic parameters
% Initial Amplitude
am1 = const(1,1:10);
am2 = const(1,11:20);
am3 = const(1,21:30);
% Step size
s1 = const(1,31:40);
s2 = const(1,41:50);
s3 = const(1,51:60);
% Physical limits of the mechanism
Limits = const(1,61:66);
% Set up parameters for Box-Behnken if applicable
if i < 9999
% Identify the variables for each DOF and the total number of variables
% Initialize vectors to track the parameters for each DOF
NumVars1 = zeros(1,length(s1));
NumVars2 = zeros(1,length(s2));
NumVars3 = zeros(1,length(s3));
% If a given step size is set to zero, then the parameter is not part
% of the kinematic model
count = 1;
for iter=1:length(s1)
if s1(iter)== 0 % Do nothing
else % Indicate which parameter it is (1st, 2nd, etc.)
NumVars1(iter) = count;
count = count + 1;
end
end
count = 1;
for iter=1:length(s2)
if s2(iter)== 0 % Do nothing
else % Indicate which parameter it is (1st, 2nd, etc.)
NumVars2(iter) = count;
count = count + 1;
end
end
count = 1;
for iter=1:length(s3)
if s3(iter)== 0 % Do nothing
else % Indicate which parameter it is (1st, 2nd, etc.)
NumVars3(iter) = count;
count = count + 1;
end
end
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% Determine the total number of parameters in the kinematic model
NumVars = max(NumVars1) + max(NumVars2) + max(NumVars3);
% Analysis files directory
analysisfiles_Dir = 'J:\Research\CopiedFromTestComputer\analysisfiles';
analysisfiles_Dir = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Thomson\My
Documents\Michael Wilcox\analysisfiles';
% Replace backward slashes with forward slashes in string
analysisfiles_Dir = strrep(analysisfiles_Dir,'\','/');
end
%

% Build the Box-Behnken Design (the default optimization method)
bb = bbdesign(NumVars);
% If i is less than or equal to length(bb), then use the Box-Behnken design
% parameters to generate the kinematics
if i <= length(bb)
% Current Box-Behnken run
A = bb(i,:);
% Map the Box-Behnken parameters to the variables having non-zero step
% sizes.
% Define vectors to hold the Box-Behnken step sizes corresponding
% to each DOF
bbVars1 = zeros(1,length(s1));
bbVars2 = zeros(1,length(s2));
bbVars3 = zeros(1,length(s3));
count = 1;
for iter = 1:length(NumVars1)
if NumVars1(iter)>0
bbVars1(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars2)
if NumVars2(iter)>0
bbVars2(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars3)
if NumVars3(iter)>0
bbVars3(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
% Prepare the kinematic parameters. The final kinematic parameters
% consist of the nominal value of each parameter plus the step size
% corresponding to the current Box-Behnken run.
A1 = am1 + s1.*bbVars1;
A2 = am2 + s2.*bbVars2;
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A3 = am3 + s3.*bbVars3;
%
%
%
%

Create a matrix "A_all". For each iteration, add a row which contains
the values of A1, A2, and A3 that correspond to the kinematic model
parameters as determined from the step sizes above. This matrix will
serve to generate a quadratic hypersurface at a later time.

% Initialize the matrix
if i == 1
A_all = zeros(length(bbdesign(NumVars)),NumVars);
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/A_all.mat'),'A_all')
end
% Record the parameters used for the Box-Behnken DOE
% Load the matrix
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/A_all.mat'),'A_all')
s1_used = []; s2_used = []; s3_used = [];
am1_used = []; am2_used = []; am3_used = [];
count = 1;
for iter = 1:length(s1)
if s1(iter)~= 0
A_all(i,count)=A1(iter);
s1_used(length(s1_used)+1) =
am1_used(length(am1_used)+1)
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(s2)
if s2(iter)~= 0
A_all(i,count)=A2(iter);
s2_used(length(s2_used)+1) =
am2_used(length(am2_used)+1)
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(s3)
if s3(iter)~= 0
A_all(i,count)=A3(iter);
s3_used(length(s3_used)+1) =
am3_used(length(am3_used)+1)
count = count + 1;
end
end

s1(iter);
= am1(iter);

s2(iter);
= am2(iter);

s3(iter);
= am3(iter);

save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/A_all.mat'),'A_all')
% Otherwise employ user-defined parameters to generate the kinematics
elseif i <= length(bb)+10
% Wait until user-defined kinematics are ready
if i == length(bb)+1
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% Check for left over signal files which can only be generated at a
% later time. Delete it if it exists.
if (exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
'/InitialConditionsReceived.txt'),'file')==2)
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
'/InitialConditionsReceived.txt'));
end

end

waitTime = 0;
max_wait_minutes = 5;
maxWait = max_wait_minutes*60; % Change minutes to seconds
while (exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
'/InitialConditionsReady.txt'),'file')~=2)
pause(1);
waitTime = waitTime + 1;
if waitTime >= maxWait
waitAns = questdlg(...
'Continue waiting for file to be generated?');
if strcmp(waitAns,'Yes')
waitTime = waitTime - 120; % Add two minutes to wait
else
clc;
msgbox(...
'Process canceled by user. Skipping remaining runs.')
break;
end
end
end
% Send signal acknowledging receipt of the signal
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/InitialConditionsReceived.txt'))
% Destroy signal received to prevent problems with future runs
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/InitialConditionsReady.txt'))

% Load the user-defined kinematics
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectories.mat'), ...
'X_init')
% Test the initial guesses from the hypersurface optimization and then
% the optima found from those points
TestVars = X_init;
% Isolate user-defined kinematic parameters for current run
A = TestVars(:, i-length(bb))';
% Place the parameters in their respective locations
count = 1;
for iter = 1:length(NumVars1)
if NumVars1(iter)>0
am1(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars2)
if NumVars2(iter)>0
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am2(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;

end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars3)
if NumVars3(iter)>0
am3(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
% Prepare user-defined kinematic parameters
A1 = am1;
A2 = am2;
A3 = am3;
% Otherwise employ optimizer-defined parameters to generate the kinematics
elseif i <= length(bb)+20
% Wait until user-defined kinematics are ready
if i == length(bb)+1+10
% Check for left over signal files which can only be generated at a
% later time. Delete it if it exists.
if (exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReceived.txt'),'file')==2)
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReceived.txt'));
end

end

waitTime = 0;
max_wait_minutes = 30;
maxWait = max_wait_minutes*60; % Change minutes to seconds
while (exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt'),'file')~=2)
pause(1);
waitTime = waitTime + 1;
if waitTime >= maxWait
waitAns = questdlg(...
'Continue waiting for file to be generated?');
if strcmp(waitAns,'Yes')
waitTime = 0;
else
clc;
msgbox(...
'Process canceled by user. Skipping remaining runs.')
break;
end
end
end
% Send signal acknowledging receipt of the signal
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReceived.txt'))
% Destroy signal received to prevent problems with future runs
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt'))
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% Load the user-defined kinematics
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectories.mat'), ...
'OptHypersurfKinematics', 'X_init')
% Test the initial guesses from the hypersurface optimization and then
% the optima found from those points
TestVars = [X_init OptHypersurfKinematics];
% Isolate user-defined kinematic parameters for current run
A = TestVars(:, i-length(bb))';
% Place the parameters in their respective locations
count = 1;
for iter = 1:length(NumVars1)
if NumVars1(iter)>0
am1(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars2)
if NumVars2(iter)>0
am2(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars3)
if NumVars3(iter)>0
am3(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
% Prepare user-defined kinematic parameters
A1 = am1;
A2 = am2;
A3 = am3;
% Use this section to run the kinematics without any modification. Only the
% center point will be used. It is not required to set the step sizes to
% zero.
% This section is also used by "constraints.m" to check the validity
% of individual trajectories.
elseif i == 9999
A1 = const(1,1:10);
A2 = const(1,11:20);
A3 = const(1,21:30);
% Otherwise employ optimizer-defined parameters to generate the kinematics
elseif and(i>=10000,i<=11000)
LukesMatlabInput
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% Otherwise employ optimizer-defined parameters to generate the kinematics
elseif and(i>=12000,i<=13000)
% Execute trajectories defined by Wesley
WesleysMatlabInput
% Otherwise use troubleshooting parameters to generate the kinematics
elseif and(i>=13001,i<14000)
% User-defined kinematics for any purpose
TroubleshootingKinematicInputs
elseif and(i>=14001,i<15000)
% Calibration of the sensor in air
Air_Sensor_Calibration
% Otherwise use troubleshooting parameters to generate the kinematics
elseif and(i>=15001,i<16000)
% Sensor Performance Verification in Fluid
Fluid_Sensor_Performance_Verification
% Do not
elseif i
flag
A1 =
A2 =
A3 =
end

execute trajectories that are not defined above
>= length(bb)+21
= 1;
0*am1;
0*am2;
0*am3;

% % % % % % % % % % % % % Create kinematic model % % % % % % % % % % % % %
if strcmp(kinRep, 'ModifiedBermanAndWang')
% Stroke plane angle
Psi = A1(1); % Degrees. Will be converted to radians later.
% %%%%%% Added 3/18/2013, Michael Wilcox (OBSOLETE AS OF 09/20/2013)
%
% Downstroke to Upstroke ratio Description:
%
% The parameter "DU_ratio" represents the ratio of the downstroke
%
% duration to the upstroke duration (DU_ratio = T_d/T_u). It typically
%
% has values on the range (0.5, 2). It must be positive.
%
% The input parameter A(2) is defined over the range (-100, 100). This
%
% is scaled to produce values the desired values of DU_ratio as
%
% follows:
%
% When A1(2) = -100, DU_ratio = 0.5 (= 1/2), meaning that the upstroke
%
% is twice as long as the downstroke.
%
% When A1(2) = 0, DU_ratio = 1, meaning that the two are equal.
%
% When A1(2) = 100, DU_ratio = 2 (= 2/1), meaning that the downstroke
%
% is twice as long as the upstroke.
%
% There is no known need to constrain A(2) to the range specified,
%
% however typical values of the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio observed
%
% in nature are typically within the (0.5, 2) range described here.
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%

ratio = 2^(A1(2)/100)

%%%%% Added 3/18/2013, Michael Wilcox
% Downstroke to Upstroke ratio Description:
% The parameter specified by the user represents the percent of the
% stroke cycle used during the downstroke.
% When the input parameter A(2) is 50 (percent), the half cycles are of
equal
% duration.
% When A1(2) < 50, downstroke is shorter than the upstroke.
% When A1(2) > 50, downstroke is longer than the upstroke.
% A(2) is constrained to the range (0, 100). An error is prepared to
% allert the user if this range is exceeded.
d_100 = A1(2);
if abs(50 - d_100)>=50
msgbox('Error: The downstroke-to-upstroke input is only defined on
the range (0, 100). Note: values of zero or 100 are not defined. To make the
downstroke and upstroke equal in length, set the input to 50. Process
terminated.')
error('Error: The downstroke-to-upstroke input is only defined on the
range (0, 100). Note: values of zero or 100 are not defined. To make the
downstroke and upstroke equal in length, set the input to 50. Process
terminated.')
end
d = d_100/100;
ratio = d/(1-d);
%%%%%% Added 3/18/2013, Michael Wilcox
% Generate the function tau = f(t) which produces the desired
% Downstroke-to-upstroke ratio for the sine function. All the other
% kinematic features will use the same tau.
tau=ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Sine_quintic(ratio,t_curveGen);
% Calculate the sweep, pitch, and deviation angles
% Pass A1(2) (the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio) to each of the
% functions (All angles in degrees)
theta_s = ModifiedBermanAndWang_Sweep(tau,2*pi,A1);
theta_p = ModifiedBermanAndWang_Pitch(tau,2*pi,A2);
theta_d = ModifiedBermanAndWang_Deviation(tau,2*pi,A3);
elseif strcmp(kinRep, 'PolarFourierKinematics')

%

%
%
%
%

The first frequency of sweep does not require a phase shift.
Therefore, the position normally occupied by the phase shift is used
to define the stroke plane angle (Psi). It is then set to a zero
value prior to generation of the joint angle trajectories.
Psi = deg2rad(A1(3)); % Radians % Commented out with 4/20/2013 fix.
Psi = A1(3); % Radians
A1(3) = 0;
% Calculate the sweep, pitch, and deviation angles
% All angles in degrees
theta_s = PolarFourier_Sin(t_curveGen,2*pi,A1); % Degrees
theta_p = PolarFourier_Cos(t_curveGen,2*pi,A2); % Degrees
theta_d = PolarFourier_Cos(t_curveGen,2*pi,A3); % Degrees
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end
% Command Joint Angles (Used only when troubleshooting, see
% TroubleshootingKinematicInputs.m)
if CommandJointAngles == 1
% Note: the sweep plane angle is ignored when commanding joint angles.
th1 = theta_s;
th2 = theta_p;
th3 = theta_d;
else % Compute Joint Angles based on kinematic inputs (default option)
% Calculate the joint angles in the robot coordinate system
% % Original code written by Michael Wilcox; NOT CORRECT. Corrected
below.
% rho = sqrt(theta_s.^2 + theta_d.^2); % Degrees
% theta_x = atan2(theta_s,theta_d); % Radians
% theta(1,:) = rho.*sin(theta_x + Psi); % (degrees) (Theta 1 in Joint
Angle Frame)
% theta(2,:) = theta_p + rad2deg(Psi); % (degrees) (Theta 2 in Joint
Angle Frame)
% theta(3,:) = rho.*cos(theta_x + Psi); % (degrees) (Theta 3 in Joint
Angle Frame)
%
%
%
%

Calculate the joint angles (theta1, theta2, theta3) using the
relationship between the Creature Frame and the Joint Angle Frame as
outlined on pp. 128 - 130 of Michael Wilcox's notebook.
Michael Wilcox, 4/23/2013.

% Convert creature angles into radians
Psi_rad = deg2rad(Psi);
th_s = deg2rad(theta_s);
th_p = deg2rad(theta_p);
th_d = deg2rad(theta_d);
% Calculate the joint angle sines (s) and cosines (c)
% Sine of theta1
s1 = sin(Psi_rad).*sin(th_d) + cos(Psi_rad).*cos(th_d).*sin(th_s);
% Logical check to make sure there will be no imaginary part to theta1
if 1 - max(abs(s1)) < 1-abs(sin(deg2rad(85)))
msgbox('Error: Theta1 is only defined between +/- 85 degrees. See
Kinematics.m.')
error('Error: Theta1 is only defined between +/- 85 degrees. See
Kinematics.m.')
end
% theta1
th1 = asin(s1);
% Cosine of theta1
c1 = cos(th1);
% Sine and cosine of theta2 and theta3
s2 = (cos(Psi_rad).*(cos(th_s).*sin(th_p) -...
cos(th_p).*sin(th_d).*sin(th_s)) + sin(Psi_rad)....
*cos(th_d).*cos(th_p))./c1;
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c2 = (cos(Psi_rad).*(cos(th_p).*cos(th_s) + sin(th_d).*...
sin(th_p).*sin(th_s)) - sin(Psi_rad).*cos(th_d).*sin(th_p))./c1;
s3 = (cos(Psi_rad).*sin(th_d) - sin(Psi_rad).*cos(th_d).*sin(th_s))./c1;
c3 = (cos(th_d).*cos(th_s))./c1;
% Compute theta2 and theta3
th2 = atan2(s2,c2);
th3 = atan2(s3,c3);
% Convert joint angles into degrees
th1 = rad2deg(th1);
th2 = rad2deg(th2);
th3 = rad2deg(th3);
end
% Assign computed angles to joint angle matrix
theta = [th1; th2; th3]; % Degrees
% % % % % % % % % % % % End of kinematic model code % % % % % % % % % % % %
% Save a few other parameters for later reference
if i == 1
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/VarsForLaterUse.mat'),'NumVars1', ...
'NumVars2', 'NumVars3', 'am1_used', 'am2_used', 'am3_used', ...
's1_used', 's2_used', 's3_used', 'NumVars', 'Limits', 'kinRep', ...
'f', 'NumSetPts')
end
% Concatenate n periods
theta_temp = theta;
for theta_count = 2:n
theta_temp = [theta_temp theta];
end
if nargin >= 6
if IncludePlot == 1
% Plot the curves
figure(4);
plot(t, theta_temp(1,:), 'r', t, theta_temp(2,:), 'k', ...
t, theta_temp(3,:), 'b')
legend('Theta1','Theta2','Theta3')
title('Trajectories - No quintic polynomial caps')
%
hold on; % Use this if visualization of all trajectories is desired
end
end
% Define the
angle(:,1) =
angle(:,2) =
angle(:,3) =

kinematics of each of the degrees of freedom for the mechanism
theta_temp(1,:);
theta_temp(2,:);
theta_temp(3,:);

% Define the derivatives of the kinematics
D_angle_1 = Derivatives(angle(:,1)', t, 1, 0);
D_angle_2 = Derivatives(angle(:,2)', t, 1, 0);
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D_angle_3 = Derivatives(angle(:,3)', t, 1, 0);
% Create time vector for quintic polynomials (used to begin and end the
% run)
tcs = 1/3*T;
tc = 0:ts:tcs;
% Define the quintic polynomial to start the run
csS1 = Quintic(0, angle(1,1)', 0, D_angle_1(1,1), 0, D_angle_1(2,1), 0, ...
tcs, tc);
csS2 = Quintic(0, angle(1,2)', 0, D_angle_2(1,1), 0, D_angle_2(2,1), 0, ...
tcs, tc);
csS3 = Quintic(0, angle(1,3)', 0, D_angle_3(1,1), 0, D_angle_3(2,1), 0, ...
tcs, tc);
% Define the quintic polynomial to end the run
csE1 = Quintic(angle(end,1)', 0, D_angle_1(1,end), 0, D_angle_1(2,end), ...
0, ts, tcs+ts, tc);
csE2 = Quintic(angle(end,2)', 0, D_angle_2(1,end), 0, D_angle_2(2,end), ...
0, ts, tcs+ts, tc);
csE3 = Quintic(angle(end,3)', 0, D_angle_3(1,end), 0, D_angle_3(2,end), ...
0, ts, tcs+ts, tc);
% Additionally, have a flat start to the trajectory (so motion will not
% affect the zero strain measurement). End it similarly for symmetry.
% The total time taken by lead-in and exit curves should be maintained
% consistently at 2/3*T seconds for the sake of simplifying the
% post-processing code.
flatStart = zeros(1,round(2/3*T*f*NumSetPts-(length(tc)-1)));
% Acknowledgement: The following code is modified from section C.2 of
% Ryan George's thesis "Mathscript Node for Generating Trajectories"
% (modified from a version updated after publication of the thesis).
% Concatenate
angleS(:,1) =
angleS(:,2) =
angleS(:,3) =
angleS(:,4) =
angleS(:,5) =
angleS(:,6) =

Splines into angle setpoints
[[flatStart csS1]'; angle(:,1);
[[flatStart csS2]'; angle(:,2);
[[flatStart csS3]'; angle(:,3);
[[flatStart csS1]'; angle(:,1);
[[flatStart csS2]'; angle(:,2);
[[flatStart csS3]'; angle(:,3);

[csE1
[csE2
[csE3
[csE1
[csE2
[csE3

flatStart]'];
flatStart]'];
flatStart]'];
flatStart]'];
flatStart]'];
flatStart]'];

% Flip the kinematics (upside down bird or insect)
angleS = -angleS;
% Determine the range of the calculated wing motion (before the trajectory
% is checked against the mechanical limits)
AngleLimits = [min(angleS(:,1)) max(angleS(:,1)) ...
min(angleS(:,2)) max(angleS(:,2)) ...
min(angleS(:,3)) max(angleS(:,3))];
% Add to the time vector
t = [0-2*(length(tc)-1)*ts:ts:0-ts t t(end)+ts:ts:t(end)+...
2*(length(tc)-1)*ts];
t = t - t(1);
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if nargin >= 6
if IncludePlot == 1
% Plot the curves before they are trimmed (optional plot):
figure(1);
plot(t, angleS(:,1), 'r', t, angleS(:,2), 'k', t, angleS(:,3), 'b')
legend('Theta1','Theta2','Theta3')
title('Trajectories Before Mechanical Limit Check')
% hold on; % Use this if visualization of all trajectories is desired
end
end
% Check to ensure that we have not exceeded the limits of the mechanism
% Specify hi and low values for 3 DOF
% Note: This is reversed from Ryan George's thesis
low1 = Limits(1); % Elevation angle lower limit
hi1 = Limits(2); % Elevation angle upper limit
low2 = Limits(3); % Pitch angle lower limit
hi2 = Limits(4); % Pitch angle upper limit
low3 = Limits(5); % Sweep angle lower limit
hi3 = Limits(6); % Sweep angle upper limit
% Flag trajectory that exceeds limits
temp1 = sum((angleS(1:end,1)>hi1));
temp2 = sum((angleS(1:end,1)<low1));
temp3 = sum((angleS(1:end,2)>hi2));
temp4 = sum((angleS(1:end,2)<low2));
temp5 = sum((angleS(1:end,3)>hi3));
temp6 = sum((angleS(1:end,3)<low3));
temp_total = temp1 + temp2 + temp3 + temp4 + temp5 + temp6;
% Set Trajectory to '0' if limits have been exceeded
if temp_total > 0
angleS(:,1) = 0;
angleS(:,2) = 0;
angleS(:,3) = 0;
angleS(:,4) = 0;
angleS(:,5) = 0;
angleS(:,6) = 0;
% Set flag to '1' for VI's knowledge
flag = 1;
disp('You are exceeding the mechanical limits!!!')
end
if nargin >= 6
if IncludePlot == 1
% Plot the curves after they are trimmed:
figure(3);
plot(t, angleS(:,1), 'r', t, angleS(:,2), 'k', t, angleS(:,3), 'b')
legend('Theta1','Theta2','Theta3')
title('Final Trajectories')
hold on; % Use this if visualization of all trajectories is desired
% Plot the trajectory with its derivatives
D = Derivatives(angleS(:,1)',t,2,0);
D = Derivatives(angleS(:,2)',t,2,0);
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%
end

end

D = Derivatives(angleS(:,3)',t,2,0);
MaxJerk = max(abs(D(3,:)));

% Generate encoder setpoints
MotorSetpoints(:,1) = 20*angleS(:,1) + 20*angleS(:,2);
MotorSetpoints(:,2) = 20*angleS(:,1) - 20*angleS(:,2);
MotorSetpoints(:,3) = angleS(:,3);
% Set MotorSetpoints 4,5,6 for 2nd side (6 must be reversed)
MotorSetpoints(:,4) = 20*angleS(:,1) + 20*angleS(:,2);
MotorSetpoints(:,5) = 20*angleS(:,1) - 20*angleS(:,2);
MotorSetpoints(:,6) = angleS(:,3)*(-1);
if nargin >= 6
if IncludePlot == 1
% Plot the curves after they are trimmed:
figure(5);
subplot(2,3,1)
plot(t, MotorSetpoints(:,1))
subplot(2,3,2)
plot(t, MotorSetpoints(:,2))
title('Motor Setpoints')
subplot(2,3,3)
plot(t, MotorSetpoints(:,3))
subplot(2,3,4)
plot(t, MotorSetpoints(:,4))
subplot(2,3,5)
plot(t, MotorSetpoints(:,5))
subplot(2,3,6)
plot(t, MotorSetpoints(:,6))
end
end
end

A.7

MatlabScriptCode.m

function [x1, flag] = MatlabScriptCode(f1, i, const, n, NumSetPts, ...
KinematicMethod, P_Lim, MechanicalSlop)
global kinRep
% Determine the kinematic method
if KinematicMethod == 0
% Polar Fourier Series Kinematics
kinRep = 'PolarFourierKinematics';
elseif KinematicMethod == 1
% Modified Berman and Wang Kinematics
kinRep = 'ModifiedBermanAndWang';
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end
if i == 1
% Compute the root sum-of-squares of the components of mechanical slop
SlopRSOS = sqrt(MechanicalSlop(1)^2 + MechanicalSlop(2)^2 ...
+ MechanicalSlop(3)^2)/2;
% Determine the slop threshold for dropping a variable
MinVariation = SlopRSOS/4;
% For Box-Behnken optimization, modify the step sizes if necessary
StepSizes = DetermineNewStepSizes(const, P_Lim, MinVariation);
% Update and save the vector 'const'
const(31:60) = StepSizes;
save 'C:\Documents and Settings\Thomson\My Documents\Michael
Wilcox\analysisfiles\Variable_const.mat' const
%
save
'J:\Research\CopiedFromTestComputer\analysisfiles\Variable_const.mat' const
% The variable "kinRep" will be saved in Kinematics.m
% Check for signal files which can only be generated at a later time
%
if
(exist('J:/Research/CopiedFromTestComputer/analysisfiles/InitialConditionsRea
dy.txt','file')==2)
if (exist('C:/Documents and Settings/Thomson/My Documents/Michael
Wilcox/analysisfiles/InitialConditionsReady.txt','file')==2)
Ans = questdlg('A file called InitialConditionsReady.txt is in the
directory. This file should not have been generated yet. Would you like to
delete the file?','','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(Ans,'Yes')
%
delete('J:/Research/CopiedFromTestComputer/analysisfiles/InitialConditionsRea
dy.txt');
delete('C:/Documents and Settings/Thomson/My Documents/Michael
Wilcox/analysisfiles/InitialConditionsReady.txt');
end
end
% Check for left over signal files which can only be generated at a later
% time
%
if
(exist('J:/Research/CopiedFromTestComputer/analysisfiles/OptimizedTrajectorie
sReady.txt','file')==2)
if (exist('C:/Documents and Settings/Thomson/My Documents/Michael
Wilcox/analysisfiles/OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt','file')==2)
Ans = questdlg('A file called OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt is in
the directory. This file should not have been generated yet. Would you like
to delete the file?','','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(Ans,'Yes')
%
delete('J:/Research/CopiedFromTestComputer/analysisfiles/OptimizedTrajectorie
sReady.txt');
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delete('C:/Documents and Settings/Thomson/My Documents/Michael
Wilcox/analysisfiles/OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt');
end
end
%
%
%
%
%

% If the StepSize vector is all zeros, do not execute trajectory.
if flag == 1
x1 = 0;
return;
end

elseif and(i >= 2, i < 9999)
clear const;
% Retrieve the vector const calculated when i = 1 to avoid wasting time
% calculating it all over again.
load 'C:\Documents and Settings\Thomson\My Documents\Michael
Wilcox\analysisfiles\Variable_const.mat' const
%
load
'J:\Research\CopiedFromTestComputer\analysisfiles\Variable_const.mat' const
% Make sure the same kinematic model us used for this run.
load 'C:\Documents and Settings\Thomson\My Documents\Michael
Wilcox\analysisfiles\VarsForLaterUse.mat' kinRep
%
load
'J:\Research\CopiedFromTestComputer\analysisfiles\VarsForLaterUse.mat' kinRep
end
% Compute the kinematics
if i >=1
% Verify that the step sizes are not zeros
TestStepSizes = const(31:60);
if max(TestStepSizes) == 0
flag = 1;
x1 = 0;
else
% Call the trajectory generator
[x1, flag] = Kinematics(f1, i, const, n, NumSetPts);
end
elseif i == 0
% When i = 0, run a set test to verify that the mechanism is performing
% consistantly. This is here to provide information regarding the
% time-variation of the mechanism response.
% Set up the kinematic inputs vector
const_test = zeros(1,66);
% Define constraints
const_test(61:66) = const(61:66);
% Define the flapping kinematic parameters (Tobalske 2007, Hummingbird
% in Hover)
StrokePlaneAngle = 75; % Stroke Plane Angle, degrees
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SweepAmplitude = 50;
PitchOffset = 5;
PitchAmplitude = 70;
PitchPhaseDelay = -16;
if strcmp(kinRep, 'PolarFourierKinematics')
% Sweep
const_test(2) = SweepAmplitude; % Amplitude
const_test(3) = StrokePlaneAngle; % Stroke Plane Angle
% Pitch
const_test(11) = PitchOffset; % Offset
const_test(12) = PitchAmplitude; % Amplitude
const_test(13) = PitchPhaseDelay; % Phase Delay
% Deviation from sweep plane
% None.
elseif strcmp(kinRep, 'ModifiedBermanAndWang')
% Stroke Plane Angle
const_test(1) = StrokePlaneAngle;
% Sweep
const_test(4) = SweepAmplitude; % Amplitude
% Pitch
const_test(11) = PitchOffset; % Offset
const_test(12) = PitchAmplitude; % Amplitude
const_test(13) = PitchPhaseDelay; % Phase Delay
% Deviation from sweep plane
% None.
end
% Generate the custom kinematics
[x1, flag] = Kinematics(f1, 9999, const_test, n, NumSetPts);
end
end

A.8
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

ModifiedBermanAndWang_Deviation.m

This function generates the trajectory describing the angular position of
the wing with respect to the stroke plane
Inputs:
A(1):
Constant offset
Note there is no variable phase delay for the first frequency (see below)
A(2):
Amplitude of the first frequency term
A(3):
Shape of the first frequency term
A(4):
Amplitude of the second frequency term
A(5):
Phase delay of the second frequency term
A(6):
Shape of the second frequency term
A(7):
Amplitude of the third frequency term
A(8):
Phase delay of the third frequency term
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

A(9):
A(10):
A(11):

Shape of the third frequency term
Not currently used (should be zero)
Downstroke-to-upstroke ratio (parameter added to A by the code)

Michael Wilcox
05/05/2012
Change log, 3/18/2013:
Stopped the pseudo-time vector tau from being generated in this function.
See documentation below.

function x = ModifiedBermanAndWang_Deviation(tau,w,A)
% Sweep offset angle/bias
Offset = A(1);
% First frequency:
N = 1;
% Amplitude
Amplitude = A(2);
% There will be no variable Phase delay used in the first frequency
% term of this function. The constant Phase delay forces the deviation
% angle to be zero at the start and end of the period. A variable shift
% in this frequency term would produce kinematic behavior similar to
% what the stroke plane angle accomplishes already.
PhaseDelay = 0;
% Change notice, 3/18/13: The cosine produces the proper motion in this
% case, meaning that at the beginning of the stroke (where the wing is
% at the origin in sweep), the wing is at its maximum displacement in
% deviation (in the first frequency). Previously, the sine was changed
% to a cosine by the means of a phase shift. Now it is simply defined
% as the cosine.
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi);
% Shape parameter Kappa
% Kappa is defined on the interval (0, Inf)
% For Kappa = 1, the function generated is sinusoidal
% As Kappa --> 0, the function approaches a triangle wave form
% As Kappa --> Inf, the function approaches a step function
%
% Note that the input A(i) (where i is the index for a shape
% parameter) is used as an exponent. This is done to scale the effect
% of A(i). Given the nature of Kappa, values of A(i) ranging from -100
% to 100 will typically produce any of the desired function shapes
% without overtaxing the mechanism.
% For A(i) = 0, the function generated is sinusoidal
% As A(i) --> -100, the function approaches a triangle wave form
% As A(i) --> 100, the function approaches a step function
Kappa = 10^(A(3)/100);
%%%%%%%% Change notice, 3/18/2013. The pseuto-time vector 'tau' is now
%%%%%%%% generated in Kinematics.m and passed to this function.
%%%%%%%% Thus, A(11) is no longer used here.
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% Downstroke to Upstroke ratio
% The parameter "DU_ratio" represents the ratio of the downstroke
% duration to the upstroke duration (DU_ratio = T_d/T_u). It typically
% has values on the range (0.5, 2). It must be positive.
% The input parameter A(2) is defined over the range (-100, 100). This
% is scaled to produce values the desired values of DU_ratio as
% follows:
% When A(end) = -100, DU_ratio = 0.5 (= 1/2).
% When A(end) = 0, DU_ratio = 1.
% When A(end) = 100, DU_ratio = 2 (= 2).
% There is no known need to constrain A(2) to the range specified,
% however typical values of the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio observed
% in nature motivated the scaling described here.
%%%%%%%%
DU_ratio = 2^(A(end)/100);
%%%%%%%% No longer used here. See above.
% Generate the function tau = f(t) which produces the desired ratio
%
tau = ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Cosine_quintic(DU_ratio,...
%
t, PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is close to 1, the trajectory is sinusoidal
if abs(1-Kappa)<.01
x = Offset + Amplitude*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is less than 1, the trajectory becomes triangular
elseif Kappa < 1
% This line of code added to scale the triangular behavior such
% that it is comparable with that of the square wave. See Michael
% Wilcox's thesis, Chapter 5 for more details.
Kappa = 10^(3*A(3)/100);
K = (1-Kappa);
x = Offset + ...
(Amplitude/asin(K))*asin(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
% If Kappa is greater than 1, the trajectory resembles a step function
else
K = Kappa - 1;
x = Offset + ...
(Amplitude/tanh(K))*tanh(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
end
% Add higher frequency terms
iter = 4;
N = N + 1; % Order of the term being added
while iter+2 <= length(A)
% Amplitude
Amplitude = A(iter);
%
%
%
%
%

Phase delay
Note: The nominal condition is a cosine which would produce a
displacement at the start and end of each stroke when the input
Phase delay is zero. To prevent this, the nominal condition is
shifted by 90 to change the cosine to a sine. With this shift, an
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% input phase delay of zero will allow the wing tip to lie in the
% stroke plane at the start and end of each stroke.
PhaseDelay = A(iter+1); % Phase delay. See change notice above.
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi);
% Shape parameter Kappa
Kappa = 10^(A(iter+2)/100);
%%%%%%%% No longer used here. See above.
% Generate the function tau = f(t) which produces the desired ratio
%
tau = ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Cosine_quintic(...
%
DU_ratio, t, PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is close to 1, the trajectory is sinusoidal
if abs(1-Kappa)<.01
x = x + Amplitude*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is less than 1, the trajectory becomes triangular
elseif Kappa < 1
% This line of code added to scale the triangular behavior such
% that it is comparable with that of the square wave. See Michael
% Wilcox's thesis, Chapter 5 for more details.
Kappa = 10^(3*A(iter+2)/100);
K = (1-Kappa);
x = x + (Amplitude/asin(K))*asin(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
% If Kappa is greater than 1, the trajectory resembles a step
% function
else
K = Kappa - 1;
x = x + (Amplitude/tanh(K))*tanh(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
end
% Prepare for the next frequency, if any
iter = iter + 3;
N = N + 1;
end

A.9
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

end

ModifiedBermanAndWang_Pitch.m

This function generates the trajectory describing the pitch angle of the
wing
Inputs:
A(1):
A(2):
A(3):
A(4):
A(5):
A(6):
A(7):

Constant offset
Amplitude of the first frequency term
Phase delay of the first frequency term
Shape of the first frequency term
Amplitude of the second frequency term
Phase delay of the second frequency term
Shape of the second frequency term
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

A(8):
A(9):
A(10):
A(11):

Amplitude of the third frequency term
Phase delay of the third frequency term
Shape of the third frequency term
Downstroke-to-upstroke ratio (parameter added to A by the code
in ModifiedBermanAndWang.m).

Michael Wilcox
05/05/2012
Change log, 3/18/2013:
Stopped the pseudo-time vector tau from being generated in this function.
See documentation below.

function x = ModifiedBermanAndWang_Pitch(tau,w,A)
% Sweep offset angle/bias
Offset = A(1);
% First frequency:
N = 1;
% Amplitude
Amplitude = A(2);
% Phase Delay
PhaseDelay = A(3); % Phase delay.
% Change log, 3/9/13: The pitch was changed from a sine to a cosine.
% This allows the pitch to be at its maximum displacement at the
% half-stroke if the phase delay is zero.
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi);
% Shape parameter Kappa
% Kappa is defined on the interval (0, Inf)
% For Kappa = 1, the function generated is sinusoidal
% As Kappa --> 0, the function approaches a triangle wave form
% As Kappa --> Inf, the function approaches a step function
%
% Note that the input A(i) (where i is the index for a shape
% parameter) is used as an exponent. This is done to scale the effect
% of A(i). Given the nature of Kappa, values of A(i) ranging from -100
% to 100 will typically produce any of the desired function shapes
% without overtaxing the mechanism.
% For A(i) = 0, the function generated is sinusoidal
% As A(i) --> -100, the function approaches a triangle wave form
% As A(i) --> 100, the function approaches a step function
Kappa = 10^(A(4)/100);
%%%%%%%% Change notice, 3/18/2013. The pseuto-time vector 'tau' is now
%%%%%%%% generated Kinematics.m and passed to this function.
%%%%%%%% Thus, A(11) is not used here.
% Downstroke to Upstroke ratio
% The parameter "DU_ratio" represents the ratio of the downstroke
% duration to the upstroke duration (DU_ratio = T_d/T_u). It typically
% has values on the range (0.5, 2). It must be positive.
% The input parameter A(2) is defined over the range (-100, 100). This
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%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

is scaled to produce values the desired values of DU_ratio as
follows:
When A(end) = -100, DU_ratio = 0.5 (= 1/2).
When A(end) = 0, DU_ratio = 1.
When A(end) = 100, DU_ratio = 2 (= 2).
There is no known need to constrain A(2) to the range specified,
however typical values of the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio observed
in nature motivated the scaling described here.
DU_ratio = 2^(A(end)/100);
% Downstroke to Upstroke ratio
DU_ratio = A(end);

%%%%%%%% No longer used here. See above.
%
Generate the function tau = f(t) which produces the desired ratio
%
tau = ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Cosine_quintic(DU_ratio, t,...
%
PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is close to 1, the trajectory is sinusoidal
if abs(1-Kappa)<.01
x = Offset + Amplitude*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is less than 1, the trajectory becomes triangular
elseif Kappa < 1
% This line of code added to scale the triangular behavior such
% that it is comparable with that of the square wave. See Michael
% Wilcox's thesis, Chapter 5 for more details.
Kappa = 10^(3*A(4)/100);
K = (1-Kappa);
x = Offset + ...
(Amplitude/asin(K))*asin(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
% If Kappa is greater than 1, the trajectory resembles a step function
else
K = Kappa - 1;
x = Offset + ...
(Amplitude/tanh(K))*tanh(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
end
% Add higher frequency terms
iter = 5;
N = N + 1; % Order of the term being added
while iter+2 <= length(A)
% Amplitude
Amplitude = A(iter);
% Phase Delay
PhaseDelay = A(iter+1); % Phase delay
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi);
% Shape parameter Kappa
Kappa = 10^(A(iter+2)/100);
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%%%%%%%% No longer used here. See above.
% Generate the function tau = f(t) which produces the desired ratio
%
tau = ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Cosine_quintic(...
%
DU_ratio, t, PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is close to 1, the trajectory is sinusoidal
if abs(1-Kappa)<.01
x = x + Amplitude*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is less than 1, the trajectory becomes triangular
elseif Kappa < 1
% This line of code added to scale the triangular behavior such
% that it is comparable with that of the square wave. See Michael
% Wilcox's thesis, Chapter 5 for more details.
Kappa = 10^(3*A(iter+2)/100);
K = (1-Kappa);
x = x + ...
(Amplitude/asin(K))*asin(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
% If Kappa is greater than 1, the trajectory resembles a step
% function
else
K = Kappa - 1;
x = x + ...
(Amplitude/tanh(K))*tanh(K*cos(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
end
% Prepare for the next frequency, if any
iter = iter + 3;
N = N + 1;
end
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%
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%
%
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%

end

ModifiedBermanAndWang_Sweep.m

This function generates the trajectory describing the angular position of
the wing along the stroke plane
Inputs:
A(1):
A(2):
A(3):
A(4):
Note that
A(5):
A(6):
A(7):
A(8):
A(9):
A(10):

Angle of the stroke plane (Psi). Not used in this function.
Downstroke-to-upstroke ratio. Not used in this function.
Constant offset of the wing along the stroke plane
Amplitude of the first frequency term
there is no phase delay for the first frequency term
Shape of the first frequency term
Amplitude of the second frequency term
Phase delay of the second frequency term
Shape of the second frequency term
Not currently used (should be zero)
Not currently used (should be zero)

Michael Wilcox
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%
%
%
%
%

05/05/2012
Change log, 3/18/2013:
Stopped the pseudo-time vector tau from being generated in this function.
See documentation below.

function x = ModifiedBermanAndWang_Sweep(tau,w,A)
% A(1) is the stroke plane angle and will therefore not be used here.
% It is used in Kinematics.m
%%%%%%%% Change notice, 3/18/2013. The pseuto-time vector 'tau' is now
%%%%%%%% generated in Kinematics.m and passed to this function.
%%%%%%%% Thus, A(2) is not used here.
% Downstroke to Upstroke ratio
% The parameter "DU_ratio" represents the ratio of the downstroke
% duration to the upstroke duration (DU_ratio = T_d/T_u). It typically
% has values on the range (0.5, 2). It must be positive.
% The input parameter A(2) is defined over the range (-100, 100). This
% is scaled to produce values the desired values of DU_ratio as
% follows:
% When A(2) = -100, DU_ratio = 0.5 (= 1/2).
% When A(2) = 0, DU_ratio = 1.
% When A(2) = 100, DU_ratio = 2 (= 2).
% There is no known need to constrain A(2) to the range specified,
% however typical values of the downstroke-to-upstroke ratio observed
% in nature are typically within the (0.5, 2) range described here.
%%%%%%%%
DU_ratio = 2^(A(2)/100); No longer used here. See above.
% Sweep offset angle/bias
Offset = A(3);
% First frequency:
N = 1;
% Amplitude
Amplitude = A(4);
% The motion of the fundamental frequency in sweep is used as the
% reference for the motion of all the other kinematic features. For
% this reason, the fundamental frequency does not require a phase delay
PhaseDelay = 0;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Shape parameter Kappa
Kappa is defined on the interval (0, Inf)
For Kappa = 1, the function generated is sinusoidal
As Kappa --> 0, the function approaches a triangle wave form
As Kappa --> Inf, the function approaches a step function
Note that the input A(i) (when i is the index for a shape
parameter) is used as an exponent. This is done to scale the effect
of A(i). Given the nature of Kappa, values of A(i) ranging from -100
to 100 will typically produce any of the desired function shapes.
However, the range actually allowed should be set such that the
mechanism is not overstressed.
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%

% For A(i) = 0, the function generated is sinusoidal
% As A(i) --> -100, the function approaches a triangle wave form
% As A(i) --> 100, the function approaches a step function
Kappa = 10^(A(5)/100);
Kappa = exp(Kappa)/exp(1);

%%%%%%%% No longer used here. See above.
% Generate the function tau = f(t) which produces the desired ratio for
% the sine function. All the other kinematic features will use the same
% tau.
%
tau = ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Sine_quintic(DU_ratio, t);
% Note: In a previous version of this code, tau was generated
% incorrectly. It was defined for a cosine than used in a sine
% function.
% If Kappa is close to 1, the trajectory is sinusoidal
if abs(1-Kappa)<.01
x = Offset + Amplitude*sin(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is less than 1, the trajectory becomes triangular
elseif Kappa < 1
% This line of code added to scale the triangular behavior such
% that it is comparable with that of the square wave. See Michael
% Wilcox's thesis, Chapter 5 for more details.
Kappa = 10^(3*A(5)/100);
K = (1-Kappa);
x = Offset + ...
(Amplitude/asin(K))*asin(K*sin(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
% If Kappa is greater than 1, the trajectory resembles a step function
else
K = Kappa - 1;
x = Offset + ...
(Amplitude/tanh(K))*tanh(K*sin(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
end
% Add higher frequency terms
iter = 6;
N = N + 1; % Order of the term being added
while iter+2 <= length(A)
% Amplitude
Amplitude = A(iter);
% Phase Delay
PhaseDelay = A(iter+1); % Phase delay
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi);
% Shape parameter Kappa (scaling described above)
Kappa = 10^(A(iter+2)/100);
%%%%%%%% No longer used here. See above.
% Downstroke to Upstroke ratio is the same as above
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%

DU_ratio = 10^A(iter+3);

%%%%%%%% No longer used here. See above.
% Generate the function tau = f(t) which produces the desired ratio
%
tau = ArbitraryDownstrokeToUpstrokeRatio_Sine_quintic(...
%
DU_ratio, t, PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is close to 1, the trajectory is sinusoidal
if abs(1-Kappa)<.01
x = x + Amplitude*sin(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay);
% If Kappa is less than 1, the trajectory becomes triangular
elseif Kappa < 1
% This line of code added to scale the triangular behavior such
% that it is comparable with that of the square wave. See Michael
% Wilcox's thesis, Chapter 5 for more details.
Kappa = 10^(3*A(iter+2)/100);
K = (1-Kappa);
x = x + ...
(Amplitude/asin(K))*asin(K*sin(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
% If Kappa is greater than 1, the trajectory resembles a step
% function
else
K = Kappa - 1;
x = x + ...
(Amplitude/tanh(K))*tanh(K*sin(N*w*tau - w*PhaseDelay));
end
% Prepare for the next frequency, if any
iter = iter + 3;
N = N + 1;
end

A.11
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

end

PolarFourier_Cos.m

This file defines a polar Fourier series having an arbitrary number of
terms
Michael Wilcox
04/07/2012
Change log, 3/18/13: Created PolarFourier_Cos from PolarFourier_Sin. This
change only included changing the sine function in PolarFourier_Sin to
the cosine function.

function x = PolarFourier_Cos(t,w,A)
% The first parameter is the offset
Offset = A(1);
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% Calculate sinusoidal terms
x = 0;
iter = 2;
N = 1; % Order of the term being added
while iter+1 <= length(A)
PhaseDelay = A(iter+1);
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi);
x = x + A(iter)*cos(N*w*t - w*PhaseDelay);
% Change log, 3/18/13: Changed to the above from
x = x + A(iter)*sin(N*w*t - w*PhaseDelay);

%

iter = iter+2;
N = N + 1;
end
x = x + Offset;
end

A.12
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

PolarFourier_Sin.m

This file defines a polar Fourier series having an arbitrary number of
terms
Michael Wilcox
04/07/2012
Change log, 3/18/13: Created PolarFourier_Sin from PolarFourier. This
change only included the modifications mentioned below.

function x = PolarFourier_Sin(t,w,A)
% The first parameter is the offset
Offset = A(1);
% Calculate sinusoidal terms
x = 0;
iter = 2;
N = 1; % Order of the term being added
while iter+1 <= length(A)

%

PhaseDelay = A(iter+1);
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi);
% Change log, 3/18/13: Changed to the above from
PhaseDelay = deg2rad(PhaseDelay)/(2*pi)/N;

%

x = x + A(iter)*sin(N*w*t - w*PhaseDelay);
% Change log, 3/18/13: Changed to the above from
x = x + A(iter)*sin(N*w*(t - PhaseDelay));
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iter = iter+2;
N = N + 1;
end
x = x + Offset;
end

A.13

Quintic.m

function [x, t_x] = Quintic(pi, pf, vi, vf, ai, af, ti, tf, t, UserDefined_t)
% This function determines the quintic polynomial defined by the
% inputs. The function can be very problematic if the inputs are not
% understood and then defined correctly.
%
% Inputs:
%
pi = initial position
%
pf = final position (at time tf)
%
vi = initial velocity
%
vf = final velocity (at time tf)
%
ai = initial acceleration
%
af = final acceleration (at time tf)
%
ti = initial time
%
tf = final time (quintic polynomial will range from ti to tf-dt)
%
t = time (used to calculate dt). It can either be a sequential
%
vector (equal spacings with no discontinuities) or a scalar if
%
only single values will be generated.
%
UserDefined_t = Indicates whether t should be used "as is".
%
Optional input. When not specified, t is calculated using the
%
time spacing variable dt (see below). When set to 1, the input
%
vector t is used to calculate the output.
%
% Note: For generating a quintic polynomial to start a flapping cycle,
% ti should be 0 and tf should be 1. To generate a quintic polynomial
% to finish a flapping cycle, ti should be 0+dt and tf should be 1+dt.
% This is because pi, vi, and ai (which would correspond to ti = 0 in
% this function) correspond to the last time point of the flapping
% cycle. Since that point already exists, appending a copy of it to the
% trajectory would cause discontinuities in the derivatives.
%
% Outputs:
%
x = curve defined by inputs
%
t_x = time vector corresponding to x
if length(t)>1
dt = t(2) - t(1);
t_x = ti:dt:tf-dt;
else
t_x = t;
end
% For the case in which the input time vector is user-defined
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if nargin == 10
if UserDefined_t == 1
t_x = t;
end
end
a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5

=
=
=
=
=
=

pi;
vi;
ai/2;
(tf*((af-3*ai)*tf - 8*vf - 12*vi) + 20*(pf-pi))/(2*tf^3);
(tf*(16*vi + 14*vf + (3*ai - 2*af)*tf) + 30*(pi - pf))/(2*tf^4);
(tf*((af - ai)*tf - 6*(vi + vf)) + 12*(pf - pi))/(2*tf^5);

x = a0 + a1*t_x + a2*t_x.^2 + a3*t_x.^3 + a4*t_x.^4 + a5*t_x.^5;
end

A.14

RandBetweenBounds.m

% This function is used to generate a random number between an upper and a
% lower bound using a uniform distribution
function y = RandBetweenBounds(UB, LB)
y = (UB-LB)*rand+LB;
end
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APPENDIX B.

RESULTS PROCESSING

Post processing files are contained in Appendix B. Some of the files are functions while
others are scripts. The routine for processing results data and generating the response surfaces is
controlled by Main_PostProcessing.m which calls all the other functions and scripts.
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B.1

bb_analysis.m

function bb_analysis(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% Box Behnken Analysis
%
This .m file will read in all the data result files from a BoxBehnken
% run and transform the forces in the earth X,Y,Z frame. The results
% are plotted thrust vs. lift.

to

% From there, the user can choose the point for the next Box-Behnken
% iteration.
% Revision History
% Created by Ryan George and Dr. Mark Colton, 3 May 2011
% Modified by Michael Wilcox, 21 April 2012
% Reinstated butterworth filter - Michael Wilcox, 2/22/2013
%
Defined scripts (DefineParameters, CheckForSignal, DataProcessing)
%
%

provide consistency between all the files derived from bb_analysis,
Michael Wilcox, 4/13/13.

% Define a few parameters
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/VarsForLaterUse.mat'),'f',
'NumSetPts');
WeightCorrect = questdlg('Is the weight of the wing
DefineParameters.m?','','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(WeightCorrect,'Yes')

correct

DefineParameters
for i=0:length(bbdesign(NumParams))
% Load data from file when it becomes available
CheckForFile
if strcmp(waitAns,'Skip')
% Skip the current run
disp('Skipping current run.')
else
% Load data from run
clc;
disp(sprintf('Processing Output_%03d.txt.',i))
% Allow time for the data to be written to the file
files=dir(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'/Output_%03d.txt'),i));
T1 = datenum(files.date);
T2 = now;
DT = (T2 - T1)*24*60*60;
if DT < 1
pause(1);
end
% Process the data
if
(exist(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'/Output_%03d.txt'),i),...
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in

'file')==2)
DataProcessing
else
error('Process calceled by user.')
end
clear time strain motor setpoint strain_f cutoff cutoffend

...

theta

AvgErr ...

end

end

thetaSet

tracking

track_error

tracking2

RMS

f_inertial track_error_0 tracking2_0 RMS_0 AvgErr_0 ...
f_inertial_0 force_0

% Save the results
save AverageForceResults force
else
error('Error: Update wing weight.')
end
end

B.2

bb_analysis_InitialConditions.m

function bb_analysis_InitialConditions(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% Box Behnken Analysis
%
This .m file will read in all the data result files from a BoxBehnken
% run and transform the forces in the earth X,Y,Z frame. The results
% are plotted thrust vs. lift.

to

% From there, the user can choose the point for the next Box-Behnken
% iteration.
% Revision History
% Created by Ryan George and Dr. Mark Colton, 3 May 2011
% Modified by Michael Wilcox, 21 April 2012
% Reinstated butterworth filter - Michael Wilcox, 2/22/2013
%
Defined scripts (DefineParameters, CheckForSignal, DataProcessing)
%
%

provide consistency between all the files derived from bb_analysis,
Michael Wilcox, 4/13/13.

% Define a few parameters
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/VarsForLaterUse.mat'),'f',
'NumSetPts');
DefineParameters
% Determine the final length of the force vector (used later when the
% results are plotted)
L_force = length(bbdesign(NumParams))+20;
% Load data files
load AverageForceResults force
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save AverageForceResults L_force -append
for i=length(bbdesign(NumParams))+1:length(bbdesign(NumParams))+10
% Load data from file when it becomes available
CheckForFile
if strcmp(waitAns,'Skip')
% Skip the current run
disp('Skipping current run.')
else
% Load data from run
clc;
disp(sprintf('Processing Output_%03d.txt.',i))
% Allow time for the data to be written to the file
files=dir(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'/Output_%03d.txt'),i));
T1 = datenum(files.date);
T2 = now;
DT = (T2 - T1)*24*60*60;
if DT < 1
pause(1);
end
% Process the data
if
(exist(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'/Output_%03d.txt'),i),'file')==2)
DataProcessing
else
error('Process canceled by user.')
end
clear time strain motor setpoint strain_f cutoff cutoffend ...
theta thetaSet tracking track_error tracking2 RMS AvgErr

...

end

end

f_inertial track_error_0 tracking2_0 RMS_0 AvgErr_0 ...
f_inertial_0 force_0

% Save the results
save AverageForceResults force -append
end

B.3

with

bb_analysis_Optima.m
function bb_analysis_Optima(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% Note: The name for this function and file was changed from
% bb_analysis_InitialConditions to bb_analysis_Optima to be
% more up-to-date documentation. Michael Wilcox, 9/6/13.
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in

line

% Box Behnken Analysis
%
This .m file will read in all the data result files from a BoxBehnken
% run and transform the forces in the earth X,Y,Z frame. The results
% are plotted thrust vs. lift.

to

% From there, the user can choose the point for the next Box-Behnken
% iteration.
% Revision History
% Created by Ryan George and Dr. Mark Colton, 3 May 2011
% Modified by Michael Wilcox, 21 April 2012
% Reinstated butterworth filter - Michael Wilcox, 2/22/2013
%
Defined scripts (DefineParameters, CheckForSignal, DataProcessing)
%
%

provide consistency between all the files derived from bb_analysis,
Michael Wilcox, 4/13/13.

% Define a few parameters
% load VarsForLaterUse.mat f
load AverageForceResults.mat force L_force
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/VarsForLaterUse.mat'),'f',
'NumSetPts');
DefineParameters
% % Determine the final length of the force vector
% L_force = length(bbdesign(NumParams))+20;
for i=length(bbdesign(NumParams))+1+10:length(bbdesign(NumParams))+20
% Load data from file when it becomes available
CheckForFile
if strcmp(waitAns,'Skip')
% Skip the current run
disp('Skipping current run.')
else
% Load data from run
clc;
disp(sprintf('Processing Output_%03d.txt.',i))
% Allow time for the data to be written to the file
files=dir(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'/Output_%03d.txt'),i));
T1 = datenum(files.date);
T2 = now;
DT = (T2 - T1)*24*60*60;
if DT < 1
pause(1);
end
% Process the data
if
(exist(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'/Output_%03d.txt'),i),'file')==2)
DataProcessing
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else
error('Process calceled by user.')
end
clear time strain motor setpoint strain_f cutoff cutoffend ...
theta thetaSet tracking track_error tracking2 RMS AvgErr

...

end

end

f_inertial track_error_0 tracking2_0 RMS_0 AvgErr_0 ...
f_inertial_0 force_0

% Save the results
save AverageForceResults force -append
end

B.4

the

BB_Model_Info.m
function NumVars = BB_Model_Info(Input)
% This function calculates the number of parameters in the vector const
% Input:
%
If there is no Input, the file looks for Variable_const.mat in

%
working directory.
%
If Input is provided, and is a numeric vector, it is used as
const.
%
If it is not a numeric vector, it is used to define the location
of
%
the file containing the vector const
% Output:
%
NumVars contains the number of variables in the vector const
(meaning
%
those parameters having a non-zero step size)
% Michael Wilcox
% 2/16/2013
if nargin == 0
load Variable_const.mat const
elseif isnumeric(Input)
const = Input;
else
analysisfiles_Dir = Input;
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/Variable_const.mat'),'const');
end
% Step size
s1 = const(1,31:40);
s2 = const(1,41:50);
s3 = const(1,51:60);
% Determine the number of parameters for each DOF
% Initialize vectors to track the parameters for each DOF
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NumVars1 = zeros(1,length(s1));
NumVars2 = zeros(1,length(s2));
NumVars3 = zeros(1,length(s3));
part of

% If a given step size is set to zero, then the parameter is not
% the kinematic model
count = 1;
for iter=1:length(s1)
if s1(iter)== 0 % Do nothing
else % Indicate which parameter it is (1st, 2nd, etc.)
NumVars1(iter) = count;
count = count + 1;
end
end
count = 1;
for iter=1:length(s2)
if s2(iter)== 0 % Do nothing
else % Indicate which parameter it is (1st, 2nd, etc.)
NumVars2(iter) = count;
count = count + 1;
end
end
count = 1;
for iter=1:length(s3)
if s3(iter)== 0 % Do nothing
else % Indicate which parameter it is (1st, 2nd, etc.)
NumVars3(iter) = count;
count = count + 1;
end
end
% Determine the total number of parameters in the kinematic model
NumVars = max(NumVars1) + max(NumVars2) + max(NumVars3);

end

B.5

Calculate_R.m

% Generates the rotation matrix relating the wing frame to the inertial
% frame such that [F_wing] = R*[F_inertial].
% Rotation matrix outlined in document created by Dr. Colton on
4/13/13.
% Function written by Michael Wilcox, 4/19/2013
%
% Inputs
% th1: theta1 as defined in the Joint Angle Frame
% th2: theta2 as defined in the Joint Angle Frame
% th3: theta3 as defined in the Joint Angle Frame
% units: Optional input used to specify the units of the angles.
% Acceptable values are 'deg' and 'rad' with the default value being
% 'rad'.
% Output
%
R: Rotation matrix relating the Joint Angle Frame to the Inertial
Frame
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% as in [F_wing] = R*[F_inertial].
function R = Calculate_R(th1, th2, th3, units)
% Units
if nargin == 4
% Use units as specified.
else
units = 'rad';
end
if strcmp(units,'deg')
th1 = deg2rad(th1);
th2 = deg2rad(th2);
th3 = deg2rad(th3);
elseif strcmp(units,'rad')
% Do nothing
else
error('Error: "units" input must be a string specifying degrees
(deg) or radians (rad).')
end
R2 = [1 0 0; 0 cos(th1) -sin(th1); 0 sin(th1) cos(th1)];
R3 = [cos(th2) 0 sin(th2); 0 1 0; -sin(th2) 0 cos(th2)];
R1 = [cos(th3) sin(th3) 0; -sin(th3) cos(th3) 0; 0 0 1];
% Compose overall transformation matrix that allows computation of
% quantities in the wing frame, given quantities in the inertial frame.
R = R3*R2*R1;
end

B.6

of

CalculateDeadWeight.m
% Used to calculate weight of the bolts, wing, and bracket.
% The weight of the wing must be passed to the function, but the weight

% the bracket and bolts are assumed to be constant (and must be set
within
% this function).
% Written by Michael Wilcox, 4/19/2013.
% Input:
% WingWeight: Weight of the wing in pounds
% Output:
% TotalWeight: Weight of the wing, bracket, and bolts in pounds.
function TotalWeight = CalculateDeadWeight(WingWeight)
% One of the bolts
BoltWeight = 0.00198; % lbf (Weight of a single bolt)
% Bracket
BracketLength = 1.5; % in (Bracket dimension in X_wing direction)
BracketDepth = 0.40; % in (Bracket dimension in Y_wing direction)
BracketWidth = 0.38; % in (Bracket dimension in Z_wing direction)
BracketSlotWidth = 0.12; % in (Slot dimension in Z_wing direction)
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BracketSlotDepth = BracketDepth-0.10; % in (Bracket dim,
direction)
% Volume
BracketVolume = BracketLength*(BracketDepth*BracketWidth - ...
BracketSlotWidth*BracketSlotDepth);
% Material (Aluminum)
WeightPerVolume = 167; % lb/ft^3
WeightPerVolume = WeightPerVolume*(1/12)^3; % lb/in^3
% BracketWeight
BracketWeight = BracketVolume*WeightPerVolume;

Z_wing

TotalWeight = WingWeight + 2*BoltWeight + BracketWeight;
end

B.7

CheckForFile.m
% CheckForFile.m
waitTime = 0;
max_wait_minutes = 1;
maxWait = max_wait_minutes*60; % Change minutes to seconds
waitAns = ' ';
while and((exist(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'/Output_%03d.txt'),i),...
'file')~=2),~strcmp(waitAns,'Skip'))
if waitTime == 0
clc;
disp(sprintf(strcat('Waiting for',' Output_%03d.txt.'),i))
end
pause(1);
waitTime = waitTime + 1;
if waitTime >= maxWait
pureTone(900, 0.25, 0.25, 2000000);
pureTone(740, 0.25, 0.25, 2000000);
pureTone(900, 0.25, 0.25, 2000000);
pureTone(740, 0.25, 0.25, 2000000);
waitAns = questdlg(...
'Continue waiting for file to be generated?',...
'Excessive wait time.','Yes','No - Cancel', 'Skip','Yes');
if strcmp(waitAns,'Yes')
waitTime = 0;
elseif strcmp(waitAns,'No - Cancel')
clc;
error('Process canceled by user.')
end
end
end

B.8

constraints.m
function [C,Ceq] = constraints(x)
% Generate the trajectory
load Variable_const.mat
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load VarsForLaterUse.mat
load UserDefinedTrajectories.mat X0 SS
% Place the parameters in their respective locations
count = 1;
A1 = const(1:10);
for iter = 1:length(NumVars1)
if NumVars1(iter)==0
% Do nothing
else
A1(iter) = x(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
A2 = const(11:20);
for iter = 1:length(NumVars2)
if NumVars2(iter)==0
% Do nothing
else
A2(iter) = x(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
A3 = const(21:30);
for iter = 1:length(NumVars3)
if NumVars3(iter)==0
% Do nothing
else
A3(iter) = x(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
% Define the kinematics
tempConst = const;
% Amplitudes for this optimization step
tempConst(1:10) = A1;
tempConst(11:20) = A2;
tempConst(21:30) = A3;
% Generate the motor commands
motor = Kinematics(f, 9999, tempConst, 1, NumSetPts);
% Back out
theta(:,1)
theta(:,2)
theta(:,3)

the joint angle trajectories from the motor commands
= (motor(:,1) + motor(:,2))/40;
= (motor(:,1) - motor(:,2))/40;
= motor(:,3);

% Flapping Trajectory
theta1 = theta(:,1);
theta2 = theta(:,2);
theta3 = theta(:,3);
% Radius Constraint
bb = abs(bbdesign(NumVars));
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radmax = sqrt(sum(bb(1,:))); % Radius of Box-Behnken design (Note:
1^2=1)
% Determine the normalized distance from center of the hypercube to the
% point of interest
SofS = 0; % Sum of Squares
for i = 1:length(SS)
SofS = SofS + ((x(i)-X0(i))/SS(i))^2; % Will cause errors if SS(i)
= 0
end
% Normalized distance from center of the hypercube to the point of
interest
rad = sqrt(SofS);
% Scale the radii to aid the optimizer
radmax = radmax*100;
rad = rad*100;
%Calculate the maximum and minimum predicted values of the thetas
theta1max = max(theta1);
theta2max = max(theta2);
theta3max = max(theta3);
theta1min = min(theta1);
theta2min = min(theta2);
theta3min = min(theta3);
% Ensure that
constraints
theta1limitneg =
theta1limitpos =
theta2limitneg =
theta2limitpos =
theta3limitneg =
theta3limitpos =

the

trajectory

will

not

violate

the

mechanical

Limits(1);
Limits(2);
Limits(3);
Limits(4);
Limits(5);
Limits(6);

% The following constraints should be negative to be satisfied
C(1) = theta1max - theta1limitpos;
C(2) = theta2max - theta2limitpos;
C(3) = theta3max - theta3limitpos;
C(4) = theta1limitneg - theta1min;
C(5) = theta2limitneg - theta2min;
C(6) = theta3limitneg - theta3min;
% Make sure that the search max radius is not exceeded
C(7) = rad - radmax;
Ceq = [];
end

B.9

DataProcessing.m
% DataProcessing.m
data = load(sprintf(strcat(results_Dir,'\\Output_%03d.txt'),i));
% data(1,:) = [];
time = data(:,1);
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strain = data(:,2);
motor(:,1) = data(:,3);
motor(:,2) = data(:,5);
motor(:,3) = data(:,7);
setpoint(:,1) = data(:,4);
setpoint(:,2) = data(:,6);
setpoint(:,3) = data(:,8);
% Sign changes required for transformation from Encoder Frame to
% Mechanism Frame. Modification made by Michael Wilcox, 4/13/13.
motor = -motor;
setpoint = -setpoint;
% End changes, 4/13/13.
clear data;
% Convert Motor and Setpoint data into joint angles
theta(:,1) = (motor(:,1) + motor(:,2))/40; % degrees
theta(:,2) = (motor(:,1) - motor(:,2))/40;
theta(:,3) = motor(:,3);
thetaSet(:,1) = (setpoint(:,1) + setpoint(:,2))/40;
thetaSet(:,2) = (setpoint(:,1) - setpoint(:,2))/40;
thetaSet(:,3) = setpoint(:,3);
% Filter the output data and remove the bias
% Determine sample rate and Nyquist frequency.
% dt = mean(diff(time));
dt = ts;
% Time step
fs = 1/dt; % Sampling frequency
fn = fs/2; % Nyquist frequency
fc = 10*f; % Cutoff frequency
% Unfortunately, the weight of the wing is significant and must be
% subtracted from the raw data.
F_deadweight = zeros(size(theta(:,1)));
for iter = 1:length(theta(:,1))
% Start by determining the relationship between the Wing Frame and
% the Inertial Frame.
R = Calculate_R(theta(iter,1), theta(iter,2), theta(iter,3),'deg');
% Calculate the weight of the wing as measured by the wing frame.
F_wing = R*[0; 0; WingWeight];
% Record the result (wing frame)
F_deadweight(iter) = F_wing(3);
end
% Subtract off the weight of the wing.
strain = strain - F_deadweight;
% Filter strain gage data
[B,A] = butter(3,fc/fn);
strain_f = filtfilt(B,A,strain);
% Remove any residual offset from strain data
offset = mean(strain(1:N/3)); % Use mean of first 1/3*T
strain_f = strain_f - offset;
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% Cut off starting and ending Quintic poly and 1st flapping cycle
cutoff = floor(2*N/3+N);%floor(((1/f_freq)+ramp_t)/ts);
cutoffend = floor(2*N/3);%floor((ramp_t)/ts);
% cutting beginning
motor(1:cutoff,:) = [];
setpoint(1:cutoff,:) = [];
strain_f(1:cutoff) = [];
strain(1:cutoff) = [];
time(1:cutoff) = [];
theta(1:cutoff,:) = [];
thetaSet(1:cutoff,:) = [];
% cutting end
motor(length(motor)-cutoffend+1:length(motor),:) = [];
setpoint(length(setpoint)-cutoffend+1:length(setpoint),:) = [];
strain_f(length(strain_f)-cutoffend+1:length(strain_f)) = [];
strain(length(strain)-cutoffend+1:length(strain)) = [];
time(length(time)-cutoffend+1:length(time)) = [];
theta(length(theta)-cutoffend+1:length(theta),:) = [];
thetaSet(length(thetaSet)-cutoffend+1:length(thetaSet),:) = [];
% Figure out how closely motors tracked actual values
tracking = thetaSet - theta;
if i > 0
track_error(i) = abs(sum(sum(tracking)));
% Also Calculate RMS and Average error
tracking2 = tracking.^2;
RMS(i,:) = sqrt(sum(tracking2,1)/length(tracking2));
AvgErr(i,:) = sum(abs(tracking)/length(tracking),1);
% Transform forces into home X,Y,Z frame
for j=1:length(setpoint)
% Old version of the code.
%f_inertial(j,:) =
%transform_forces([0,0,strain_f(j)]',[theta(j,3)*(pi/180),theta(j,1
%)*(pi/180),theta(j,2)*(pi/180)]')';
f_inertial(j,:) = transform_forces([0,0,strain_f(j)]',...
[theta(j,1)*(pi/180),theta(j,2)*(pi/180),...
theta(j,3)*(pi/180)]')';
end
% Store data for use in choosing next point
force(i,:) = mean(f_inertial);
elseif i == 0
track_error_0 = abs(sum(sum(tracking)));
% Also Calculate RMS and Average error
tracking2_0 = tracking.^2;
RMS_0 = sqrt(sum(tracking2_0,1)/length(tracking2_0));
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AvgErr_0 = sum(abs(tracking)/length(tracking),1);
% Transform forces into home X,Y,Z frame
for j=1:length(setpoint)
% Old version of the code.
%f_inertial(j,:) =
%transform_forces([0,0,strain_f(j)]',[theta(j,3)*(pi/180),theta(j,1
%)*(pi/180),theta(j,2)*(pi/180)]')';
f_inertial_0(j,:) = transform_forces([0,0,strain_f(j)]',...
[theta(j,1)*(pi/180),theta(j,2)*(pi/180),...
theta(j,3)*(pi/180)]')';
end

end

B.10

% Store data for use in selecting next center point
force_0 = mean(f_inertial_0);
save TestKinematicsForce force_0

DefineParameters.m
% DefineParameters.m
load(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/VarsForLaterUse.mat'));
T = 1/f;
% Period
N = NumSetPts;
% Number of Samples per flapping period
ramp_t = 2/3*T; % seconds (time to ramp into trajectory)
f_freq = f;
% Hz (flapping frequency)
ts = T/N;
% Time step between data points (seconds)
% Define the weight of the wing if it is not already defined
if ~exist('WingWeight', 'var')
% Measured weight of wing
WingWeight = mean([0.020, 0.0241]); % Measured value in still water
end
% Determine the number of variables in the kinematic model
NumParams = BB_Model_Info;

B.11

DetermineFutureAction.m
function DetermineFutureAction()
clc;
% Prepare a few parameters
PercentDecreaseThreshhold = 5;
load AverageForceResults.mat force
load A_all.mat A_all
load UserDefinedTrajectories.mat X_init OptHypersurfKinematics
load VarsForLaterUse.mat NumVars1 NumVars2 NumVars3
load Variable_const.mat const
NumVars = BB_Model_Info;
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%

FitnessScores = zeros(1,length(force));
% Determine the fitness of each run
%
for i = 1:length(bbdesign(NumVars))
%
FitnessScores(i) = fitness(A_all(i,:)');
%
end
%
Last = length(bbdesign(NumVars));
%
for i = 1:length(X_init(1,:))
%
FitnessScores(Last + i) = fitness(X_init(:,i));
%
end
%
Last = Last + length(X_init(1,:));
%
for i = 1:length(OptHypersurfKinematics(1,:))
%
FitnessScores(Last
fitness(OptHypersurfKinematics(:,i));
%
end
FitnessScores = fitness(force, 'Force');

+

i)

=

figure
plot(1:length(FitnessScores),FitnessScores, 'x')
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Score')
print -dtiff FitnessResults_AutoPostProccessing.tif
saveas(gcf, 'FitnessResults_AutoPostProccessing.fig', 'fig')
% Find the minimum and the run for which it occurred.
MinScore = min(FitnessScores);
MinScore
MinScoreIndex = find(MinScore == FitnessScores);
MinScoreIndex
previous

% Find the average of the center points (the optimum from the
% optimization effort)
BBModel = bbdesign(NumVars);
for i = 1:length(BBModel(:,1))
sumAbsBBModel(i) = sum(abs(BBModel(i,:)));
end
CenterIndices = find(sumAbsBBModel == 0);
AverageOfCenterFitnessValues = mean(FitnessScores(CenterIndices));
AverageOfCenterFitnessValues
% Determine how much the optimum has improved from the previous
% iteration.
PercentDecrease = (AverageOfCenterFitnessValues-MinScore)/...
abs(AverageOfCenterFitnessValues)*100;
PercentDecrease

% Determine the kinematic inputs for the optimum
if MinScoreIndex <= length(bbdesign(NumVars))
OptimalKinematicVariablesFinalValues = A_all(MinScoreIndex,:)';
%LOOK FOR PROBLEMS IN A_all!!!!
OptimalKinematicVariablesFinalValues
disp('Note: This optimum is one of the Box-Behnken design
runs.');
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end
Last = length(bbdesign(NumVars));
if
MinScoreIndex
>
Last
&&
MinScoreIndex
Last+length(X_init(1,:))
OptimalKinematicVariablesFinalValues=X_init(:,MinScoreIndexLast);
end
Last = Last + length(X_init(1,:));
if MinScoreIndex > Last && MinScoreIndex <= ...
Last+length(OptHypersurfKinematics(1,:))
OptimalKinematicVariablesFinalValues
OptHypersurfKinematics(:,...
MinScoreIndex-Last);
end

<=

=

% Determine complete center point for next optimization
% Initial Amplitude
am1 = const(1,1:10);
am2 = const(1,11:20);
am3 = const(1,21:30);
% Place the parameters in their respective locations
A = OptimalKinematicVariablesFinalValues';
count = 1;
for iter = 1:length(NumVars1)
if NumVars1(iter)>0
am1(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars2)
if NumVars2(iter)>0
am2(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
for iter = 1:length(NumVars3)
if NumVars3(iter)>0
am3(iter) = A(count);
count = count + 1;
end
end
Behnken

% If the MinScoreIndex is one of the center points of the Box% DOE, the optimization is complete.
if find(MinScoreIndex == CenterIndices)
disp('The local minimum is one of the center points of the')
disp('Box-Behnken DOE. Recommend terminating optimization.')
else
% Report optimal kinematic parameters to user
disp('The new center point is a follows:')
A1 = am1
A2 = am2
A3 = am3
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disp('Please copy and paste these results into a')
disp('sepparate document to avoid loss.')
if PercentDecrease < PercentDecreaseThreshhold
disp('Note: The "Percent Improvement" has decreased below

the')

fprintf('specified threshhold of %d percent. Recommend\n',

...
end

PercentDecreaseThreshhold)
disp('terminating optimization.')

end
save DetermineFutureAction.mat PercentDecrease ...
PercentDecreaseThreshhold MinScoreIndex MinScore ...
OptimalKinematicVariablesFinalValues A1 A2 A3
end

B.12

fitness.m
%
%
%
%
%

the
the

This file defines the fitness function
Modified from code found in the thesis of Ryan George (2011)
Michael Wilcox
6/1/2012

% Modified November 24, 2012
% Added a quadratic penalty function. If the resultant force is along
% desired direction, little or no penalty will be imposed. Otherwise,
% score of the function will take a hit.
function f = fitness(x, inputType)
global phi
% Hypersurface-generated force components
if nargin == 1

hypersurfaces

%

Load

coefficient

matrices

load HypersurfaceCoefficients
% Define lift hypersurface
fl = AAl + BBl*x + x'*CCl*x;
% Define thrust hypersurface
ft = AAt + BBt*x + x'*CCt*x;

% Measured Force Values
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for

the

lift

and

thrust

elseif and(nargin == 2, strcmp('Force',inputType))
ft = x(:,1); % Forces in Inertial Frame
fl = x(:,3);
end
% Determine the magnitude of the average force vector
f_mag = sqrt(fl.^2 + ft.^2);
% Determine the angle of the average force vector
f_theta = atan2(fl,ft);
% The global variable phi defines the angle of the axis along which

we

% want to optimize. Separate the resultant force into components
% parallel to and perpendicular to this direction.

desired

acting

% Determine the component of the force vector acting along the
% direction
f_parallel = f_mag.*cos(phi - f_theta);
% Determine the magnitude of the component of the force vector
% perpendicular to the desired direction
f_perpendicular = f_mag.*abs(sin(phi - f_theta));
% Compute a penalty factor. This is used to avoid kinematics which
% result in forces lying far away from the desired direction. It

also

% allows some flexibility in the region near the desired direction.
% Because this function will also be used by optimization routines,

it

% is also necessary to maintain continuity.
% Note: because this function is quadratic, it fulfills these
% requirements -- small deviations from the desired direction will

not
degrees

% induce large penalties; yet, increasing the deviation past 15
% will worsen the score rapidly. Additionally, continuity of the
% function is maintained.
PenaltyFactor = ((phi - f_theta)./deg2rad(15)).^2;
% Compute the fitness (f)
f = f_parallel - PenaltyFactor.*f_perpendicular;
% Take the negative for the sake of minimizing the response
f = -f;

end
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B.13

Generate_Hypersurface_Lift_and_Thrust.m
function Generate_Hypersurface_Lift_and_Thrust()
% Hypersurface Fitting
% Michael Wilcox
% 21 April 2012

Ryan

% Note: This code was modified from code appearing in the thesis of
% George
% Input parameters for hypersurface
load A_all.mat A_all
load UserDefinedTrajectories.mat X_init
load AverageForceResults.mat force
load VarsForLaterUse.mat NumVars
mean_lift = force(:,3);
mean_thrust = force(:,2);

% Generate the hypersurfaces
stats_lift
=
regstats(mean_lift,[A_all;
X_init'],'quadratic',{'beta','rsquare','yhat','tstat'});
stats_thrust
=
regstats(mean_thrust,[A_all;
X_init'],'quadratic',{'beta','rsquare','yhat','tstat'});
b_lift
= stats_lift.beta; % Model coefficients
b_thrust = stats_thrust.beta; % Model coefficients
rsquare_lift
= stats_lift.rsquare;
rsquare_thrust = stats_thrust.rsquare;
yhat_lift
= stats_lift.yhat;
yhat_thrust = stats_thrust.yhat;
tstat_lift
= stats_lift.tstat;
tstat_thrust = stats_thrust.tstat;
% Build quadratic model using beta coefficients
count = 1; % counter to keep track of our place in b
Intercept_lift = b_lift(count);
Intercept_thrust = b_thrust(count);
count = count + 1;
% Extract the linear terms
Linear_lift = zeros(1,NumVars);
Linear_thrust = zeros(1,NumVars);
for i = 1:NumVars
Linear_lift(1,i) = b_lift(count);
Linear_thrust(1,i) = b_thrust(count);
count = count + 1;
end
% Extract the interaction terms
Interactions_lift = zeros(NumVars);
Interactions_thrust = zeros(NumVars);
for i = 1:NumVars
for j = (i+1):NumVars
Interactions_lift(i,j) = b_lift(count);
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end

end

Interactions_thrust(i,j) = b_thrust(count);
count = count + 1;

% Extract the squared terms
Squared_lift = zeros(NumVars);
Squared_thrust = zeros(NumVars);
for i = 1:NumVars
Squared_lift(i,i) = b_lift(count);
Squared_thrust(i,i) = b_thrust(count);
count = count+1;
end
AAl = Intercept_lift;
AAt = Intercept_thrust;
BBl = Linear_lift;
BBt = Linear_thrust;
CCl = Interactions_lift + Squared_lift;
CCt = Interactions_thrust + Squared_thrust;
% Save the hypersurface
save HypersurfaceCoefficients AAl AAt BBl BBt CCl CCt
disp('The hypersurface has been generated and saved to the current
working directory.')
end

B.14

will

GenerateInitialConditions.m
function GenerateInitialConditions(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% This m-file generates the trajectories which will be used later as
% initial conditions by the optimization m-file. These trajectories
% also be run by the mechanism (prior to the optimization) to generate
% additional information for the generation of the hypersurface.
% Declare initial parameters
load VarsForLaterUse am1_used am2_used am3_used s1_used s2_used s3_used
NumTestPts = 10;
% Number of test points
NumVars = BB_Model_Info(analysisfiles_Dir);
X0 = [am1_used am2_used am3_used]'; % am2(1:NumParams)';
SS = [s1_used s2_used s3_used]'; % s2(1:NumParams)';
LB = X0 - SS;
UB = X0 + SS;

on

% Generate initial guesses for the optimizer and optimize the response
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% the hypersurface
for i = 1:NumTestPts
disp(sprintf(strcat('Generating initial condition #%d.'),i))
% Variation from the nominal condition
V = [];
for j = 1:NumVars
V = [V; RandBetweenBounds(SS(j)/1.5, -SS(j)/1.5)];
end
% Initial condition: Nominal plus variation
X1 = X0 + V;
X_init(:,i) = X1;
end
% Save to user-defined trajectory folder
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectories.mat'),
'X_init',...
'X0', 'SS')
% Save to the current directory for the record
copyfile(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectories.mat'),resul
ts_Dir);
clc;
end

B.15

as

frequ

Main_PostProcessing.m
% Main_PostProcessing.m
% This file runs in parallel with the VI and post processes the results
% they are generated.
% Aspectes of this code were obtained from
%
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1452455/how-do-you-generate-tone% encies-in-matlab
% on 4/13/13 by Michael Wilcox.
% Clean up from the last run and set up for the next
clc; close all; format compact; clear;
% Define a few parameters

% Run this code with the VI?
Ans = questdlg('Are you running this program at the same time as the
VI? Remember, the VI must begin first. If running with the VI and it has not
yet started, do not answer this question until after the VI has
begun.','','Yes','No','Yes');
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if strcmp(Ans,'Yes')
RunInTandemWithVI = 1;
else
RunInTandemWithVI = 0;
end
% Define the objective function
global phi
% phi = 0;
% Optimize for thrust only
phi = pi/2;
% Optimize for lift only
% phi = pi/4; % Optimize for both lift and thrust equally
% Directory where the VI sends the analysis variables
%
analysisfiles_Dir
=
'J:\Research\CopiedFromTestComputer\analysisfiles';
analysisfiles_Dir
=
'C:\Documents
and
Settings\Thomson\My
Documents\Michael Wilcox\analysisfiles';
% Get name of directory where the results will be saved from user
%
results_Dir
=
uigetdir('J:\Research\CopiedFromTestComputer\ExperimentalResults\ValVerTestin
g');
results_Dir = uigetdir(pwd,'Select results directory');
% Replace backslashes with forward slashes to avoid file problems
results_Dir = strrep(results_Dir,'\','/');
analysisfiles_Dir = strrep(analysisfiles_Dir,'\','/');
% Record desired force direction for possible reference
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/VarsForLaterUse.mat'),'phi', '-append')
% Does doing it this way delete anything else in the file?
% Change to the results directory
cd(results_Dir)
diary('diary.txt'); % Start recording screen output
% Copy variables to the results directory
copyfile(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/Variable_const.mat'),results_Dir);
copyfile(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/VarsForLaterUse.mat'),results_Dir);
also

if RunInTandemWithVI % Run this portion of the code only when using VI

existing

%

Make

sure

that

this

file

will

not

inadvertently

modify

an

% user-defined trajectory file
if
(exist(strcat(results_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectories.mat'),'file')==2)
UserAns = questdlg('A file named UserDefinedTrajectories.mat
already exists in the results directory. Do you want to overwrite it?');
else
UserAns = [];
end
end
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later

% Check for left over signal files which can only be generated at a

% time
if
(exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/InitialConditionsReady.txt'),'file')==2)
Ans = questdlg('A file called InitialConditionsReady.txt is in the
directory. This file should not have been generated yet. Would you like to
delete the file?','','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(Ans,'Yes')
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/InitialConditionsReady.txt'));
end
end
% Check for left over signal files which can only be generated at a
later
% time
if
(exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt'),'file')==2
)
Ans = questdlg('A file called OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt is in
the directory. This file should not have been generated yet. Would you like
to delete the file?','','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(Ans,'Yes')
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt'));
end
end
% Begin processing data
are

% Compute the average forces for each Box-Behnken run as soon as they
% completed.
bb_analysis(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% Result: Generates and saves AverageForceResults

also

if RunInTandemWithVI % Run this portion of the code only when using VI

end

also

% Generate initial conditions for optimization
GenerateInitialConditions(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)

% Signal that the IC's are ready
diary off;
if RunInTandemWithVI % Run this portion of the code only when using VI

% Signal the mechanism to begin flapping on user-defined
trajectories
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/InitialConditionsReady.txt'))
% Wait until signal has been received
dummy = 0;
while (exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,...
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'/InitialConditionsReceived.txt'),'file')~=2)
if dummy == 0
dummy = 1;
disp('Waiting for signal to be received by the VI.')
end
pause(1);

end
disp('Signal received.')
clear dummy
% Delete acknowledgement signal received
pause(1);
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/InitialConditionsReceived.txt'))
end
diary on;
run)

% Copy variables to the results directory (after VI has finished BB
copyfile(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/A_all.mat'),results_Dir);
% Process initial conditions results
bb_analysis_InitialConditions(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)

also

if RunInTandemWithVI % Run this portion of the code only when using VI

% Generate hypersurface based on average force results
Generate_Hypersurface_Lift_and_Thrust()
% Result: Generates and saves parameters defining the hypersurface
% NEED TO GENERATE TWO HYPERSURFACES, ONE FOR LIFT, AND THE OTHER
FOR THRUST

end

% Optimize the response modeled by the hypersurface
opt_main(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% Result: UserDefinedTrajectories will be saved

% Run this portion of the code only if the VI is working too
if RunInTandemWithVI
% Signal the mechanism to begin flapping on user-defined
trajectories
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReady.txt'))
%
SignalFileName
=
strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectoriesReady.txt');
% save(SignalFileName)
% save 'C:/Documents and Settings/Thomson/My Documents/Michael
Wilcox/ExperimentalResults/analysisfiles/TrajectoriesReady.mat'
TrajectoriesReady
% Wait until signal has been received
dummy = 0;
while
(exist(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReceived.txt'),'file')
~=2)
if dummy == 0
dummy = 1;
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disp('Waiting for signal to be received by the VI.')
end
diary off;
pause(1);

end
diary on;
disp('Signal received.')
clear dummy
% Delete acknowledgement signal received
pause(1);

delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/OptimizedTrajectoriesReceived.txt'))
%
% Destroy signal received to prevent problems with future runs
%
delete(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectoriesReady.txt'))
end
diary on;
% Process the user-defined trajectories as they are completed
bb_analysis_Optima(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% Check how well the hypersurfaces matches reality
VerifyHypersurface
% Create a plot of the results from the run
PlotResults
% Output status and instructions
disp('Results processing complete.')
% disp('Choose a new center point and the step sizes in the VI')
DetermineFutureAction
%
disp('Suggested
next
center
point
(may
be
after
length(bbdesign(NumParams)) ):')
% find((force(:,2)/2+force(:,3)/2) == max(force(:,2)/2+force(:,3)/2))
% MaxResponse = max(force(:,2)/2+force(:,3)/2)
% Signal that the process has completed.
HallelujahChorus
diary off;

B.16

opt_main.m
function opt_main(analysisfiles_Dir, results_Dir)
% Optimization Using Hypersurface
% Created by: Ryan George
% 1 June 2011
% Modified by: Michael Wilcox
% 16 February 2013
% Declare initial parameters
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load VarsForLaterUse
load UserDefinedTrajectories.mat
NumTestPts = 10;
% Number of test points
% X0 = [am1_used am2_used am3_used]'; % am2(1:NumParams)';
% SS = [s1_used s2_used s3_used]'; % s2(1:NumParams)';
LB = X0 - SS;
UB = X0 + SS;
% Optimization Algorithm Settings
MFE = 10000;
% maximum function evaluations
MI = 10000;
% maximum number of iterations
MSQPI = 5000;
% maximum number of sequential quadradic
programming itterations
FT = 1e-6;
% Tolerance on function convergence
CT = 1e-6;
% Tolerance on constraint convergence
MinVarChange = 0.1;
% Minimum Change in Variables
DiffMaxChange = 30;
% Signal to the user that the optimization is about to begin
% pureTone(900, 0.5, 0.25, 2000000);
for i = 1:NumTestPts
% Optimization Setup: Initial guess
disp(sprintf(strcat('Solving using initial condition #%d.'),i))
X1 = X_init(:,i);
OPTIONS
=
optimset('Display','final','LargeScale','off','MaxSQPIter',MSQPI,'MaxFunEvals
',MFE,'MaxIter',MI,'TolFun',FT,'TolCon',CT,'DiffMinChange',MinVarChange,
'DiffMaxChange', DiffMaxChange);
% Determine the number of variables
NumParams = BB_Model_Info;
% Call Optimization Routine
[Xopt,FVAL,FLAG,OUTPUT]
fmincon(@fitness,X1,[],[],[],[],LB,UB,@constraints,OPTIONS);
%

=

X_init(:,i) = X1;
Xval(:,i) = Xopt;
FuncVal(1,i) = FVAL;
Flag(1,i) = FLAG;

end
% Save the resulting optimal
verification
OptHypersurfKinematics = Xval;
ExpectedResponses = FuncVal;
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kinematic

parameters

for

hardware

% Find the best of the optima
Index_Max = find(FuncVal == min(FuncVal));
TheoreticalNewCenter = Xval(:,Index_Max);
ExpectedResponseAtTheoreticalNewCenter = -FuncVal(Index_Max);
% Save to user-defined trajectory folder
save(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectories.mat'),
'OptHypersurfKinematics',
'ExpectedResponses',
'TheoreticalNewCenter',
'ExpectedResponseAtTheoreticalNewCenter', '-append')
%
Save to the current directory for the record
copyfile(strcat(analysisfiles_Dir,'/UserDefinedTrajectories.mat'),resul
ts_Dir);
% Signal to the user that the optimization is complete
% pureTone(900, 0.25, 0.25, 2000000);
% pureTone(1200, 0.25, 0.25, 2000000);
end

B.17

Plot_All_Results.m

% Plot_All_Results.m
% Box Behnken Analysis
%
This .m file will read in all the data result files from a BoxBehnken
% run and transform the forces in the earth X,Y,Z frame. The results
% are plotted thrust vs. lift.
%
%

From there, the user can choose the point for the next Box-Behnken
iteration.

%
%

Created by Ryan George and Dr. Mark Colton
3 May 2011

% House keeping
clc;
clear;
%close all;
% Declare a few parameters
bbsize = 5; %number of variables
WithFitResults = 0; % Defines whether or not to include the surface
verification results in the figure
ts = 0.002; %seconds (time step)
ramp_t = 1; %seconds (time to ramp into trajectory (quintic poly))
f_freq = 1/3; % 0.3333; %Hz (flapping frequency)
NumIterations = 8; % Number of iterations to load and plot
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InitialRotation
mechanism on

=

-90;

%

Rotation

of

the

wing

before

turning

the

% Load data files
% Open a new figure
figure;
for Iter = 1:NumIterations
CurrentIter
=
1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize)):length(bbdesign(bbsize))+(Iter1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))];

[1+(Iter-

for i=CurrentIter
% Load data from file
i
% Hard code data location
if Iter == 1
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\FirstIteration\\Four
ier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
MyColor = [0 0 0];
elseif Iter == 2
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\SecondIteration\\Fou
rier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
MyColor = [0 .5 1];
elseif Iter == 3
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\ThirdIteration\\Four
ier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
MyColor = [1 1 1];
elseif Iter == 4
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\FourthIteration\\Fou
rier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
MyColor = [1 0 1];
elseif Iter == 5
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\FifthIteration\\Four
ier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
MyColor = [1 1 0];
elseif Iter == 6
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\SixthIteration\\Four
ier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
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MyColor = [0 0 1];
elseif Iter == 7
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\SeventhIteration\\Fo
urier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
MyColor = [0 1 0];
elseif Iter == 8
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\EighthIteration\\Fou
rier_01_%03d.txt',i-(Iter-1)*length(bbdesign(bbsize))));
MyColor = [1 0 0];
else
Error('Error: Something Went Wrong.')
end

data(1,:) = [];
strain = data(:,2);
motor(:,1) = data(:,3);
motor(:,2) = data(:,5);
motor(:,3) = data(:,7);
setpoint(:,1) = data(:,4);
setpoint(:,2) = data(:,6);
setpoint(:,3) = data(:,8);
time = data(:,1);
clear data;
%

% Determine sample rate and Nyquist frequency.
dt = mean(diff(time));
dt = 0.002;
fs = 1/dt; % Sampling frequency
fn = fs/2; % Nyquist frequency
fc = 5; % Cutoff frequency
% Filter strain gage data
[B,A] = butter(3,fc/fn);
strain_f = filtfilt(B,A,strain);
% Remove offset from strain data
offset = mean(strain(1:6));
strain_f = strain_f - offset;
% Cut off Quintic poly and 1st and last flapping cycle
cutoff = floor(((1/f_freq)+ramp_t)/ts);
cutoffend = floor((ramp_t)/ts);
% cutting beginning
motor(1:cutoff,:) = [];
setpoint(1:cutoff,:) = [];
strain_f(1:cutoff) = [];
strain(1:cutoff) = [];
time(1:cutoff) = [];
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% cutting end
motor(length(motor)-cutoffend+1:length(motor),:) = [];
setpoint(length(setpoint)-cutoffend+1:length(setpoint),:) = [];
strain_f(length(strain_f)-cutoffend+1:length(strain_f)) = [];
strain(length(strain)-cutoffend+1:length(strain)) = [];
time(length(time)-cutoffend+1:length(time)) = [];
%

(degrees)

Convert

Motor

and

Setpoint

data

into

usable

kinematics

theta(:,1) = (motor(:,1) + motor(:,2))/40;
theta(:,2) = (motor(:,1) - motor(:,2))/40;
theta(:,3) = motor(:,3);
thetaSet(:,1) = (setpoint(:,1) + setpoint(:,2))/40;
thetaSet(:,2) = (setpoint(:,1) - setpoint(:,2))/40;
thetaSet(:,3) = setpoint(:,3);
% Figure out how closely motors tracked actual values
tracking = thetaSet - theta;
track_error(i) = abs(sum(sum(tracking)));
% Also Calculate RMS and Average error
tracking2 = tracking.^2;
RMS(i,:) = sqrt(sum(tracking2,1)/length(tracking2));
AvgErr(i,:) = sum(abs(tracking)/length(tracking),1);

% Transform forces into home X,Y,Z frame
for j=1:length(setpoint)
f_inertial(j,:)
=
transform_forces([0,0,strain_f(j)]',[theta(j,3)*(pi/180),theta(j,1)*(pi/180),
theta(j,2)*(pi/180)]')';
end
% Store data for use in choosing next point
force(i,:) = mean(f_inertial);
% Clean up for next iteration
clear motor
clear setpoint
clear strain
clear strain_f
clear time
end

if WithFitResults == 1
for
i=1
length(bbdesign(bbsize))

+

length(bbdesign(bbsize)):10

% Load data from file
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+

i
% Hard code data location
data
=
load(sprintf('C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\Thomson\\My
Documents\\Michael
Wilcox\\ExperimentalResults\\TypeCompare_Pitch\\Fourier\\SeventhIteration\\Ve
rifyHypSurf\\Fourier_01_%03d.txt',i-length(bbdesign(bbsize)))); %
data(1,:) = [];
strain = data(:,2);
motor(:,1) = data(:,3);
motor(:,2) = data(:,5);
motor(:,3) = data(:,7);
setpoint(:,1) = data(:,4);
setpoint(:,2) = data(:,6);
setpoint(:,3) = data(:,8);
time = data(:,1);
clear data;
%

% Determine sample rate and Nyquist frequency.
dt = mean(diff(time));
dt = 0.002;
fs = 1/dt; % Sampling frequency
fn = fs/2; % Nyquist frequency
fc = 5; % Cutoff frequency
% Filter strain gage data
[B,A] = butter(3,fc/fn);
strain_f = filtfilt(B,A,strain);
% Remove offset from strain data
offset = mean(strain(1:6));
strain_f = strain_f - offset;
% Cut off Quintic poly and 1st and last flapping cycle
cutoff = floor(((1/f_freq)+ramp_t)/ts);
cutoffend = floor((ramp_t)/ts);
% cutting beginning
motor(1:cutoff,:) = [];
setpoint(1:cutoff,:) = [];
strain_f(1:cutoff) = [];
strain(1:cutoff) = [];
time(1:cutoff) = [];

[];
[];

(degrees)

% cutting end
motor(length(motor)-cutoffend+1:length(motor),:) = [];
setpoint(length(setpoint)-cutoffend+1:length(setpoint),:)

=

strain_f(length(strain_f)-cutoffend+1:length(strain_f))

=

strain(length(strain)-cutoffend+1:length(strain)) = [];
time(length(time)-cutoffend+1:length(time)) = [];
% Convert Motor and Setpoint data into usable kinematics
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theta(:,1) = (motor(:,1) + motor(:,2))/40;
theta(:,2) = (motor(:,1) - motor(:,2))/40;
theta(:,3) = motor(:,3);
thetaSet(:,1) = (setpoint(:,1) + setpoint(:,2))/40;
thetaSet(:,2) = (setpoint(:,1) - setpoint(:,2))/40;
thetaSet(:,3) = setpoint(:,3);
% Figure out how closely motors tracked actual values
tracking = thetaSet - theta;
track_error(i) = abs(sum(sum(tracking)));
% Also Calculate RMS and Average error
tracking2 = tracking.^2;
RMS(i,:) = sqrt(sum(tracking2,1)/length(tracking2));
AvgErr(i,:) = sum(abs(tracking)/length(tracking),1);
% Transform forces into home X,Y,Z frame
for j=1:length(setpoint)
f_inertial(j,:)
=
transform_forces([0,0,strain_f(j)]',[theta(j,3)*(pi/180),theta(j,1)*(pi/180),
theta(j,2)*(pi/180)]')';
end
% Store data for use in choosing next point
force(i,:) = mean(f_inertial);
% Clean up for next iteration
clear motor
clear setpoint
clear strain
clear strain_f
clear time
end
end

% Plot Results
% Plot of Thrust vs Lift
if InitialRotation == -90
plot(force(CurrentIter,3),force(CurrentIter,2),'.')
else
plot(force(CurrentIter,2),force(CurrentIter,3),'.')
end
hold on
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for i=CurrentIter
%
MyColor = [0 0 0];
%
if i > length(bbdesign(bbsize))
%
MyColor = [1 0 0];
%
if InitialRotation == -90
%
text(force(i,3)+.02,force(i,2),num2str(ilength(bbdesign(bbsize))),'Color',MyColor)
%
else
%
text(force(i,2)+.02,force(i,3),num2str(ilength(bbdesign(bbsize))),'Color',MyColor)
%
end
%
else
if InitialRotation == -90
text(force(i,3),force(i,2),
[num2str(Iter)
',
'
num2str(i)],'Color',MyColor)
else
text(force(i,2),force(i,3),num2str(i),'Color',MyColor)
end
end

%
end
end

xlabel('Thrust (au)');
ylabel('Lift (au)');
grid on;
grid on;
hold on;
plot([0 0],[7 7],'k');
plot([0 17*cos(deg2rad(55+45))],[0 17*sin(deg2rad(55+45))],'--k');
plot([0 17*cos(deg2rad(35+45))],[0 17*sin(deg2rad(35+45))],'--k');
axis([-4 4 -4 5]);
% Save the results
save AverageForceResults force

B.18

PlotResults.m
function PlotResults()
% Plot Results
% Define variables
load AverageForceResults.mat
NumVars = BB_Model_Info;
% Only run if the force vector is complete
if L_force == length(force)
% Plot of Thrust vs Lift
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figure;
plot(force(:,1),force(:,3),'.')
hold on
for i=1:length(force)
% Mark the Box-Behnken run results in black and the user-

defined

% results in red
MyColor = [0 0 0];
if i > length(bbdesign(NumVars))
MyColor = [1 0 0];
text(force(i,1),force(i,3),num2str(ilength(bbdesign(NumVars))),'Color',MyColor)
else
text(force(i,1),force(i,3),num2str(i),'Color',MyColor)
end
end
xlabel('Thrust (Fx, lbf)');
ylabel('Lift (Fz, lbf)');
grid on;
grid on;
hold on;
plot([0 7],[0 7],'k');
plot([0 17*cos(deg2rad(55))],[0 17*sin(deg2rad(55))],'--k');
plot([0 17*cos(deg2rad(35))],[0 17*sin(deg2rad(35))],'--k');
axis([-.1/4 .15 -.1/4 .15]);

%
%
%
%

print -dtiff ForceResults_AutoPostProccessing.tif
saveas(gcf, 'ForceResults_AutoPostProccessing.fig', 'fig')
end
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the

wing,

wing,

first

end

transform_forces.m
% TRANSFORM_FORCES
Calculate wing forces in the inertial frame.
%
TRANSFORM_FORCES(F_WING, THETA) calculates the three components of
%
%
%

wing force expressed in the inertial (aerodynamic) frame.

%
%
%

expressed in the wing frame.

%
%
%
%

expressed in the inertial (aerodynamic) frame.

%
%

element of THETA contains th1. The second element of THETA contains
th2. The third element of THETA contains th3.

F_WING

F_INERTIAL

A 3x1 column vector containing the forces on the

A 3x1 column vector containing the forces on the

THETA
A 3x1 column vector of angles (in rad) describing the
orientation of the wing frame relative to the inertial frame. The
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%
%
Modified by Mark Colton on 3/27/13 to incorporate new angle
definitions
%
and axis directions.
%
Modified by Michael Wilcox on 4/13/13 to change the order of
rotations.
%
Modified by Michael Wilcox on 4/19/13 to call a function to
generate R
%
rather than computing the rotation matrix here. This is because R
will
%
be used by other functions as well as this one.
%
Modified by Michael Wilcox on 4/20/13 to accept either radians or
%
degrees. By default, the expected input is in radians.
function F_inertial = transform_forces(F_wing, theta, units)
%-------------------------------------------------------------% Define the default value for 'units'
if nargin == 2
units = 'rad';
end
%-------------------------------------------------------------% Extract individual angles from the angle vector:
th1

in

the

% Rotation of differential housing about horizontal shaft. A positive
% results in a drop of the wing relative to the ground.
th1 = theta(1);
% Rotation of wing about wing shaft. A positive th2 results in a drop
% the leading edge relative to the ground.
th2 = theta(2);
% Rotation of outer housing about vertical shaft. A positive th3 brings
% wing forward relative to the ground.
th3 = theta(3);
%-------------------------------------------------------------% Compute individual transformation matrices.
% Original code generated by Dr. Colton and Wessley Fassman
% R1 = [1 0 0; 0 cos(th1) -sin(th1); 0 sin(th1) cos(th1)];
% R2 = [cos(th2) 0 sin(th2); 0 1 0; -sin(th2) 0 cos(th2)];
% R3 = [cos(th3) sin(th3) 0; -sin(th3) cos(th3) 0; 0 0 1];

% Matrix ordering changed modified by Michael Wilcox, 4/13/13 to
reflect
% update sent out by Dr. Colton on 4/13/13.
% Rotation matrix calculation placed in a sepparate function by Michael
% Wilcox, 4/19/2013.
% R2 = [1 0 0; 0 cos(th1) -sin(th1); 0 sin(th1) cos(th1)];
% R3 = [cos(th2) 0 sin(th2); 0 1 0; -sin(th2) 0 cos(th2)];
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%
%
%
%
%
frame.
%

R1 = [cos(th3) sin(th3) 0; -sin(th3) cos(th3) 0; 0 0 1];
%-------------------------------------------------------------% Compose overall transformation matrix that allows computation of
% quantities in the wing frame, given quantities in the inertial
R = R3*R2*R1;

R = Calculate_R(th1, th2, th3, units);

in
us to

B.20

%-------------------------------------------------------------% Calculate the wing force in the inertial frame, given the wing force
% the wing frame.

Note the transpose of the rotation matrix to allow

% calculate inertial force given the wing force, and not the other way
% around.
F_inertial = R'*F_wing;

VerifyHypersurface.m
function VerifyHypersurface()
% This file checks the results of the verification run against the
% hypersurface to verify or refute the hypersurface
load AverageForceResults force L_force
load UserDefinedTrajectories
% Only run if the force vector is complete
if L_force == length(force)

optima

% Compute some statistics about the initial guesses and the
% For the initial guesses

hypersurfaces

%

Compute

estimated

fitness

of

initial

guesses

f_expected_init = zeros(1,length(X_init(1,:)));
for i=1:length(X_init(1,:))
f_expected_init(i) = fitness(X_init(:,i));
end
% Actual forces from initial guesses
F_actual_init = force(end-19:end-10,:);
% Actual fitness from initial guesses
f_actual_init = fitness(F_actual_init, 'Force')';
% Compute the percent error
PercentError_init = (f_actual_init - f_expected_init)./...
f_actual_init*100
% Compute the average percent error
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per

MeanPE_init
mean(abs(PercentError_init))*sign(mean(PercentError_init))

=

% For the hypersurface optima
% Compute estimated fitness of optima per hypersurfaces
f_expected_opt = zeros(1,length(OptHypersurfKinematics(1,:)));
for i=1:length(X_init(1,:))
f_expected_opt(i) = fitness(OptHypersurfKinematics(:,i));
end
% Actual forces from optima
F_actual_opt = force(end-9:end,:);
% Actual fitness from optima
f_actual_opt = fitness(F_actual_opt, 'Force')';
% Compute the percent error
PercentError_opt = ...
(f_actual_opt - f_expected_opt)./f_actual_opt*100
%
%
%
%
%

% Get the fitness of the hypersurface optima
f_expected_opt = -ExpectedResponses;
% Actual force from hypersurface optima
f_actual_opt = force(end-9:end,2)';
% All fitness results
f_actual = [f_actual_init f_actual_opt];
% Compute the average percent error
MeanPE_opt = ...
mean(abs(PercentError_opt))*sign(mean(PercentError_opt))

f_actual
end

save

VerifyHypersurface.mat

end
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MeanPE_opt

PercentError_opt

APPENDIX C.

C.1

OTHER RESOURCE MATERIAL

Rotation Matrices
clear; close; clc; format compact;
syms th1 th2 th3 Psi_rad th_s th_d th_p s1 s2 s3 c1 c2 c3
Rj_2
Rj_3
Rj_1
RJ =

= [1 0 0; 0 cos(th1) -sin(th1); 0 sin(th1) cos(th1)];
= [cos(th2) 0 sin(th2); 0 1 0; -sin(th2) 0 cos(th2)];
= [cos(th3) sin(th3) 0; -sin(th3) cos(th3) 0; 0 0 1];
Rj_3*Rj_2*Rj_1;

Rk_1 = [cos(Psi_rad) 0 sin(Psi_rad); 0 1 0; -sin(Psi_rad)
cos(Psi_rad)];
Rk_2 = [1 0 0; 0 cos(th_s) -sin(th_s); 0 sin(th_s) cos(th_s)];
Rk_3 = [cos(th_d) sin(th_d) 0; -sin(th_d) cos(th_d) 0; 0 0 1];
Rk_4 = [cos(th_p) 0 sin(th_p); 0 1 0; -sin(th_p) 0 cos(th_p)];
RK = Rk_4*Rk_3*Rk_2*Rk_1;

0

% Print output:
disp('Print
bottom.');

output

for

nine

terms,

disp(' ')
disp('RJ:')
for i = 1:3
for j = 1:3
disp(sprintf('RJ(%d,%d)',i,j));
RJ(i,j)
end
end
disp(' ')
disp('RK:')
for i = 1:3
for j = 1:3
disp(sprintf('RK(%d,%d)',i,j));
RK(i,j)
end
end
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left

to

right,

then

top

to

disp(' ')
% Determine the sines and cosines of angles theta1, theta2 and theta3.
% Equation 1
s1 = -RK(2,3);
% Equation 2
s2 = RK(1,3)/c1;
% Equation 3
s3 = RK(2,1)/(-c1);
% Equation 4
c3 = RK(2,2)/c1;
% Equation 5
c2 = RK(3,3)/c1;
% The sine of theta1 will be used to calculate theta1 for the first and
% fourth quadrants. From this, the cosine of theta1 will be calculated.
%
%
%
%
%

% Substitude this back into Equations 2 through 5
s2 = RK(1,3)/c1;
s3 = RK(2,1)/(-c1);
c3 = RK(2,2)/c1;
c2 = RK(3,3)/c1;

% print results
disp(' ')
s1
c1
s2
c2
s3
c3
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

OUTPUT:
Print output for nine terms, left to right, then top to bottom.
RJ:
RJ(1,1)
ans =
cos(th2)*cos(th3) - sin(th1)*sin(th2)*sin(th3)
RJ(1,2)
ans =
cos(th2)*sin(th3) + cos(th3)*sin(th1)*sin(th2)
RJ(1,3)
ans =
cos(th1)*sin(th2)
RJ(2,1)
ans =
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% -cos(th1)*sin(th3)
% RJ(2,2)
% ans =
% cos(th1)*cos(th3)
% RJ(2,3)
% ans =
% -sin(th1)
% RJ(3,1)
% ans =
% - cos(th3)*sin(th2) - cos(th2)*sin(th1)*sin(th3)
% RJ(3,2)
% ans =
% cos(th2)*cos(th3)*sin(th1) - sin(th2)*sin(th3)
% RJ(3,3)
% ans =
% cos(th1)*cos(th2)
%
% RK:
% RK(1,1)
% ans =
% cos(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*cos(th_p) - sin(Psi_rad)*(cos(th_s)*sin(th_p)
- cos(th_p)*sin(th_d)*sin(th_s))
% RK(1,2)
% ans =
% sin(th_p)*sin(th_s) + cos(th_p)*cos(th_s)*sin(th_d)
% RK(1,3)
% ans =
% cos(Psi_rad)*(cos(th_s)*sin(th_p) - cos(th_p)*sin(th_d)*sin(th_s)) +
sin(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*cos(th_p)
% RK(2,1)
% ans =
% sin(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*sin(th_s) - cos(Psi_rad)*sin(th_d)
% RK(2,2)
% ans =
% cos(th_d)*cos(th_s)
% RK(2,3)
% ans =
% - sin(Psi_rad)*sin(th_d) - cos(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*sin(th_s)
% RK(3,1)
% ans =
% - sin(Psi_rad)*(cos(th_p)*cos(th_s) + sin(th_d)*sin(th_p)*sin(th_s))
- cos(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*sin(th_p)
% RK(3,2)
% ans =
% cos(th_p)*sin(th_s) - cos(th_s)*sin(th_d)*sin(th_p)
% RK(3,3)
% ans =
% cos(Psi_rad)*(cos(th_p)*cos(th_s) + sin(th_d)*sin(th_p)*sin(th_s)) sin(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*sin(th_p)
%
% s1 =
% sin(Psi_rad)*sin(th_d) + cos(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*sin(th_s)
% c1 =
% c1
% s2 =
% (cos(Psi_rad)*(cos(th_s)*sin(th_p) - cos(th_p)*sin(th_d)*sin(th_s)) +
sin(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*cos(th_p))/c1
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% c2 =
% (cos(Psi_rad)*(cos(th_p)*cos(th_s) + sin(th_d)*sin(th_p)*sin(th_s)) sin(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*sin(th_p))/c1
% s3 =
% (cos(Psi_rad)*sin(th_d) - sin(Psi_rad)*cos(th_d)*sin(th_s))/c1
% c3 =
% (cos(th_d)*cos(th_s))/c1
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